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THE TITANIC MARITIME MEMORIAL ACT OF
1985

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
COMMITTEE ON MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 1:40 p.m., in room 1334, 

Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Walter B. Jones (chairman 
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Jones, Anderson, Studds, Hughes, 
Carper, Bosco, Tallon, Thomas, Ortiz, Manton, Shumway, Fields, 
Schneider, McKernan, Franklin, Chappie, Saxton, and Bentley.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER B. JONES, A U.S. REPRE 
SENTATIVE FROM NORTH CAROLINA, AND CHAIRMAN, MER 
CHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES COMMITTEE

The CHAIRMAN. The meeting will come to order, please.
Without objection from any part of the members of the commit 

tee, the TV cameras will be on during the session.
Is there any objection?
If not, so ordered.
This morning the Oceanography Subcommittee held a hearing on 

the issue of shipwrecks. This afternoon we will listen to testimony 
concerning a particular shipwreck of such unique significance as to 
merit its own hearing.

Many consider it to have been the greatest of all maritime disas 
ters. Like most people, I was intrigued by the recent discovery of 
the Titanic. Shortly thereafter, I introduced H.R. 3272. This bill 
memorializes the shipwreck of the Titanic as a gravesite to the 
more than 1,500 passengers who perished with her.

Immediately after this tragedy occurred in April 1912, the 
Senate held hearings to learn of its cause. Seventy-three years 
later, this committee will reopen discussion of the Titanic disaster.

However, the purpose of our meeting today is to establish a 
record by which Congress can determine how the United States 
should now proceed, given the fact that the Titanic has finally 
been located.

Some folks would like to see the shipwreck salvaged immediate 
ly. Others feel strongly that she should remain undisturbed where 
she rests on the ocean floor.

H.R. 3272 will ensure that we give thoughtful consideration to all 
of these views before any activities proceed.

(l)



The first three panels are composed of witnesses who represent 
both viewpoints and include the leader of the American discovery 
team, a representative of the Titanic Historical Society, one of the 
survivors of the Titanic, and a gentleman who probably wishes to 
salvage the shipwreck.

The fourth and fifth panels will specifically address the language 
in H.R. 3272. The administration will give its views on the bill. 
NOAA will then talk about its experience in developing guidelines 
for managing shipwrecksites.

NOAA, of course, has demonstrated its expertise in managing 
another famous shipwreck, the USS Monitor, a Civil War vessel 
lying off the coast of my own district in the State of North Caroli 
na.

Finally, the international mechanisms which might be appropri 
ate for negotiations with other interested countries will be de 
scribed.

We look forward to hearing the statements which each witness 
has prepared for this hearing.

Mr. Fields, do you care to be recognized at this time?
Mr. FIELDS. Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman, I would ask by unanimous 

consent the statement of the ranking minority member, Mr. Lent 
from New York, be made part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, so ordered.
[The statement of Mr. Lent follows:]

STATEMENT OP HON. NORMAN F. LENT, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK
Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased that we are having this hearing this afternoon 

to explore the ramifications of the proposed Titanic Maritime Memorial Act. First, I 
want to commend Bob Ballard, his colleagues on board the research vessel R/V 
Knorr, and his French colleagues for their spectacular demonstration of how suc 
cessful modern technology can be in promoting underwater exploration. I assume 
that the Navy does not plan routinely to use the video- and sonar-equipped Area to 
search for sunken luxury liners, but this mission certainly has captured the public's 
interest.

The significance of the Titanic lies not in the value of the jewelry that went down 
with her, nor from what we might learn about ship construction from studying her 
wreckage.

Instead, the significant point is that the loss of the supposedly unsinkable Titanic 
marked something of a turning point for technological Western society. As Nicholas 
Wade has noted in the New Times, the sinking of the Titanic was a "jolt to the self- 
assurance of the times. The Titanic was a marvel of technology, widely regarded as 
unsinkable. Yet safety received a fraction of the attention devoted to its luxury."

The sinking of the Titanic focused international attention on the need for numer 
ous improvements in maritime safety standards. Her loss was a costly reminder 
that man and his technology must always respect the forces of nature.

By establishing the Titanic as an international maritime memorial, we would pay 
tribute to the souls of the lost passengers and crew, and to the belief that their loss 
was not in vain, because of the resultant demand for improvement of international 
maritime safety standards. We also would establish a permanent reminder that, in 
our exploration and exploitation of marine resources, we should maintain a sense of 
perspective and humility, the knowledge that man's grandest creations and techno 
logical sucesses must respect the powers and potentials for hazard that we en 
counter in Mother Nature.

STATEMENT OF HON. JACK FIELDS, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE 
FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Mr. FIELDS. I thank you for scheduling this hearing today to ad 
dress the many intriguing issues which now face us as a result of 
the discovery of the wreck of the RMS Titanic. I think you are ab-



solutely correct in believing that this committee and this Congress 
have a right and a responsibility to help determine whether or not 
the wreckage of the Titanic should be preserved as a memorial to 
those who died during her maiden voyage.

Each of us has seen movies, we have read books and we have 
watched television documentaries concerning the sinking of the Ti 
tanic more than 73 years ago in the North Atlantic. Unquestion 
ably, that maritime disaster in which more than 1,500 persons lost 
their lives has attracted greater public interest and greater curiosi 
ty than any other shipwreck in modern history.

You could ask the question why the unequalled fascination with 
the Titanic. First, the fact that a luxury liner billed as unsinkable 
could sink makes the Titanic of interest to the public.

Second, that this unsinkable vessel could sink so quickly 2Vz 
hours after striking an iceberg, shook the public's faith in technolo 
gy- 

Third, that the manufacturers and operators of such an ad 
vanced-design ship could have overlooked the one simple device, 
lifeboats, which could have prevented such a massive loss of life 
adds to the irony surrounding the Titanic sinking.

The final irony concerns another ship, the Californian. Was the 
Californian close enough to have rescued passengers from the 
doomed luxury liner and, if so, why did it not come to the aid of 
the Titanic's passengers?

Mr. Chairman, the warmth and orderliness of this room stands 
in sharp contrast to the terror one of our witnesses, Louise Pope, 
must have felt as a 4-year-old Titanic passenger on the cold, confus 
ing night of April 14, 1912. Her experience is not unique.

The 704 other Titanic survivors endured that same confusion and 
terror as did those men and women who perished aboard the 
unsinkable Titanic.

It is in the memory and for the benefit of both survivors and vic 
tims that you have offered H.R. 3272.

Our own Government decided decades ago to seal off the U.S.S. 
Arizona in Pearl Harbor. Since then the Arizona has served as a 
maritime tomb to the more than 1,000 members of her crew killed 
during the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941. That tomb 
has served as an effective, and popular, memorial to their memory. 
And, it has given comfort and solace to their survivors and de- 
scendents. Those of us on this committee should consider giving 
those who sailed aboard the Titanic, survivors and victims alike, a 
similar memorial, one that would provide their descendants the 
peace of mind they so much deserve.

Mr. Chairman, your legislation H.R. 3272, the Titanic Memorial 
Act of 1985, should be given favorable consideration by both this 
committee and by the Congress.

Again, I appreciate your scheduling this hearing and look for 
ward to the testimony from the witnesses with us today.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes Mr. Anderson from Califor 
nia for any remarks you might see fit to make.



STATEMENT OF HON. GLENN ANDERSON, A UJS. 
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. ANDERSON.' Tliank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, would like to commend you for holding this hearing to ex 

plore,the problems .involved in the disposition '• of the Titanic. The 
Titanic sunk 1 6ff,;the : Canadian coast over 70 years ago and the tale 
of this unsihkable vessel is familiar to all of us. Until recently, the 
issues involved in the Titanic were basically questions of who did 
or could have done something to avert the disaster. This picture 
has changed dramatically with the recent discovery by a joint 
American and French team of RMS Titanic.

The wreck presumably lies in international waters and, there 
fore, may be governed by traditional salvage laws. In the absence 
of some concerted international action,' salyage activities would 
commence without consideration of the historical, cultural or scien 
tific significance of the wreck. Not to overlook the fact that over 
1,500 people died aboard the Titanic.  

H.R. 3272, the Titanic Maritime Memorial Act is one vehicle for 
coordinating the efforts to develop a policy for exploring, salvaging 
or not tampering with the wreck. I look forward to the, discussion 
this afternoon which will help us to decide what would be the ap 
propriate course of action to take in dealing with the wreck of the 
RMS Titanic. ,,,. , Hs . .,'.,  ,

I thank the gentleman.., . .. ; '^ ,, ..•,•.-'.:•':'.,••
'The CHAffiniAN1. Do any1 .other members of the committee wisli to 

be heard at this time? '  . -, ..,<,'. •> • -I ' .
Mrs. Bentley, the Chair is happy to recognize you., ,, (r, ,£ ',',; '".': .

STATEMENT OF'HON. HEI^EN I)ELI^1H'BENTL,E^A U.S. ' 
REPRESENTATIVE! FROM THF/STATE OF ̂ MARYLAND

Mrs. BENTLEX, (Thank you. Mr., .Chairman.- !;, , ;.;.,-(  -;,? . ' 
I join my colleagues in commending fypupVMr....;Chairman, .for 

scheduling this hearing. The'discovery of the RMS Titanic,on Sep 
tember 1, 1985 by,a,joint United States/French research team;was 
a truly significant display of-,advanced American, technology.!The 
U.S. Navy research vessel,, Knorr, as well ,:as the Ame.rican un 
manned submersibles, the Argo and the,,.A/igws,;'were quite,instru 
mental in the discovery. , ',.;,. ;,, . 1 . :- a : - ,

I am very proud that Americans such as Dr. Robert Ballard were 
part of the research team which located the^ Titanic. Our, interest 
in this project should not diminish. ,,j ' ?."

Rather, the U.S. Government should cooperate .with other inter 
ested nations to govern future activities at the .Titanic site. This is 
one of the goals which Chairman Jones' legislation, H.R. 3272, pro 
poses to attain and it is for this reason that I support this legisla 
tion. .. ' . ,., ,, ;; ,. ,  .j.iji;. ,. _. i {:-,.-.

In addition, I support further advances in Arherican technologi 
cal research. At this time I would like to welcome all the witnesses 
and congratulate Dr. Ballard for .his part in this, great .discovery.

[A copy of the bill follows:]



99TH CONGRESS 
IST SESSION H.R.3272

To designate the shipwreck of the* Titanic as a maritime memorial and to provide 
for reasonable research, exploration, and, if appropriate, salvage activities.

IN THE HOUSE OF EEPEESENTATIVBS

SEPTEMBEB 11, 1985
Mr. JONES of North Carolina (for himself, Mr. LENT, Mr. BIAOOI, Mr. STUDDS, 

Mr. LOWEY of Washington, Mr. CABPEB, and Mr. HUGHES) introduced the 
following bill; which was referred to the Committee on Merchant Marine and 
Fisheries

A BILL
.''    n>. •''','

To designate the shipwreck of the Titanic as a maritime memo- 
  rial and to provide for reasonable research, exploration, and, 

if appropriate, salvage activities.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

B SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as "The Titanic Maritime

5 Memorial Act of 1985".

6 SEC. 2. FINDINGS AND PURPOSES.

7 (a) FINDINGS. The Congress finds that 

8 (1) the Titanic, the ocean liner which sank on her

9 maiden voyage after striking an iceberg on April 14,



	•.-.• 2

1 1912, is a maritime memorial to the men, women, and

2 children who.perished aboard-herjj, ,

3 (2) the recent discovery of the shipwreck Titanic, 

4•-!.,!,. ,• lying more than twelve thousand feet beneath the

5 ' ocean surface, demonstrates the practical applications

6 of ocean science and engineering;

7 (3) the shipwreck Titanic, well preserved in the	i '•.>.</ . ' ;• ; :."•: ' ; :•;' • •'
8 cold, oxygen-poor waters of the deep North Atlantic

9 Ocean, is of major national and international historical

10 significance; ''''

11 (4) the shipwreck Titanic represents a special op-

12 portunity for deep ocean scientific research and explo- ••

13 ration; and 7 •. •-,, •*-*. .-.

14 (5) the shipwreck.Titanie is a cultural ; and Mstori7
	' ''' '•'". " •'• - "'"VM'vV. :3 'V ':",''• 'S^'Sll/'JSj.ftffl?'''^^^ °' r

15 cal,: memorial, 3 which ,^irierits-" reasonable.;^international

16 protection. '-''>'

17 (b) PUBPOSBS.—The Congress declares that the pur-

18 poses of this Act are^- , .,- •• ,*-, ' * •

19 (1) to establish the shipwreck sTitania-as.ian inter-

20 -('national maritime; memorial to : those who; lost their

21 lives aboard her in 1912; - ",

22 (2) to require the>; establishment of national guide-

23 lines for.condubting research on and exploration and, if

24 appropriate, salvage of the shipwreck Titanic;



3

1 ..;,.,. (3). to express the sense of the United States Con-

2 gress that all nations conduct thetf; activities relating to

3 the shipwreck Titanic in accordance with these guide-

4 ..lines; and, . ^ l:> .,

5. . , (4) to dir,ect the "United States to enter into nego-

6 ,.,_. tiations .with,. other.ointerested nations, including Great

7 . :Britain, France, and. Canada, to,.establish an,interna- 

,8 , , tjonal agreement which .. will, protect the ••scientific; his- 

9, iqrical,; :and cultural, significance of the. shipwreck 

10 Titanic. . . , ; ., , ; , . .•

12, .,). , (a), '{AdministratQr'j!,ineans^ the Administrator .ofithe.Na-

13 tionaj; Oceanic and.AjmpsEhe.ric ̂̂ Administratiori (NOAA);

14 (b) ''Secretary',' i n^e^i& î .3ecre.tar}r.ofi State; i-ij • 

.ISj,,;,^,, .(c),. ''Shipwreck"; means i the vessel, Titanic, her cargo, 

16 and , other contents^ .,,„,.., i , ' ...r\i .-.- ;• ' <•• ' 

17 h , : . , (d),,''Unite.d States',', (means the; several States,, the Dis- 

18,., trict ;of . Columbia; the iQommonwealth of IJuerto Rico, Ameri- 

lg, can Samoa, the, United States. Virgin Islands, Guam, and any 

20 other Commonwealth, territory, or possession of 'the; United 

21. States.,,,- ,.. : , ,; ....... .....

22 SEC. 4. COMMENDATION.

23 .The, Congress, of the United States highly commends the

24 members, of the joint international expedition :which discov-.

25 ered.the shipwreck .-.Titanic,, and urges that this cooperative

. BH 3272 ffl
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4

1" -effort ;serves as a model for further international activities re- 

' 2 lated'to thirmemorial. '

3 SEC. 5; NATIONAL GUIDELINES.

4 (a) The Administrator shall develop guidelines to govern 

5-5 research;* exploration; and; if appropriate, salvage of the ship- 

'6 wreck Titanic; which: (1) are consistent with its historical 

?• ! arid cultural significance, as well as the purposes and policies 

8' of this Act; (2) promote the safety of individuals involved in

9 such operations; and (3) recognize the sanctity of'the ship-

10 wreck Titanic as a maritime memorial. .; <•

11 (b) In developing these guidelines; • the 'Administrator

12 shall 'consult with'other interested 'Federal 'agencies, academ-

13 ic and: research institutions,! and members of the public; 1 ' ' ' ;
14 SEC. 6. INTERNATIONALvAGREEMENt. '»'<.'>' • -" -.-'; V' V'- r • "'

15 (a) The'Secretary is !directed'to "enter iiitb negotiations- 

IB to develop an international agreement l!which 'provides for 

17' international research; exploratiori; 'and, :if appropriate, sal- ; 

18 ; vage of the'shipwreck^Titanic'cbnsisteht'with^guidelmes'de-'

19 veloped pursuant to section 5 ; and •'therpurpbse's?and : policies'
20 L of this Act. ; • - ..•-.•^••; ':'""••••• "..••:,•<« •-,(} •••.•• ^

21 (b) The Secretary shall consult with the Administfatdr

22 when fulfilling section 6(a) above';"The" Administrator'shall

23 provide research and.technical assistance-'to the Secretary.^ 

24"' (c) Upon'adoption of aii interna,tibnar*agreement under 

25'•'•'section'6, the Secretary' 1 shall provide notification of the

BR 3272 IB



: - ' - '- : 5 :

'•* 1' agreement to the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fish-

vtv'.. 2 '•• cries in the House of Representatives and to the appropriate

3 committee' in the Senate, including recommendations for leg-

4 islation to implement the agreement.

~'"f 5 SEC.1SENSE OF CONGRESS^

6 It is the sense3 of 'Congress that pending adoption of an 

'.', 7 anterijational agreement:under;section 6,;no nations should 

;^8, undertake ; any ^activities in regard^ to the shipwreck Titanic 

'^'• :$ which L are,not in compliance.,with the.guidelines developed 

"10' dnderjsectioh5. !. ,,. '.. . , ., ..,,.-, 

11",SEC, s. DISCLAIMER^O'F, JEixTRATERRrrbRiALisovEREiGNTY. 

12'../..'.'.'.By enkcimenifof this ;Act, : the! United.States does not \ 

• '.'. .13 ."tasse^t sovereignty'^ox^jurisdiction;.over, or the .ownership, of,

14 any marine areas, the vessel or any of its cargo, ^unless other- r

15 "wise subject_to its jurisdiction.

ag SOT IB
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The CHAIRMAN. Does any other member wish to be heard prior to 
the opening testimony?

If not, the Chair, is happy to welcome to this committee the out 
standing gentleman who was responsible, as I understand it, for 
discovering, the Titanic, Dr. Balla_rd. He is accompanied by Jon 
Hollis of the Titanic Historical Society, Inc. The two gentlemen are 
now recognized by the chairman of the committee.

Dr. Ballard, you may take over.
STATEMENTS OF ROBERT D. BALLARD, DIRECTOR, DEEP SUB 

MERGENCE LABORATORY, WOODS HOLE QCEANOGRAPHIC IN 
STITUTION; AND JON HOLLIS, SPOKESPERSON, TITANIC HIS 
TORICAL SOCIETY, INC., INDIAN ORCHARD, MA «
Mr. BALLARD. I want to thank the chairman and the other com 

mittee-members'for inviting me here today. I know that we have a 
room full of experts who know a great deal about the Titanic his 
torically; the impact it has had upon'bur society. What I would like 
to do in the short time that I have is really provide the committee 
members with information that dealt ; with our''expedition, what 
motivated us, how we went about it, and then, most important, the 
present status of the Titanic as it sits on the bottom today.'''

Ironically, the research that led to the development of the instru 
mentation that found "the" Titanic' both in France arid the United 
States was the product of, a long-term investment on both coun 
tries' parts to riot look' for ships,] but to conduct 'basic research in 
the deep sea. Had we not had this long, long history of support for 
oceanpgraphic research, we would have : not been able to discover 
the Titanic. , , , ............

Initially i our' exploration bf the 'deep sea' really'has'been* focusing 
on mapping it and understanding what we have in.the deep sea. 
Most people's concepts of the ocean'is a fairly siriiplistic one, but in 
fact the ocean is dominated by tremendous mountain ranges and 
other geographical features.

When we first began exploring the deep sea we used manned 
submersioles and over the years we have been using a variety of 
instrument systems, working with France. This is their vessel, Sea 
Anna, the submarine that we used over 12 years ago in a joint ex 
pedition called Project Famous.

Our submarine Alban which is a Navy-owned submarine, but is 
operated by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, has been in 
service to the scientific and military community for over 20 years.

What we have learned over these last 20 years using manned 
submersibles is that we are extremely limited by our ability to 
work in the deep sea. It is important to realize that the ocean's av 
erage depth is over 12,000 feet. This means that to go down and 
explore the bottom of the ocean in a manned submarine requires 
an elevator ride of over 2 hours each way.

As a result, just to go and do research in the deep sea you have 
to spend 4 to 5 hours comniuting to and from work. As a result, the 
amount of time that you actually spend in the deep sea is meas 
ured in a matter of a few hours each day.

As a result researchers both at Woods Hole, Lamont Scripps and 
other institutions, have been attempting to develop more advanced



11
technologies, technologies that will provide us with an opportunity 
to greatly increase our fishery in deep sea exploration and the 
technologies that we'developed for the Titanic exercise was'really 
riot developed to go arid find the Tithnic. They were developed for a 
variety of other scientific'arid engineering purposes. "' 
"The Titanic'-just provided;'an excellent opportunity • to exercise 

this new advance in technology. The system that the French have 
developed actually was developed for the exploration of manganese 
nodules in the deep ;sea. : , 
piliis vehi|Jle3s called the'ISAI?.; It is a very advanced sonar side- 
scan vehicle' that is .built .upon'pother technologies but it has made 
its'own unique contribution. The SAR was the first vehicle that we 
werit out and used'.this summer'on the French research vessel, Le 
SMTOI*, which is operated by the French agency, Eframire.

France, has ̂ worked with;ithe.United. States- under the bilateral 
agreement between the two nations for over 15 years and this was 
another example of that joint .international cooperation. The SAR 
is. a vehicle that is complemented by a magnetometer. In the case 
of the search for the Titanic, the side-scan sonar acts very much 
like an underwater radar if you can think of it in that way, and as 
a.jesult.pn your records you. have a lot of different targets: and 
what is'yery difficult is to just go and look at every target. You 
can't afford, the time, the shipjtime, to go out and examine every 
blip on this sonar record.

To help complement that sonar, the French developed a magne 
tometer, this little object in the foreground which .they towed 
behind the sonar. ,, L . , 
,iAs a result, ,they were able-to determine if. .a blip out. several 

hundred meters away,'from,ihe towed vehicle .was,*in>fact, a natu 
ral object, ;an outcropping of rock or; sin fact, was a metallic object. 
As a result, we could eliminate the vast: majority of our targets. - •

In fact, with, the French expedition;we searchediover 80 percent 
of the searchsarea.and never;encountered;a magnetic target that 
.would be.comparable to-theij^toniciisoiwe were able to eliminate 
:very rapidly a tremendous area of the;sea floor musing this com 
bined technology. . ..-•'•:• •:> 
f-The ship that.followed the.French legwas the research vessel 

Knorr. It is a ; Navy ship. Again, like'.our (Submarine,'.AZfom, that is 
operated'by the'Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, it is compa 
rable to the way'in which'Scripps and Lamont and other oceanog- 
raphers; Rhode Island, conduct their research using government 
ships. ••- ;. • •*• ' •'- • • i • ... 
•?'What : is very unique about the Knorr and its sister ship, : the Mel- 

fi«7fe,;which is operatedjby Scripps in La Jolla, is ; this ship is outfit- 
sted'with a very unique -propulsion"plants-Were it not' for this 
J unique propulsion capability, I am sure we wouldn't have been able 
M^ bring you the pretty pictures that I will show you shortly of the 

(^Titanic itself. ' : ' v : ; 
;^|^rft[e'fship; instead; of having propellers, has two units that are 
^called 5 cycloids. These a're'like giant eggbeaters which are on the 
^for^ and after part of the ship. You might wonder how you can 
fjhiye bladef£o around'iri a vertical to make a;ship go forward but 
Wft;hi& carriage as it rotates fore and aft can vary the pitch on the
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blades and that varying of pitch means that you,.can full thrust.the 
ship in any direction. s.,a: ,^.-^ A'-'V.'.'^ :•' .,'•,'-.''. '•'• ',••' '"'.JU^T.

It ,,is /a .very,, uiiique^ceanographiclplatform.s .that :the,.academic 
community.-.has 4ccesi9l^o.f"So,,,that; niak^S.iti.pp^ssible- and.^hen we 
encountered' the Ti-fanff,and^tiien^,began.; to, ;epppunter beayy'.seas, 
because we ha4,^is!imb^j]l^ayy3shipj^4! y$sre = able to nbld our 
selves' in the wind .a'iid^ei;:and!moye.laterally^ never .presenting a 
broad side into the trough^'orinfo. the"wuuL.' '

This made it possible even in 40-khot winds to keep the camera 
system a,few feet off the deck of the ship. In'addition to this 
unique ship,' we 'als.o used what are called acoustic transponders. It 
was necessary to track .our vehicle very precisely and we again de 
veloped that. Many years ago Under oceanography research'fund 
ing to explore the deep sea and we use that now as a routine tech 
nology in the deep sea. '; ' .

The Argo vehicle itself is fairly unique/It has been funded by the 
U.S. Navy, both for academic and scientific application but also to 
assist the Navy in searching and finding items that are lost. Where 
the Argo system really conies into play is that it not only has side- 
scan sonar, it has a very unique imaging capability.

This is the ship, the Knorr, on station at the Titanic site. The 
weather here is nice. It was not always nice. You normally take 
your pretty pictures in Zodiac when the weather is nice. Lowering 
it into the ocean, we then dropped'it on our crane system, the 
13,000 feet we had to lower it to reach the bottom. Once on the 
bottom, the concept of the Argo, and ultimately Jason system, is to 
give scientists or anyone, commercial people, military people, what 
we refer to as a telepresence. ' -''

This sounds sort of like Star Trekie, and actually, it is very much 
like Star Trek; in when Scotty beams you'down j''what they do-here; 
is they beam you mentally.' The concept Tof ! telepresence is really
not the advent of major efforts in the ocean. f/; v -'.'•'"

Telepresence is an outgrowth ;<6f» the -Space Program, sending, 
robots to Mars and Venus. It is ah'outgrowth of military develop 
ments of what we call—what..the military refers to as remote pres 
ence, removing people from combat or in our every day life work 
ing with television, '..iy.- v; ,

As you know, NFL coverage gets better and better:each 'year and 
that is due to the tremendous advances that are taking place in tel 
evision technology and if you go to the cinema today you 'find that 
it is cinema one, two, three; four, and .what is evolving in our socie 
ty is a more personalized way of doing things./Telepresent technol 
ogy is now entering the de_ep sea. It is largely responsible for our 
Titanic discovery because instead of now going .down to the deep 
sea in a submarine and-spending just a matter of a few hours, the 
Argo/Jason system and similar systems like it will be able to 
project yourself into the deep sea where you will remain there days 
on end. Instead of having to recover this vehicle system at the end 
of the day, it worked 24 hours a day. ;

Up at the top, that little thing up there is basically a television 
studio. I will show you that in a minute. It provides you—this ; is 
inside the control van. It is sort of done like a mobile home. -

The vans are shipped across the country on trucks iand then 
glued together once they are mounted on a ship. They give you this
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( te^epi-esence, do/wn,,below,. We .have the side-scan sonar, systems 
^ei3pie'use. that nelpyou to khow,.what; is out to r your sides. 

,:wliat^ou see coming out of the machine ( at this : moment, 
is, what itjopksi like.;.;, .-".'•'';..:: ••• "

J It is sort of a funny looking record to the lay person, but you will 
"see those white objectives. .This happens to be as we are. going
•through the Titanic wreckage and large .objects are standing up
'bastingshadows. .., ' . , •"•' " ., -

Ironically,,in the deep sea with sonar shadows are white instead
'of.black bec&use they show that no energy is returning from 
behind the object. So, that is what you are seeing here.
,This is very useful, but, unfortunately, it is very ambiguous. 

Sometimes you get blobs and you don't know what they are. . 
'•' That is where the imaging system is so critical. This is a tremen 

dous step forward in living_ inside a cramped little submarine. I 
nave spent 20 years of my life on my hands and knees in the dark 
with a flashlight exploring the deep sea. It is very frustrating 
crawling around in the deep sea on your hands and knees when 
you realize that it is 71 percent of the planet and it could take the 
rest of mankind's life to do that.

It is this new telepresence that makes it possible to sit in relative 
comfort, eventually even sending this back live to shore. You will 
have an opportunity to:—right next to the channel that shows what 
the Congress is doing will be a channel that shows what is going on 
in the deep sea. I won't comment who will turn to what channel. It 
will provide this opportunity for the public.

. It is an attempt to get away from this eliteness of sending people 
places, ' to have ,311; elite corps that goes to .the moon or to the 
bottom of the ocean.and : open it up to.a much larger community, 
particularly, as. we age,'you : will know I am working more and 
mttre as I get older and older on.the .ability to sit on a chair and 
watch the ocean in comfort. This is where we are headed.
-j Jt is a timely discovery for me and I think a lot of us will now be
able : to experience exploration on a 24-hour ,basis because of this
powerful technology. What you are seeing here is we are sitting
looking at the Titanic .as we are driving over it without vehicle
13,000 feet beloW. We control .it from a number of control points.

; '>5,This individual is what we-refer to as, the white knuckle job. This
''person's responsibility:is not to lose this, brand-new Navy system
on our first trip. This individual's responsibility is to bail out, pull

I-the'vehicle if there is some feeling that we may encounter the
='ship's rigging.
f *VWe were very afraid of, on our first trip to sea, coming home 
' with some beautiful pictures and no vehicle. So, this individual is 
' watching the television. You will know he has both hands grasping 
fit," squeezing the pulp out of it and is ready to retreat on any 
1 notice. ,

^The,beaut;y of these television camera systems—this is where the 
technology is really becoming powerful. In the deep sea, we have 

ftraditionally fused film cameras which have ASA, like a normal 
CHijm icamera; 200 ASA. '
Af.jTliis: means you have to get very, very close to get a nice picture. 
ftlWell, for the Titanic rigging, close was something we didn't neces- 
,:K$lirily/want to do initially. But because of the advent of these new
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revolutionary .lii^ 
camera, it is'siinply af cam0ra ; that Has .st'pas&ive light intensifica 
tion capability/It has* ati^ASA equivalency of. ̂ r;200,QDO; ASA, ylii;- 
erally able to see in the dark with a very minor amount of light introduced. •'•'••'• '- :> ''• ''' r ' :> i;''/-''7^J' J ""'' •'-'''' ^ " " '

Because of that we were 'able to fly at a very1 high altitude off the 
deck. We '-were able ;tb see the'; bottom at an ; altitude bf over 100 feei 
away from it and not only could we then be less concerned about 
entanglement in the •Titanic, we could also see a much, larger area. 

The imaging footprint bf this new vehicle system is ;pyer 2.5 acres 
that it can see. So, that ability to see large areas puts you : but of 
crawling around on your hands and knees arid gives you that tree-, 
top capability of viewing things in a larger perspective and that is 
what we are able to do with this vehicle system.

In the van you have the captain of the ship on the lower right 
hand corner and in the captain's of the ship hands are the controls 
of the ship. So, he is controlling the forward cycloid not on the 
bridge, but in the van. In addition to that, the person on the far 
left has a microprocessing capability and can talk to'all the instru 
ments down below.

So, it is a very powerful technology that permits us to just stay. 
Other people have attempted to work on the Titanic. Other people 
have attempted to use other technologies in the deep sea. They 
were excellent people with excellent equipment.

Where we had an advantage_ was this awesome staying: power vis 
ually. We have been involved in a variety of search efforts with the 
Navy over the years, some classified, some unclassified, that have 
taught us a great deal on how to find things. We used_ that to our 
advantage this summer and it helped us a great deal in finding it 
because we weren't necessarily looking for the Titanic, we were 
looking for its debris trail and that is what we found.

This is the ship itself. I know other witnesses will give you a 
much better account of this. I am an amateur in many respects 
and in awe of the people who can just rattle the Titanic lore off, so 
I am going to let them do that.

But the point is that it was an incredibly beautiful ship. It was 
brand hew. It was outfitted with all 'the luxuries that money could 
buy at the time except lifeboats. It had a beautiful';entrance. I will 
show you a picture shooting down from that glass dome. That dome 
naturally did not survive the impact to the bottom but I will show 
you a picture looking down into that top part. :

This is the first class smoking area. We have found scattered. on 
the floor beautiful stained glass windows. There is a lot of items 
that are not in the ship proper that I will talk about in a minute 
that are very vulnerable right now to crude recovery techniques 
that could destroy it.

Just quickly, the Titanic is located on the southern tip of the 
Grand Banks. Ironically, most people don't realize it is due east of 
our institution at Woods Hole, 42 degrees latitude 'roughly, and we 
have researched it. I have spent over 11 years — 12 years as a hobby 
almost studying the Titanic, working with the Titanic Historical 
Society. Initially, the Titanic to me was a target of opportunity to 
test my technology but I must admit over the 12 years of research 
ing it, with the Titanic Historical Society, the soul of the Titanic
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lias; 'Had, : 'a tremendous 'impact 'upon me personally and one of the 
reasons I am 'here tbday'Hs W 'try 'to 1 protect 'that ship. because of: "' ; '" ''"

everyone 'that Would go in and look into the Titanic's his 
tory can't lielp tut be affected. I don't really have time to review 
all of oUr 'strategies. They are comparable to other people's strate 
gies, as far as the data surrounding the ship, is well published. 
• r-The French did an exhaustiv&'study. I don't want to underesti 
mate the French contribution.' ;They made a tremendous contribu 
tion to this expedition':^ They ' assigned a lot of - resources from 
France and I think it is very important as we proceed that the first 
country we approach is -France. In developing our strategy, we used 
the historical records about the Titanic's course and bearing and 
its navigational data, the Carpathia, the ship that recovered the 
survivors, was a critical data base to use. ,
.The Californian, I am not here to get into ,that controversy. Our 

data does not, tell us where .the Californian was. We, simply stayed 
clear of the Californian database because it was controversial, but 
we did believe its drift and a number of other factors that led to 
the creation of. pur search area. ."„.,..,_.

' The search' area itself is east ,of the. reported position.. No scienr 
tists and researchers that have researched the data base believed 
the Titanic was^at its; current position because , it ̂ required its speed 
to" be too great. 'We didn't .believe it either and we created a search 
area that was' to the east of the reported position.

' The area itself is characterized by a series of submarine canyons 
and gullies. The Titanic canyon really is more of a gully. It is not a 
very deep feature: There are much larger canyons to the east and 
west, but it did present 'obstacles to us.

The Navy has mapped this area and provided us with very de 
tailed data base and we were able to use that in developing our 
strategy. The site itself based upon the French data base. For over 
a month and a 'half we searched the search area sort of mowing the 
lawn as we referred to it.

It .was a rather monotonous period of time' of going back and 
forth and back and forth searching ; the 'primary area. Unfortunate 
ly, we encountered extremely strong surface currents in excess of 2 
knots at times.

We had gale wind over the top of us at 40 knot winds. It was not 
pleasant mowing the lawn and as a result it cut into the amount of 
area that we could cover. In our original search strategy, we were 
going to make lines up in one direction, turn around and go back, 
but because the currents were so strong, we had to literally pull 
the entire search system, the SAE system, run back to the begin 
ning and run another line and pull it and run another line and at 
times we actually had to pull our equipment and sit out the 
storms.

But _ as a result of committing the — the French committed so 
much time to this effort that we just persevered through the 
weather and currents and searched the primary area. 
jVlh that search we encountered the canyons themselves shown in 
green which have a lot of small gullies providing a lot of false tar 
gets,' but fortunately, the magnetometer helped us to eliminate 

:v,Jthose magnetic anomalies.
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The only anomalies,,,we-.encountered were'more,of ,an edge effect 
or geologic pheribmehoht:and we Iwere; able^to discount them, be 
cause the French had done very sophisticated .magnetic, modeling 
to say what; it should be and we-never encpuntered a, magnetic 
anomaly that fit their modeling so we were able to rule it put.

That big,: monstrous, white arrow is aij area ofVlandsliding. The 
continental slope and rise are characterized by a lot oft what we 
refer to as mass wasting or slumping and landsliding. This area 
had undergone some historical earthquakes that had broken cables. 

We were concerned that the Titonic might be buried or some of 
its debris might be buried by this large landslide and other land 
slides in the area. That is another reason for having a sonar that 
could penetrate into the bottom and see objectives, particularly'if 
we picked up a magnetic anomaly, though we couldn't see anything 
on the sonar, we could then look for it by' probing into the bottom. 

We never encountered any magnetic anomalies that would sug 
gest a buried object, but we had to prepare for that contingency: In 
the eastern area was an area of dunal structures. More and more 
we study the sea, the sillier we feel for a lot of papers we have pub 
lished over the past because we.are learning so much more about 
the deep sea as a fairly'dynamic area. " y : :

We found in the,side-scan'sbnar records it looked moire like the 
Sahara Desert with sand dunes than it (lid the deep sea. We found 
a lot of these benthic bed forms, as we:'have referred to them, pi- 
sand waves in the eastern area arid we were concerned there that 
the benthic area, the flushing by currents, might remove debris 
and that caused us to search the canyons for debris. /,,..,

We went out after the French .survey with our .vehicle system. 
We had a number of targets. One naturally ,was looking for ;the 
boilers. . .• . ; •••' ,-,'•- .- \ : ,~ ,_'..., , " K;.,. . . •. .-- : •.-'.,. 

If you look, there is a gentleman half .way down that is •, very 
small. Maybe you can see his little white collar right in the middle 
to give you a sense of how large these are.

The Titanic witnesses reported this tremendous noise at the sink 
ing and various people had theorized the boilers might have broken 
loose of their mounts when the ship went vertical and went out the 
bow. :

Naturally they would have-brought 'a=lot"of other material with 
them so we were keenly educated on what a boiler'looked like so 
that if we saw one' we would:know it and ironically as we were 
mowing the lawn with our system, Argo, looking'visually for debris 
for days and days and days, we were'seeing nothing.

We were popping popcorn and listening to music and then, boom, 
right on our imaging system came this boiler. So I am glad we had 
done our research, although I don't ! think : it would have taken 
much research to figure out it was a boiler, but within seconds we 
immediately knew we found the Titanic because we went—the first 
object we saw was one of these boilers.

The really challenging part for us technologically was to take 
closeup color pictures. Once we had used the Argo vehicle to find 
the Titanic, and then begin researching it, we were very afraid of 
this big blob that we had on our sonar target.
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' dimensions of the Ship. It was near the boiler. 

e. were : coiivihced"?it: ;was !tne : ghip,KbUi we knew we had to go in 
lose tb\take high, quality colof pictures. l! 
s Was probaBly the niost'scary part of the, expedition, 
bu could?turii : dnvthe hoiiser lights for just a second, I will try 

io* explain the problem we 'we're' facedwith. . '_• 
-Otir'initial passes on the' Titanic" were done :with the high alti 

tude^ low light level 'camera system. ;We were worried about the big 
bpdins, the masts of rthe ship, and the cables. If you look at that 
white art work, you can see those cables. We were very afraid'of 
those cables and trapping our vehicle so we had to make our first 
passes above even the masts.

We saw nothing and so we would slice down, slice down until we 
had enough nerve to make our first visual pass over the ship itself 
and we decided to go perpendicular across the ship in the^-area of 
the.No.:! stack because we knew that the No. 1 stack had been lost 
based upon eyewitness accounts and we wanted to approach the 
forward part of the ship, but we didn't really know what was the 
forward or the stern so we figured we would go right—we guessed 
what was the bow and we guessed;right and so our first passes 
came in with the television•: system arid we could see that the ship 
was sitting upright. ,•; .> .. s • >• '•?.'<• ••>.;. :

We could see that it was in very good condition relative to—visu 
ally good condition. We never actually tried to lift the ship or any 
thing like that in our structural integrity, but it was in very nice 
condition as the pictures will show. , .<(,-.. .;

,.We made pur initial mappings of the: ship with this Argo vehicle 
system, but then the time came tp,: get very close. We are now very 
close. To get the pictures I am going to show .you, we had to be 
about 15 feetj;,above the, surface we were photographing in 13,000 
feet of wateir., The vehicle,was blind.

This yehicle'rXrgOhhas,no^televisionsystem,,has no sonar. It just 
knows its ; altitudej; period., ̂ o; wejhad to go, in and map these hori 
zons. By mapping, I snieanifpyou look,at the profile of the Titanic, 
you will see that one. deck is..higher than.another deck, is higher 
than another deck. :! ; ,1 •", ,,.v ,-.. -. , 

' We had tp go .in and accurately map each deck level and its exact 
location where the bridge fell off. For example, our camera, if it 
went out over here would not take any pictures. The most chal 
lenging pictures to take were.these craiie pictures'because these 
cranes were enveloped up against the base of the bridge.

We had to go down over that. Mr. Chairman, do you want me to 
continue?

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, how much time?
Mr. BAI£ARD. I am now going to blast through the color pictures. 

I can do it in a matter of minutes. . .
The CHAIRMAN. You Inay proceed. It is a great thing in this com 

mittee for anybody to do anything in 2 minute's.
Mr. BAXLARD. I am going to take you from the bow up to the 

first-class entrance of the ship so we are going'to go on a photo 
graph trip up this part of the ship. So, the first image that you see 
was taken right on the bow. At the same time I am taking this pic 
ture, I have two other cameras going off with different lenses. So
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even .though, this appears tp be, ,a5 closer .shot at the;same altitude, it 
is just a Ijigh^ter lensrand youipafi^ see the changeionithe, ship., .

So we are right here in this parlt: of , the. ship at that nioment. , We 
are then proceeding up toward the bridge. This is right up in, this 
area. The boom, pr, the mast fell over and collapsed part of the, su 
perstructure up on the boat deck. This is along the railing on the 
starboard side up near the bow. This is the focsle area right here. 
The deck falls down and this is the entrance to the crew's quarters 
that you are seeing right there with the ventilation shaft, so this 
deck here is higher than that deck.

You can see it dropping down. This is the tough shot. This is if 
you were leaning out of the bridge and looking down. The vehicle 
is now tucked up against the, bridge as it takes this 'picture of the

_ .
This is a closeup of those cranes that are used to load the person-. 

al baggage,into the hole, No. 2 hole. This is the No. Lfunnel that is 
gone;; That is right here. It is fallen off and you <are looking down 
into the interior of the ship. This is the entrance' to the first class 
passengers — this is the boat deck right here. They would come and 
enter the ship and that is where that glass dome was. 

: 'If you could peer over this edge you would see this "beautiful 
staircase and this beautiful woodwork that is now exposed 'through 
that opening. ' ' •?

The other thing was we Could not find the stern initially. It was 
detached from the ship from about the — between the No. 3 and No. 
4 stack aft. It was detached. ' : hi! ; 

! We began searching for it. We found it 'in a number of pieces 
scattered all over the bottom. This crane, for example,' this is look 
ing astern. This little 'funny metal work is 'shown/ right down in 
there in that little corner. This was one of the' after ;hpOms. . :;: •' '

Also, throughout this area is where you find a Ipt of these deli 
cate items that rby some fate survived this breaking up of the stern 
and are placed oh the bottom. 'Like' I 'said, stained glass windows 
from the library. We have identified SilVer plates. •- : y; '

In this particular case, wine bottles. In some cases, entire boxes 
of wine bottles sitting on the bottom where the animals Md gently 
eaten away the wood and left: .all the bottles' iitacked— their bpxes 
now gone. The decking Of the ship because: 'it is parched' up kiipve 
the bottom appears not to have been attaclied byfbWiiig organisms 
and I suspect a lot of the interior because it is perched up above 
the bottpm, but any wPod that was on the bottom in dire'ct contact 
with the sediments has been eaten, least of all the examples that 
we had found. . . "" '. i

That is what I have visually .to present at this point. We are now 
analyzing all of the data. There is a pice elegant /prticle, coming' out 
on it in National Geographic and 'we have advanced aiid% bound 
copies for all the committee members we would like to give to 'you 
of that issue that will be out in the next couple weeks and I would 
like to entertain any of your questions.

Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Ballard follows:]
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OP.:ROBERT D. BALLARD, DIRECTOR, DEEP SUBMERGENCE LABORATORY,

j.. !'!".". WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHI INSTITOTION 
"'"-. DISCOVERY OP THE R.M.S. "TITANIC"

. rve5'are'fortunate today to have a number of witnesses present who are scholars 
on-Titanic and far better qualified to describe the significance of its sinking, the 
impact'it has had upon society, and the importance of its safe preservation. What I 
would like to do in the short time I have is to describe, in some detail, Titanic's 
present resting place and its high state of preservation as well as a number of con- 
cluding remarks dealing with its future. The expedition to find and document Titan 
ic was a joint effort on the part of scientists and engineeers from France and the 
United States. For over a dozen years, the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 
and IFREMER have conducted major joint expeditions to explore the deep sea. For 
years, our efforts have focused on the Mid-Ocean Ridge, a tremendous mountain 
range ilying beneath the sea stretching for a distance of 72,000 km. and covering 
over 28% of earth's total surface area. Prior to our discovery of Titanic, this cooper 
ative .program has resulted in a number of important scientific finds; the most 
recent of which has been our discovery of warm water vents in the Pacific, the un 
usual benthic animal communities surrounding them, and the occurrence of poten 
tially important mineral deposits precipitating out of their hot solutions. In fact, it 
is our continued interest in exploring the mountains of the sea for scientific and 
military purposes which led to the development of the advanced robotic technology 
which was responsible for Titanic's discovery and superb documentation. Two new 
tools are at the heart of this find. The first is the SAR vehicle developed by 
France for the detailed investigation of Mil nodules in the Pacific and the second is 
the ARGO vehicle developed for our continued exploration of undersea mountain 
ranges. Although Titanic Was a goal of our expedition this summer, our primary 
goal was the testing of these new systems before they began their first scientific ex 
peditions. For ARGO, that will begin this December when we investigate a segment 
of the East Pacific Rise off the coast of western Mexico.

In June, Le Suroit sailed from Brest, France. Completing its final tests off France, 
Le Suroit headed west to a cold stretch of the North Atlantic off the Grand Banks of 
Newfoundland. The crew of Le Suroit installed its large network of transponders 
and lowered its huge search sonar 4,000 meters to the ocean floor and systematical 
ly swept back and forth across the bottom. The weather was reasonable for this part 
of the world, but the surface current was extremely strong; on average, it was over 
2 knots. Such a strong current made towing SAR 'difficult. As a result, valuable 
search time was lost to the current and later a storm.

Each sonar target was cross-checked with the record produced by the magnetome 
ter towed behind SAR. This combination of sonar and magnetometer was critical. 
We expected to see numerous sonar targets in the search area which might look like 
Titanic, but only Titanic also would have the correct magnetic signature of a large 
metallic ship.

Originally, our plan was to find Titanic with SAR and then view it with ARGO 
and film it with ANGUS, but the weather and strong surface currents had altered 
that plan..Although the French had done a valiant effort by searching 80% of the 
primary area, 20% remained. . . i

When we first arrived in the area with KNORR; we immediately proceeded to the 
French search area and began listening for the transponder which we had-left at 
the end of the Le Suroit cruise. The plan was to install three transponders in such a 
way that we could use ARGO to visually inspect all of the known targets to date. 
These targets included two magnetic anomalies along the axis of the canyon, one 
large anomaly to the east, an area of impact craters, and a variety of less important 
targets throughout the SAR search area. • i

It took us about 12 hours to install the new network of transponders. The first 
target was the area of impact craters. As ARGO approached the bottom an hour 
and a half later, it began to make'runs.on the impact craters. Control of the ship 
was transferred to the ARGO .control van where a pilot used the forward cycloid 
thruster controls to direct the ship's propulsion. Back and forth we went as ARGO's 
cameras peered into one empty crater after another. After several hours, the search 
ended and we headed, west toward the canyon. The section we were headed for was 
about 1,000 meters across and 40 to 50 meters deep. The problem .was not the depth 
of the canyon, but the complex series of secondary channels or tributaries that en 
tered the canyon from both sides producing a complex series of sonar shadows.

The magnetic anomalies we had picked up with SAR were on the opposite and 
western side bf^the canyon -and proved to be rock "outcrops. Our final target was the
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southwestern magnetic anomaly 'whichwe"quickly added to the list of rio-shdws. In 
addition, our hope had been that any debris in the immediate area of the canyon 
might be swept into the canyon' axis by the bottom currents that appeared to be active to the east. .'•:" ; -•'••

.With.all of the targets in the,area searphed to date eliminated, the original search 
plan had,tp be continued., .A ̂ search strategy is .dependent upon the, tools : you are 
using. Ah. acoustical search is very different, than a visual, search. With a side-scan 
sonar like SAR, you are searching for the main wreckage which will show up oa, the 
records like a large radar blip on the screen, with a high shadow behind it. At the 
same time, the magnetometer tells you if the object you are looking at is metallic 
or, like most images, is made of non-metallic rock or sedimentary material. .

ARGO has a side-looking sonar but its most important sensors are its unique eyes, 
super-sensitive cameras which are flown at high altitudes,-resulting in a large area 
to be .seen. Heavy: objects will sink straight down while the lighter objects which 
sink more slowly, carried along by any currents in the water'column. Our data sug 
gest that at a 1.1 knot southerly current was running the night Titanic sank, dis 
persing the debris in a north-south direction. Based upon these factors, we conclud 
ed our besti plan was to run east-west lines apart starting in the south and working 
north in the>area not already covered by SAR. It was this strategy which was ulti 
mately responsible for our discovery.

What I would like to do is to present, in a series of slides and video, the visual 
results of our joint expedition and the images we collected which will appear in the 
December issue of National Geographic Magazine.

SCIENTIFIC IMPORTANCE 6F THE DISCOVERY

The technology;used this summer to find Titanic is the vangard of telepresence 
technology now, entering the deep sea. Telepresence is the ability to project our 
thoughts, eyes, and in the most advanced form, our hands into a remote and com 
monly hostile environment. Exploration in the deep sea is not driving this technolo 
gy, but it is beginning to benefit from it. The space program with its robots on Mars 
and Venus, the military with its desire to remove humans from the risks of combat, 
the commercial work with their evolving television coverage, and the proliferation 
of multiple cinemas are the primary driving forces behind telepresence:technology.

As the introduction of this technology into the deep sea continues, major changes 
are now taking place. In the scientific community, it is greatly accelerating our rate 
of discovery. Instead of having to venture to the deep sea floor in tiny manned sub 
marines requiring four to five hours a each day to make a single round-trip for a 
stay on the bottom measured in a few hours, new technologies like the ARGO and' 
JASON robots permit us to remain* in the deep sea environment for weeks on end. 
Instead of one or to scientists crammed into a cold damp sphere, an entire team of 
specialists are able to observe, discuss, and directly sample and place instrument 
systems in the complex terrains beneath the sea.

The U.S. Navy is also a major benefactor of this new revolutionary technology. 
Instead of large and expensive submarines which we how need to provide our nation 
with an adequate defense, telepresence technology will permit us to think about 
building smaller and deeper diving submarines or complementing bur present capa 
bilities with remotely operated vehicle systems. Sponsored by the Navyi'our develop 
ment program and its successes are not going-unnoticed and are'even now having 
an impact on Navy planners as they attempt to forecast future submarine systems.

The basic scientific community and the U.S. Navy have'always been at the fore 
front of deep sea exploration and I believe that should, and will'••continue. But this 
long-term commitment to deep sea research and exploration will ultimately lead to 
economic returns to the American people. Our discoveries in recent'years have, if 
anything, demonstrated how poorly explored the deep sea/truly is. With the creation 
of the Exclusive Economic'Zone [EEZ] and funds tp permit'its exploration and sys 
tematic mapping, I believe1 economic deposits of'heavy metaFwill soon be found, arid 
it is also iny belief that technology like our ARGO/ JASON vehicle systems will ac celerate the speed of those finds. ' '•• •?"['•'• ' ••";.••••'.-•

I am fully in favor of the bill before you and encpurage'ybu to speed its passage as 
the next weather window'at the Titanic site is this .coining summer. At that time, 
salvagers can begin to plunder this great historic ship. '•'""•••''• •••-.,:

I believe the bill should include a statement which recognizes the important and 
equal contribution made by'.the'lFfench'rpedple'in'findingj JYtortic'and that they 
should be the first nation we approach' iri establishing an internatidrial'.agreement 
between other nations of the North Atlantic arid eventually the world; 1
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pflirojfglj&reebmmeiJd Portugal be added to the initial list of nations, since 
landsyn?the;Azore?;are critically'situated near the Titanic site with modern 

o'rtsf:bpthJErance>and America used this past .summer to ;mount-our Titanic efforts.
^T>i'-i-£it:-'i:^-^5'i"~JLl?L^l^_ j"i.l__i'll_'_'XT 't-___1- »'_ j___ L^ £!•':_- _1_» «« «.»*:..« «nl n i«s,j,,x,,^'ftf|tHIrl?r.ecomihend that'the National Academy of Science play an active role in 

6{th?|fetablishhient of research 'guidelines regarding Titanic as they; reflect the true 
8fihtefests ! 6f the scientific community in the U.S. which discovered Titanic.'' •

FUTURE HOPES FOR.THE "TITANIC"

Titanic, I have received a tremendous number of letters from Amer- 
address the future hopes of individuals regarding Titanic. By an over- 

whelming'rnajorityi Americans, as well as other people from around the world, want 
!tO?prbtect Titanic from wanton grave robbers. Titanic is like a great pyramid which 

vVnas:jbeehi found and mankind is about to enter it for the first time since it was 
: Sealed. Has he come to plunder or appreciate? The people of the world clearly want 

tee latter, ,
"Since many beautiful artifacts lie outside the ship itself, scattered over the rolling 
alpirie-like countryside around it and are vulnerable to crude and damaging salvage 
attempts; 'I anr proposing to both our Government and the Government of France 
thatfan'y future revisits to the Titanic which would involve the deep diving submer- 
iufies.pf-Ourjtwo countries or any country for that matter, dedicate a portion of 
their, diving time to carefully recording and recovering .those delicate items lying 
outside the hull of the ship itself. The artifacts recovered should be used to create a 
museum: for the countries which join the'U.S. and France in setting Titanic aside as 
an (international memorial. I further propose that no attempt be made to harm the 
ship itself or retrieve items from its interior compartments. The interior compart 
ments, we hope, will be documented in detail using remotely controlled vehicles 
which can be operated from nearby manned submersibles. This footage will provide 
the 'public with an opportunity to tour Titanic 's interior, like a guided tour through 
an untouched pyramid. ••-.»•'

: The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will have to declare a 12-minute' 
recess so members can go to vote. This is the vote on S. 1160, the 
conference report On Defense Department authorizations.

• We will stand in recess for some 12 minutes. 
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order, please.

•'-'Dr. Ballard, do you have any additional testimony? 
'Mr. BALLARD. Beg your pardon?

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any additional testimony?
Mr. BALLARD. Well, I just concluded. What I really wanted to say 

in the concluding comments is a lot of people say leaving the Ti 
tanic where it is, in total darkness, what good could ; that serve,^ 
what possible benefit could one obtain from !this? I think what is 
important is that the American -genius and world genius in devel-[ 
oping technology 'is very active right now^ and the ability to go into 
the Titanic gracefully and film its interior is at hand. The ability 
to create a beautiful guided tour of this luxury liner is at hand and' 
will be done. : • :

The ability to recover the objects that probably should be done,' 
and brought up and placed in a museum and certainly 'to those' 
countries that signed or1 create similar memorial acts, it would be aj 
great insensitivity, So I am not wanting the' ship to live in darkness1 
for the rest of its life, not seen by anybody. I think what you 'have 
to realize is that the 'pyramids of the deep sea are now accessible to' 
mankind and we 'are going to come to plunder or appreciate the Ti- 
tantic is just one piece of history.

Think of what is in the bottom of the Mediterranean, for exam 
ple, and those ships need not be brought to the surface. We need 
not think in past tense, we should think in future tense. You and I
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and, purj,children iiWill be-able tq tour that ship and view it in its 
splehdbrfwithout 1 having to touchit and damage it. 
T'Thtei'CHAiRMAN.' Thank you very much for a very/ interesting 
series, of remarks arid pictures. 

The Chair recognizes Mr. Hollis.

STATEMENT OF JON HOLLIS

^Mr.;;HpLLis. Mr. rChairman, members of the committee arid hon 
ored guest$,VI should like to take this opportunity.to thank you for 
allowing me to speak on behalf of H.E. 3272 for the Titanic Histori 
cal Society.- • •• '

'I "should like tp present to the committee a brief history of the 
Titanic: '. Historical Society. The Titanic" Historical Society'.,was 
formed in 1963 by five men of exceptional forsight who suddenly 
realized-that survivors of this great marine disaster were fading 
into the past and soon there would be no one to tell their tragic 
stories of ( that .fateful April night and-that their memories would 
be lost to future generations. So the society was formed to perpet 
uate these memories along with the history of the liner, her 'build 
ers, and all those who sailed on her tragic maiden voyage, a'voyage 
that was never to be completed.. ,.; ],'"

Today the Titanic Historical Society has almost 2,500 members 
worldwide, including a number of the actual survivors of this great 
est of marine disasters. The roster of the society also includes the 
names of scholars of higher learning, noted authors, members of 
the clergy, scientists, motion picture and television people.^ as well 
as individuals from all walks of life wh.o are interested in s this his 
tory. .,.„ : ,,,., ,. • ;,., , ...... 1i;..V '• 1 0 'ffi tf? .'. « fft 5«' . V.f AK '- i > I'. » "'' '-..': .

The Titanic 'Historical Society, was- formed; in. and duly; incorpo 
rated under the laws of the Commonwealth; of Massachusetts as a 
nonprofit organization. Dues from its membership are used in pub 
lishing the society's quarterly journal, "The Titanic Commutator," 
and acquiring historical material pertaining to the Titanic, which 
are presently housed in the Philadelphia Maritime Museum. A city 
which, in itself, which was greatly touched by this disaster, having 
lost a number of prominent citizens onboard the ship. .; , .

The society members, in addition to receiving the Titanic Com 
mutator, are also privy to acquiring reprints of many books of that 
era and publications such as the'.-U.S. Senate hearings summary on 
the loss of the Titanic, along with photographs, plans and models, 
and other materials pertaining to steamship history. No profit of 
any kind is realized,by the society's officers in the sale of thes 
items, the inoneys received; going back into the treasury for the 
benefit of the members in keeping dues .cpsts. at a minimum.

The THS has assisted in the writing of books, the making of vari 
ous motion pictures and television programs and research for ex 
ploration such as the discovery of the Titanic's sister ship H.M.H.S. 
Britannic found by Capt. Jacques Costeau in the ; Agean Sea in 
1977. Captain Costeau had then onboard assistance of the society's 
late president William H. Tantum IV to aid in important historical 
data about this liner. ,. ;
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men, is a very brief outline of the Titanic Historical 
turnings and its goals, to keep alive the history of the 
ic memory of the 1,500 souls who lie with her some 

j^-^-^-^ow the North Atlantic.
3'fpr,myself, I'have been a member of.-the Titanic Historical So- 

;1973,and have been its spokesman, on many occasions 
_ r ..,.._,„_,... 4national television, radio, newspapers, and magazines, 

gjaiiSKSii^^gqnel bn: publicity toiirs for motion picture,promotions to 
s f~iis:4H!itori6^; 'fact ,and to debunk many' rumors of, treasure, espe- 

ipertaiiiing to! the \Titanic. I have done extensive research for 
t operations and Jo? books on steamship history with my own 
ri'-'-J - ; ^"m known as Mars viftiich is also a nonprofit organiza-

" it was not planned as such.
i, recent discovery of the remains of the R.M.S. Titanic by the 

.,.-_, r tied efforts of the French research team, working with the 
;; WOodS l;Hole Oceanographic; Institute under its elite leader. Dr. 
.\ Sptiert'Ballard, has the ".whole society membership, myself includ- 
; e^dj andvmost likely the world, in ecstacy that this fantastic new 

photographic equipment was first used to discover the Titanic, said 
by many, to be the Mount Eyerest of shipwrecks. ; . • 

* VI. myself,' and I am "sure Everyone ! else, £ aw'aits the viewing of the 
spectacular photographs obtained by these two teams working so 
elose'together at such a great depth. They are both to be applauded 
for this joint teamwork. "••'."•'
' 1!But let us not forget that this site is the resting place of those 
1,500 souls who also had their faith in the science and inventions of 
1912, but had their faith—and that of the world—shaken by that 
cold black iceberg, which struck the mortal blow to this great ship 
and to society. Many stories of heroism were played out on that 
night, some of which may still not be known, of the rich and poor 
alike, who sailed bn that ship to pursue their interests in this coun 
try or to. start a newlife in-the land of opportunity,?but destined 
never to see its shores. Many of those 1,500 who gave of their lives 
so that others might live, may still rest within the confines of that 
White Star liner on the ;ocean floor.

The Titanic Historical Society asks : that this committee under 
the House 'of Representatives bill H.R. •• 3272 to decree this site a 
memorial site to those 1,500 souls whose final resting place has re 
cently been found and not to create a ̂ sacrilege by allowing purvey 
ors of profit to desecrate this gravesite.

I wish to present to the committee, letters received from com 
mercial salvager, Peter Gimbel of Andrea Doria fame, stating that 
he himself, a salvager, feels that any commercial salvage of the Ti 
tanic or her equipment, would be in very bad taste and she should 
be protected and explored under controlled conditions. I would also 
like to submit to the committee, letters from noted marine authors 
and marine artifact collectors and sellers stating that they also 
agree the Titanic should be left to science and not commercial 
scavengers of profit.

In the interest of further evidence, I would like to submit to the 
committee, a copy of the on board cargo manifest of the Titanic, 
that clearly shows that this was a passenger vessel carrying pas 
sengers and a limited amount of what is called express cargo. This 
is not a Spanish treasure ship laden .with gold and-jewels. It is a
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w^il-ddcumented fact that -Some passengers retrieved their jewels 
frbm! the; purser5 arid' the' remaining valuables;5 along with the ship's 
papers; 4were nput:! intb'"p6stal bags and carried to the boat deck by 
Purser; McElroy and his two assistants, to be loaded into a lifeboat, 
but were lost' overboard :and are not even with the wreck.

'Mr:' Chairman, and distinguished members of the committee, I 
ask you'on behalf of the Titanic'Historical Society, its members, re 
maining survivors, and the relatives of those lost in this great mar 
itime disaster, and myself, to allow these souls to rest in peace and 
let the R.M.S. Titanic lie in quit peaceful dignity! If we allow here 
to be ravaged and plundered by uncaring profit minded individuals, 
then her memory, and the .memory of those who sailed in her will 
be lost to future generations.

Do we really want'to want to see pieces of Tetanic for sale in flea 
markets or in catalog at grossly inflated prices? One such catalog is 
presently advertising for sale the toilet seats from America's great 
liner the S.S. United States with stories of who has used them re 
ferring to royalty and our country's late Presidents. Is this the type 
of sacrilege that will become of the greatest ship in the world and 
the memory of the 1,500 souls lying within her? let me bring it all 
closer to home. If you had a relative who perished in this terrible 
tragedy, and whose bones were lying in that wreck, could you, in 
all good conscience allow someone to desecrate that site? If so, gen 
tlemen, then perhaps our next step is to contemplate the raising of 
the battleship Arizona for, souvenirs. Please, alkw^the Titanic to 
rest in peace and grant a safe haven to her passengers and crew 
who are with her now by passing the bill H.R. 3272. , --

Gentlemen, if I may make one brief suggestion .regarding the 
bill. Many will state that the wreck is in international waters, so 
how can it be protected? :An amendment to the bill-prohibiting the 
import of any materials or artifacts recovered by the wreck of the 
Titanic, other than by duly licensed and controlled expeditions and 
any such items recovered, be given to: National museums after 
studies are complete so other local museums may borrow them for 
the publics interest. No such item recovered will be allowed to be 
sold commercialy or acquired for personal collection or gains, be 
added to the bill H.R. 3272. Hopefully; foreign governments will 
follow your wise leadership 'here today and :enact 'similar acts of 
legislation and the Titanic and those interred within her;-will be 
safe from desecration. r: ••:>?• : < 

Thank you. • '••' " :; , , ; i;; ; 
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much;' < ""' 
At this time I am going to open the committee for any questions 

you might have of Dr. Ballard or Mr. Hollis. The Chair has ; one or 
two for Dr. Ballard perhaps. '•[

Is the position of the Tetanic'wreck still confidential or is it as 
sumed that the position is now more'br less common knowledge? 

Mr. BALLARD. Well, during the last day of our effort but there' an 
aircraft came out to us. I don't know the origin of the aircraft, but 
it clearly was making'navigational fixes on us.1 Fortunately, we 
weren't at the site recovering, we were recovering transponders. 
We were close, so I don't know. I can only assume that that air 
craft was able to fix us to within a mile'or so. . =i-
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The CHAIRMAN. You stated your opposition to actions 
would harm the Titanic. Are you opposed to any salvage activities? 

Mr. BALLARD. No; I am not. As I said moments ago, there are 
many of the delicate objects that were strewn upon the ocean floor 
that resulted from the breakup of the stern. I don't see that their 
particular place or placement on the ocean floor has any historical 
significance, and I believe that since they are so vulnerable to very 
primitive dredging operations—you could go out there tomorrow 
and begin dragging dredges and probably destroy a large percent 
age of the objects but recover some—and I believe those objects 
should be protected.

I think .it is very important that the committee know that the 
French Government is returning next year. Whether we go or not 
is really not determined at this point; it is subject to approvals by 
the Government. But I do know that the French are returning and 
are returning with a submarine. So, I know they feel very strong 
about preservation and I think it would behoove us to move expedi- 
tiously to preserve those things that will be recovered.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Ballard, do you have any feeling about Great 
Britain, how they feel about the preservation of the Titanic? 

Mr. BALLARD. Would you say that again? 
The CHAIRMAN. The British Government?
Mr. BALLARD. The British Government feels very strongly. I have 

been invited to discuss this with British Royalty and the British 
Government, who are interested in the preservation. As you know, 
it was flying under their flag. Most of the people aboard, as I un 
derstand it—you can correct me—were British citizens as far as the 
crew is concerned, so they do have a very strong interest in treat 
ing it properly. 

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Hollis, an important aspect of this legislation is protecting 

the cultural significance of the Titanic as a gravesite. Have you 
contacted survivors and families of victims to gauge their reaction 
to possible salvage activities?

Mr. HOLLIS. I have, and I have some letters here I will submit to 
t^e committee that you can put into your files that have been doc 
umented and notarized stating that they do believe the Titanic 
should be preserved as a memorial to relatives, but it should also 
be opened to scientific exploration for the benefit of mankind, but 
should not be disturbed, as Mr. Ballard has said, by just scavaging 
or dredging, it should be done under very careful, controlled condi 
tions and to make sure that if there are any remains that no re 
mains be disturbed.

I bring up a point here. It has been said by scientists that salt 
water would probably have a deteriorating effect where there 
would be no remains. I question this. Regarding the sailing ship 
Vassar, which sank in 1628, raised in 1959, in which there were re 
mains found. There were 12 complete skeletons found in the hull. 

We are not scientifically sure what happened at the bottom. I 
would not like to see any remains removed or moved to pick up a 
platter.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the letters that Mr. Hollis has 
offered will be included at this point in the record. 

Any objection? 
So ordered. 
[The letters follow:]
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.Blue-Gander

-.October 23, 1985

Mr. Jon Hollis 
46; Chestnut Street 
.Whitman MA 02382

You have asked me to give you my thoughts regarding'the 
advisability of enacting legislation to protect the sunken wreck of the Titanic. . . . -

The wreck should be protected because It is (1) a time 
capsule, and (2) a unique laboratory. The first point is' self-evident. When'the. ffiianio' died, the legendary 
shipwreck of modern times .was born.. The, trappings of -. an entire culture are preserved in her remains. She is   and doubly so because of her marvelously intact condition - a museum. ,And museums are not to be plundered..

My second point is .equally important.' The wreck of the Titan-La is a unique laboratory: .a steel shipwreck that 
has been on the sea floor more than seventy years at a depth of 13,000 feet. She offers the opportunity to 
design innovative experiments in marine biology, .bio 
chemistry, metallurgy, chemistry, and other disciplines.

The Titanic
Procedures
tion and photography of the wrecklV, The- rembvai.--6f samplefpr; scientific study .should be permitted., .'.But ,this-. ,, ;
mght to be rigorously controlled by'a system "of licehs-,.,ng.'-' . ' - -<•,''.:•. • . X' : ": "" *    i !   : {;,;  !; .-.- '. v,' M

a should be protected by international agreement.
should be established for regulated 'explofa- __* 

hotography of the wrecklY, The- rembvai.--6f .'sample's

ing

I hope these thoughts"will prove" useful to y«»-

Sincen

The U.'S. House_pf Representatives, 
Committee of Merchant Marine-' "" :

Bl»« Gomfer, he., 10 East 63 StrMt, Nvwferfc. N.Y 10021 Phone. 212^53-9088
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E D H I N D M A R S
!H

16 CHESTNUT ROAD •
HALIFAX, MA 02338 

. . .{617) 293-6617

28, T9J5

'TO WHOM IT WAV

Aa deoiew .in ocean £ute% memoJlabiiia, we |Jee£ that the. 
"TITAWIC" ahoufd be tt^t u a 'memo/Ua£ ^» keA dead.

We i(uAXfie%. jee£ -tfutt any JteieaAc/i on' (t€A thoutd be ktavity 
and tunited only to photographic, txp to nation.

E neve* t>vJUL on. buy any object brought 
up ((Jiom the. "TITANIC". Anyone w/io mould even coni-ide/i *ucl 
a t/totg i& beneath contempt.

youA&

Joan and Ted Hindma/wh
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M/ 
IvS^
EUM | AT FflTHE MARINE MUSEUM | AT FALL RIVER INC.

70 WATER STREET • P. 0. BOX 1147 • FALL RIVER, MASSACHUSETTS *02?22

"' October^24, 1985 , •

Mr. John Bollis , "'•'• .,'v
46 Chestnut Street . . -' .-.;
Whitman, Mass. 02382 '

Dear Mr. Hollis:

The recent discovery of .the TITANIC and concomitant -proposals for further 
exploration and even salvage of the vessel are of great interest to the 
Marine Museum at Fall River.. As you know, we have one of the largest 
TITANIC exhibits in the world including a 28 foot long model and" photos 
of her during construction as well as underwater views provided by Hoods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution. These displays generate tremendous 
enthusiasm and heighten the aura of- mystery surrounding.,the. nearly 900 
foot long ship and the circuinatances, of her sinking. A.

The story of the TITANIC however, is much more^than that of a marvelous 
ocean liner, or a series of human, interest storied and.^ endless second 
guessing. One only need listen to the recorded comments of 96 year old 
Mrs. Marjorie Robb, who survived the sinking yet lost her father to the 
Atlantic that night In April .of 1912 to appreciate theV-pain and suffering 
which the sinking caused. The enormity of the tragedy still pervades her 
memory after 73 years, the shrieks and cries of men, women and even 
children who perished in the freezing waters of the. North Atlantic can 
still be heard in her strong yet revealing voice. It is her memories which 
place theentire exhibit in perspective.

The TITANIC, regardless of the fascinating events surrounding'her and her 
passengers is first and foremost a terrible ,tr.aged.y;.; -.with,- over 1600 lives 
lost. The enormous grief caused by this loss:is only^approximated by the 
worst airline crashes of today, the Korean Airlines disaster perhaps the 
most analogous to the TITANIC, Consider the public outcry if attempts to 
salvage and sell portions of the airliner were made, should the TITANIC be 
treated differently because it sank 73 years ago?

As Director of the Marine Museum and a nautical archaeologist, I am 
involved in both the exhibition of materials from shipwrecks and the study 
and excavation of those ships. Thus, I have a very clear understanding of 
the dilemma caused by the need for profitability versus the desire to 
uphold professional end ethical behavior, as defined by often nebulous 
cri terta. However, no such dilemma exists in the case of the TITANIC,
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M&4bVri&Vd
THE MARINE MUSEUM AT FALL RIVER INC.

P- 0- BOX 1147 • FALL RtVER. MASSACHUSETTS 02722

^h^^5@-v'i'p^iisG,buost'-in .attendance my museum would experience by^&i&£'-ltt-£'-*>£f5:*i££--S'im'i*'-'-^Z._ m- -it.-- - - _.__-. i ---'- T -.- - .' uou ]_d

aled tomb and a time 
ea stud-y by the 

Any'other utilization would do -
and tnose wh 9 have lost lov 

the TITANIC on the auction blo

great disservice 
d ones to the waters 
k would be to put

_ _ . treasure and would desecrate the 
y^pjGitHf;?-benefit, of the highest bidders.

feste'p: s-ii)'e^taken to limit exploration, examination and recovery of 
als'^'t.o:';:scient'i-fic and historical organizations lest a myopic and 
rai6"l-e!":'-precedent be set.

Yours very t-ruly,._

Stfi>f"k.b;M.
Robert H. Cembrola 

Executive Director

56-654 O - 86 - 2
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Oct 20, 1985

Dear Mr Kamuda: •'.-.-'-•' ' ' " "kTz, '"•
I George Thomaa of 4040 E. Atherton Sd ; " .« ..,.',:, .

Burton, MlcS.48519

Survivor of the R.M.S. TITANIC 
April 15,1912;

Do herb by wlah that, ths TITAHIC should and aiuat renaln In 

place at the bottom of the North Atlantic Ocean aa a Kemorial 

for those who died on the S.M.8. TITANIC, 

and let them rest In peace.

Truly

OEOR3E /IMQhAS
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3416 Noith Opat Avenue 
Chicago, II 60634 
Octobe.1 21, 7985

-~ Sublet: HOUM. ot Representative* BtU H.R. 3272
;a— -.'jfJwJi.' .«« ,--;'. - -- f .<- • of - - ---;
;*• Pea* «*..! fcngufe;*; ,.._.
; j , . -^y 9iandmothe.i,-<Ciuiotine,'Hoivatk Inee StanfeoJ, /uw aifeerf- me to 
j ,, ;; . litpond <o. i/ouJl te.tte.i_o& Oc.tobe.1 15th itgaAding, the. 4a.bjt.ct bitt (>oi 

he.i. XA a T&mUc '4u*v.ti;o4, ihe tew' exp^e-ued concern ove.1 d-UtuAbing 
- the. wviccfeage and the. bodies of, .thote. entombed within. A 4>Uend o^ he^u 

wit/i-ui tti hull.

Mt. EdtaaAd S. Kamida, Se.cie.taiy
5AI/E THE TZTAWIC
T.H.S..HQS
iP. 0. Box 53 '"•-

4 -01151-0053

-; ,;',.. Tfc«. 1 :*«i-t'itt£ . expiration [_{oi the. Titanic and the. ie.ce.nt di&cove.iy
'^oi' :-itb 'location '-itele. 1 e.x,citirig event*. To know it* enact tocation and

to Me. ac.tu.at photogiapkt. , o I the. 4/up a&te,i att thue. yzai-t, U vziy
*%w;e.x.c.iting. ~ Beyond thi* point ux. e.nte.1 a. moiat ditexma. What it, catted 

4c.ie.nce. 01 te.chnotogtj ' by tome., can at&o be called pj.tta.sz and 
'„'. de^e.ciatign by othe-U.

We Ationgty jeel that the. 4c.ie.nti£ic and te.chnotogicat mtanA o& 
e.x.ptoiing th-cA tie.aAuie.1 (the. Titanic], (taitt mutt in .-.humankind' 4 
g^eed and -iub4f.qu.znt Ill-gotten g&iM &oi a handout ojj hwnaniAtAt

We. de.6inate.ty Atippoit a. taa to dZAignate. tne Titanic a* a miitvne. 
iiat and to piottct the. &hip and it& contentA iiom being 

cannibalized in the. name, oj izj>e.mch and exptoiation.
The. linking o( the Titanic wa4 a gie.at ht&toiicat euent and had a 

definite, impact on society. We cannot disavow thi4 ijact. Howe.vzt, UK. 
mtut not tie.at an event 01 object a& a god a& it ie.pta.czj> companion 
and moJfaJE conscience. So much Z^oit should be placed on plaiting and 
ufoi4h4ping tht God o& Citation I ... what a. be.tte.1 uxitd we. wautd tive. 
in and «% would nave lichzi izwaid& than mte.iiati&tic gain*.

Since.ie.ty,

I. 
CaAotine. Howath
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October 16, 1985

To Vhoe It May Concerni
As the author of three volumes of

maritime history, I would like to express my support for 
Congressman Jones* bill, H.fl. 32?2,and to Implore his col 
leagues to act for the preservation of the Titanic while 
there is still time to prevent the great ship's depredation 
and commercial exploitation.

Modern technology allows us, literal 
ly, to Invade history) but no one has the'right to put 
history up for sale.-The -Tltyn*c is a toab and a.reliquary. 
She should be granted the same status and protection that 
all civilised peoples extend to their memorials.

„ , Sincerely, . , f
}fa££0&f9.^TtW*t<*rt

John •Malcolm Brlhnih
Professor Emeritus, Boston University

King Caesar Boad —.-.-... .- 
Duxbury > . , 
Massachusetts ; 02332
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MHHIFEST "R.M.S. 

r ;; e .'.gWMERS>White Star Line-'I.M.M.

CflPTfllN'E.J. Smith 
.PURSER -Hash McElros

Vaunch to end 329.5 
-i ' _ 
corfip lets-ion to end 14.5 day?..

'

jfMflD f HG '-Sorifcharip ton, 
at Cherbou.r9

^ b I s= . 
tand I e , bb t =b*rre I < hhd=ho9shea

i for vsiH or scarf 
Loss 
s see e'ni^ of report.

RRRIVRL DflTE-i;' HPril

.DESCRIPTION OF GODOS-

•..-.-'•
cftWtfeeMV^.vMcl.au^h'Un- . 
^rf"!orer'f.feu-;Praetorius •

_
cl i no ' P . il . s Bro-i .

Ware.'
ian Pen Co. 
- Sons fe Co. 

i s. Co. . 
r.. Bros. 

j|trs;ter S, Guae.
: Lassvier. 

Co.
.. . . 

SS|MiVls S. Gibbs. 
J;Sfte Id, Marshall t. Co.. 
SslMJV. Motion Picture Co. 
fe.Thorburn..J.M. ,S Co. 
^iftaustick 8, H. Trad. Co. 
'^'Dt'.Jardin S< Lad'nu.ck.

1

1 cse Wine. 
3 bU Skins. 
1 cse Rubo.

. 4 -r* Printers Blavtke^.s. 
34 cs Hbhletic Goods

CGolf Clubs) 
cse toothpaste/ 
cz Dt'ij-9 sundries, 

1 cse Brushware.
3 cs Orchids.
4 cs Pens. 
7 cs Cottons. 

12 cs cotton laces.
3 cs. Tissu.es.
4 bis Straw. 
1 cse Tulle.
1 cse Tulle. '
2 ess Tulle," 

'29 cs Cottons:- i cse Gloves.
1 cse Gloves.
1 cse Films.
8 cs Bulbs. 

28 b9s Sticks. 
10 bxs Melons.
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LiPPincot, J.B. & Co.
La,zard Fr er -es.
ftf-r* Club of firoerica.

Uhitcombe, McGeachim & Co. 
Mright 8. Graham. 
UlUiann, ..I. 
firnoId & Zeiss. 
Brown Brothers 8- Co. 
Fiw?rican Shipping Co. 
(Warns .Express Co. 
Lasker £r BerrrStein. 
Oelrichs & Co. 
Stachert, G.H. * Co. 
M i I bank , Leamann & Co. 
V.andergrift, F.B. & Co. 
Downing. R.F. & Co.

Dut>I in.. Morr is i, Kornb 1 uth. 
HersoS• Simon &; Sorts. 
International Trading Co.

Fitt S, Scott. 

Da.wtes Turner & Co. .

She 1don, G.W. & Co.

!nr.,eri c?.'n FxPress Co. 
Vandergri ft. F.B. a. Co. 
Budd 3.

Nicholas,. G.S. a/Co. 

Rda PIS E.xP ress. Co.

Me Us Far 9o 8. Co.

Intornationat Hews Co. 
Van In9en. E.H. s, Co. 
Stearns,R.H. & Co.

Downingj R.F. & Co.
Jncobson, J?.roe-s..
C-?rbon Machinery E^ij.iProe-nt Co.
Sanqer. R, *i Co.
Fleitroa.nn '•!, Co.
Ru.5Ch S. Co.''.Ranch?)
Hew York Merchandise Co.
B'u."i. J.fl.'
Tiederoan,T. S< Sons.
Cos.t.s, F.

1>3 cs Books. 
1 bale Skins. 
1 crate Machinery, 
1 cse Printed Matter. 

366 rolls Linoleum. 
437 casks Tea.

4 bales Skins. 
134 cs Rubber. 
76 cs Dragons Blood, 2 cs Gum.
3 cz Books.

95 cs Books.
117 cs Sponges.

2 cs Pictures &c. 
12 Pk9s Periodicals.
3 cs Woolens. 

53 cs Chaf'iPa9ne. 
1 rs Felt.1 do Meal, 
8 do Tennis balls,
1 do Engine Packing.
2 Pk9s Skins.
4 Pk9s Ski'ns.
1 cse Surgical Goods,
! cse Ironware.
4 cs Printed Matter,
.1 cse Cloth.
4 cs Printed Hatter,
1 cse Machinery,! do Picture
1 cse Books,1 do Mdse,
1 do HotvoTis.,1 'do Photo.
1 cse Elastics,2 cs Books,
1 box Golf Balls,
5 cs Instrur'ients.
2 Parcels Merchandise.
1 case Merchand i se.
1 Parcel Merchandise.
1 Parcel Merchandise.
1 cse Merchandise.
1 cse Merchandise.
4 i-'-ilH Linoleum,! cse Hats,
3 bales l..either,5 cs Books,
6 cs Confe'Ctionera,
1 cse Tin Tube?. .2 cs SoaP,
2 cs Boots.  
3 cs Books,2 cs Furniture, 
1 cse Pamphlets,! do Paints, 
1 cse Eggs,! do Whiskey. 

18 Pkgs Periodicals. 
1 Parcel. 
1 cse Cretonne1'fabric for

curtains/sIi pcovers >8i Ik. 
1 cse Iron Jacks,1 do Bulbs. 
1 cse Hosiery. 
'. cse Clothing. 
8 cse Hairnets. 
1 cse Silk Goods.. 
1 cse Tissues. 
I. cse Hairnets.
2 cs Silk Goods.
3 cs Silk Goods. 
Icse Silk. Goods.
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To 1 son/ fl.M. t, Co. 
Matthews< G.T. & Co. 
Richards, C.B. ,&, Co. 
Tice & Lynch. '"(

U.S. Express Co.

P*P*< CtiM. & Co. 
Bj.ij.er, J.P. %, Co. CSauer?) 
Ru.sch & Co. 
Mallou.k, H.
Bardwill Bros. " > 
Heyli9er, fl.V.   
Peabody, H.W., 8, ,c.o. , 
Simon, fl.L. fe Co. 
Wilson, P.K. & Sons. 
Manhattan Shirt Co. 
Broadway Trust Co. . 
Prost, G..
Young Bros. . .,. 
Wimprhelner, ft. Co. ,,- . 
Brown Bros.,-8* £o. 
Goidrier, Morris. ' • 
Cobb, 'G.H. • : 
ftncfaffren Ref. Mach.'Co. 
SMtar.Blfred.CSu.farT) ' 
firmer. Express Co.

Meadows, Tho:=. f-< Co. . ' 
Urchs <& He9.noer. ... 
Cauvi9ny Brush Co, 
Johnson, J.G. Si-Co.-' 
Judkins S<'-NcCortfiick. - 

'?Pieltna-n Co. 
firoericam Express Co. 
Watt em «,.M.-Lau9hlin. 
Ftker, tlerrell fe Condtt.

En9=, P.M. H, Sons
SchaM ,& Co. - ,-
H.Y. «, C.u.ba. Mail S.S. Co.

DuBois, Geo. C. • - . 
Hollander, H. 
Van Renssaller, C.fl. . 
Brown Bros. ^ Co. • 
Bernard, Judas & Co. 
American Express Co. 
Mou.luin Mine Co. • 
Kanuth, Hachod S< Kuhne.

1 cse Gloves. 
3a Pk9s Tea. , .

2 cs Books and L.ace.
5 cs Books,i.bs? Frames,
1 cse Cotton,2 cs Stationery.
1 cse Scientific Inst-ruwents
1 cse Sundries, :
3 cs Test Cords- ' . . . .,
1 cse Briar Pipes, ' , ,.
1 cse Sundries..
2 cs Printed Matter-. 

1196 ba9s Potatoes. 
313 ba9s Potatoes. , ,,, . 

1 cse Velvets.
1 cse Laces. : . -.,. 
8 cs Laces. . , 
1 cse Velvet. 

13 bales Straw Goods.
1 cse Raw Feathers.
2 cs Linens.,.
3 cs Tissue.
3 cs Cones Skins.(rabbit)
1 cse fluto Parts.
1 cse. Feathers.
3 cs Leather.
15 cs Rabbit Hair,
11 cs Feathers. 
1 cse Tissue.

11 cs Refri9eratin9, Machinery
18 cs Machinery. 
1 cse Packed Packages, 
3 cs*- Tissue, 2 bbls:Mercury , 
I hbl Ejf.th.2 hbls Glassware,.- 
3 cs printed Matter,  '; I ., 
1 cse Straw Braids, =. , .. 
1 cse Stra.w ,Hats,.l rise Cheese 
3 cs Hosiery. ,-,., ; 
3 cs Silk Goods. , .-. - ,,. .
1 cse Brushware.
2 cs Ribbons. 
2 cs Flowers. 
1 c-se Gloves. 

18 cs Merchandise. 
6 bales Cork.

75 cs flnchovies,1 cse Liquor, 
225 cs Mustard. ., ... . ...
139 cs Li<*our,25 cs SyruPs.   
25 cs Preserves. ••.•*. 
12 cs Butter,18 cs Oil, 
2 hhds Vine9ar,S cs.Preserves 

19 cs Vine9ar.g cs Dny Fruit, 
IB bndl-s 2.-.CS Wine. ,,,   
16 hhds; Wine. -  . . 

135 cs Mine, lie cs Brandy»,.,
10 lilies Wine,. ia cs <Co9iuc. . - 

188 cs She.l.led. .UalnutSj.i , ; .-/• 
70 bdls Cheese. 

'20 bdls Cheese,2 cs Co9nac. \
1 cse Liquor,38 cs Oil. 

107 cs Mushrooms,
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Dragons BloochThe1 juice from the fruit of Palm trees, bright red in 
colorVusecT in '- 'coloring varnish and al*o us»d in litho9raP9hy and Photo-en9ra\{in9 ! ' : ......

Rr9ols'R«w. Tartar 'used in a9in9 wine and distilling liqours also processed 
into Cream .of Tartar: ' . , .   . '.

Factice : artificial or fake m'ost likely artificial fur ! ' ' ' ' . ' 

TOTflL VflLUE OF CRRGO estirM.tecl in 1?12 MI.LflRS=*420,OaO.OO '

COMPILED RHD DEFINED''.BYJ ' •
M.H'.R.S. ;. ''. ' ; '
Marine ftss-ociates* Research^ 3alva9e 3* History. ' • ^

46 Chestnut Street' '' £ ,[. . ..' .
Whitman* Massachusetts 02382 IJ.S.fl.
TelA617>44? ^4943 " '

Jon W. HotVii "; , M

'..' ' END MHHIFEST 

next fi lei STORES, SERVIHGWflRE, S, LINENS'
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H.R.3272 29 0CTOBER 1985

l.RRDER LIST

Ve«»l.....____R.I1.S. TITRMIC 

Owner's-____White Star Limxl.M.M. :

Sailing Date and Port •• : ••*'' 
10 RPril 1912/SOIJTHRMPTON

Destination Date and Port 
17 RPril 1912'NEM YORK

Vosa9e Number-_____01U

ON BOflRD PROVISIONS 

He.ad Chef___C. PROCTOR

FRESH MEftT ——————————————— ̂  —————— 75 . 0fi8 POUNDS 
POP 1LTRV ———————————————— : —————— —— 25, 088" POUNDS 
FRESH FISH ——————————————————— ---—11.980 POUNDS • 
SRLT RHD ORIED FISH ——————— - ——————— ' 4,088 POUNC'S 
BflCON RND HRM ———————————— '• ————— 6,800 POUNDS 

. SRUSRGES —— ' ——————— r ————— r —————— — 2,508 POUNDS

FRESH EGGS —————————————— ':'^-—— _ —— 33,080 
FRESH MILK —— ' ——————————— 1- — - ———- 1.S0B Wtl'ilKS 
FRF.SH CPEflM ——— ' —————————— -- —————— 1,'208 QUHRTS 
COHtSHSED MILK ——————————————————— " 6Bn GfiLLWIS 
FRESH BUTTER-- ——————————— — ——————— '6,088 POUNDS

FLOUR ————————————————————————— '• —— 250 BHRRELS 
SUC.FIR —————————————————— , ———————— -5 TOMS '
SRI T.RLPTK *, RED PEPPER ———————— ounirtiTiES UHKHOWH
CEREHLS ————————————————— -i-, ——— —— 18-888 POUNDS

48 TONS ""
LETTUCE————————————————™————— 7.000 HERDS 
FRESH RSPRRRGUS———————————-—————— See BUNDLES 
FRESH GREEH PERS—————————4-—————— 2,500 POUNDS
TOHRTOES——————————'^~——-— 3,see POUNDS
ftPPLES—————————————————.--——————— tag BOXES
ilRRNGES————————>————————'>——————— 180"6bXES <3S,600>.
GRRPEFRUIT——————————————i-iJT—;————— " SB BOXES
LEMONS——•—————-————— ii=..___..l—— 50 BOXES <16,t»M>
HOTHOIISE GRRPES—————————^-L—.——" i , n00 POUNDS
JflMS 8- JELLIES——————————-—^——'•—~" .l.J20 POUNDS ' '.,,

COFFEE—————————————————-r--,————- 2;200 POUNDS 
(EH—-————————————————•--:————— 1,800 POUNDS

SWEETBRERDS—————————————•-'—————— 1,080 "' "' '' ", 
ICE CRERM———————————————"-——-————— 1,750 ril.lRPT-:.

fil.E flHD STOIIT—————————————•———— 15,080 BOTTLES 
MINES.-—-.——————————————'•——-——,—— 1.000 BOTTLES" 
SPIRITS———————————————-————————— 858 BOTTLES 

"MINERRLS—————-———————-———————— 1,200 BOTTLES

CIGRRS—————————————————————————S.000

..— —..-EHD——————
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SERVICEWRRE RND LINEN LIST

R.M.S. TITRN1C 

WHITE STflR LIME'1.M.M.

BRERKFRST CUPS——————————————————— 4,500 
TER CUPS———————————————————————— 3,000 
COFFEE CUPS—————————————————————— I',380 
BEEF TER CUPS———————————————————— 3,000 
CREAM JUGS——————————————————————— 1,009 
BRERKFRST PLRTES——.———————————,———— 2,500 
DESSERT PLRTES————————;—————————— 2,800 
SOUP PLRTES—————————————————————— 4,500 . 
PIE DISHES—————————————-————————— 1,200' 
BEEF TEfl DISHES—————————————————— 3.909 
CUT TUMBLERS————————————————————— 3,000 
MflTER BOTTLES————————;———————————— 2,500 
-CRYSTRL DISHES———————————————— 1,500
CELERY GLOSSES——————————————————— 380 
FLOWER VRSES————————————————————— 500 
ICE CREflM PLRTES————'——————————— 5,500
DINNER PLflTES————————;'—————-—————12,000 
COFFEE POTS————————~—————————— 1,200
TEfl POTS———————————————————————— 1,208 
BRERKFRST SRUCERS——;————————————— 4,500 
TEfl SRUCERS————————————————-r———— 3,000 
COFFEE SflUCERS—————---——————————— 1,500 
SOUFFLE' DISHES—————————————————— 1,509 
WINE GLRSSES———.————-——L————————-— 2,800 
CHRMPflGNE GLRSSES————————————————— 1,500 
COCKTRIL GLRSSES————-----———————:—— 1,580 '
LIQUOR GLRSSES——:——-—-——':——•—————— 1,200 
CLRRET JUGS———————•'——~————-————— 300 
SfiLT SHflKERS——————-—————————————— 2.000 
SHLRP BOWLS—————————--;---.——————— 500 
PUDDING DISHES———————'-'——.-.————~—— 1,280 
SIIGRR BASINS——————————--————— 400
FRUIT DISHES———————-r——^T-,——————-——— 400 
FINGER BOWLS——;———4—-——,-,4-——————' 1,006 
BHTTEP. DISHES—————--.7———-*r—————— 400 
VEGETRBLE DISHES—————————————'——— 400 
ENTREE DISHES—————————-————————— 400 
MEflT DISHES—————-———————————:—— 400
DIMMER FORKS———'•——————i-^———————— 8,880 
FRUIT FORKS—————————————————————— 1,500 
FISH FORKS——————————•———————————— 1,500 
OYSTER FORKS————————-—————————'-—.• 1,808 
BUTTER KNIVES—————--———————'————— 400 
SUGflR TONGS—————*•————————————— 400
FRUIT KNIVES————————-——————~—— 1,500
FISH KNIVES—————————----————————— 1,500
TRBLE HHD DESSERT KNIVES——:~r—————— 8,000 NUT CRRCKERS————————————•-:-'~'——'•——— 300 
TOflST RRCKS—————————————————————— 400 
DINNER SPOONS—————-.———————————— 5,008
DESSERT SPOONS————-:———L————•———— 3,080 
EGG SPOONS———————— :—————~—————— 2.00a
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- .H.R.3272 23 OCTOBER .1983

Ttfl SPOONS—,———-——————— 6, 000
SfiLT SPOONS——————-——————————————— 1,388 
MUSTFtRD SPOONS'——————————————————— 1,330 
GRflPE SCISSORS———-----—————————— 100
RSPfiRflGUS TOHGS———————————————-—— 400

' SINGLE SHEETS-———•———————————,--_ts,0eg
DOUBLE "SHEETSr-r—————————'—':——————— 3,003 
•PILLOW SLIPS—————————————————————15,000

BED COVERS-————————'•-•,—————————— 3^600 
EIDERDOWN QUILTS—————-————————•-,—— see 
COUNTERPfiHES f EMBROIDERED fflJILTSy——-— 3,000..

; BOTH TOWELS——'——————————•———————'.7, 500 
FINE TOWELS——————————————————:———S5, 000 
LRVRTHRY TOWELS———- —— ———————————— 3,900 
ROLLER TOWELS———————————————————— 3,500 
pflHTRY TOWELS———————————————————— 6,500

TRPLECLOTHS—————————————————————— 6,000 
GLflSS CLOTHS—————————————————•———— 2,BB0 
TflBLE HRPKINS————————————————————43,B00 
COOKS CLOTHS—————————————————————' 3,500 
BPRONS———————————————— ————————— 4. 0M

MISCEI.lfiHEOUS———• ———-———————————40,009



Becky McElroy 
38 Rose Hay 
Randolph, N.J. 
07869

• November 26,'-'- 

Dear Congressman Jones;

I feel that the Tetanic should not be ;: raised. It would be wrong to raise and bring back all those horrible memories of the people who survived fro'm' the Titanic and lost relatives. Also' if you raise it you would most likelyfind hundreds of. skeltons,from the people who died;
If it has been proven that there is no valuables on "the" ship why raise it? Also, it would probably break while raising it and be even harder to fInd. It would take a lot of money not 

worth spending and also someone could get hurt with the machinery you would use. Even if there were valuables on it there would be 
a big fight over who would get them.

Considering all this, it wouldn 1 t be worth raising.

Sincerely, 

Becky McElroy



r?l'BALLARD; If I' could^add^althoiigK; thfe '. 
awpshowed the ship in what you would say is a^Wgh'vstate'!of pres- 

%tion, that''does notr mean^tHa|)it'''lias'Jnot been^dversely affect- 
H'b'y'fthe pressure and'; other' enw'6n'm^n;tal'-c'oriditioh$ ; that rupon 

pSuiMng !6r ! td 'begm-'to'ti7''fe4ift-Ornn>P?e that that would .not 
fetuse>serious damage to the objects."-" J1J ! ' ; '' "'"',.' : 
wV5Fhg5,CHAiRMAN. Are there any questions by. members of the cbm- ittee? • :..'r. •. ,-!,• .-,- >"r,"' ••:;->••- • ••!>••-

Mrs. Schneider. -" l ' ;. ."'."" -.
Mrs. SCHNEIDER. Yes, Mr; Chairmari.' . „ V'*;!*.

Siwould like to know,'Mr.'Ballard, if you are familiar'with the 
•satus of §ny international laws right"now that liave jurisdiction 
fever-research, exploration, or the'salva"ging'of any parts of the Ti- f^ "- •' ' '•- ' ' : ' ; " s • -•• "' ' ' " '

.
isftiquily. TheHTV'tonic 'is: what 'we r^fef .to.-aS'a weather'window."'It*-fe 
(Ifgasonably^ safe, right ,now due' Jtoi J MptHlerf Nature's Jsfor)tfli3 iii 'tHat 

5 weath'er 1 window' is' generally-in tKe'^siimmei1 mbntjis.^

imightf be .
pets'for recovery? __ _____ ___0_ _____ r __.__ri._._^__. ._ ...
Iremoved from the'vessel for purposes"of'art, hisfoiy, bV'educatio'nal • DuroosJes? ' •''• •'*'•'•! . ,\'- '• ' ' '' iJ '-: •'''•'^^'^ ; " -^

dqus desire on the part of th^pe^pM'bf'lhe'wb'rldi'to'see itig.Tiidfii 
^(somewhat of r mof ̂ Ff '" '

no^feal' important
rsignificahce, laying. sciattered 'all overrth"d ficean(:flpbrrjf ^^v ''" : ' 
} Like I say.l^aifi'iitf'favo^'bf^the^recov^ry^ofHhat^aten

away? that'.. 
Sniay not^bePecbnbmical
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^... \yhere you wpyld drawf the line? 
Mr, !BALLAKp. vj would,'draw the line .between the ship itself—— 
Mrs: SCHNEIDE'R. And the debris?,, '"; ' '' ' V, . , 
Mr. BALLARDs.Yes, r ... 10 ,...... • ' ... -•=.,-' '",f. .... •"•..,'

' Mrs. ScHNEibER".'Thank you very much. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Anybody on this side? , | 

. Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ", ' . 
'My ihiti.ar question ,was with'regard to the disposition of the Tir 

'i'dnic; Mr. Ballard, if it was up to you what would you do with the 
shipwreck? I think both of you made your position very clear. It is 
a very, very controlled disposition. •.-.

I was looking at section 5 her,e, the national guidelines. It says 
the': administrator shall develop guideliiies to govern research, ex 
ploration, and if appropriate, salvage of the shipwreck Titanic, 
which are consistent with its historical and cultural significance, as 
well as the purpose and policies of this act.

Second, to promote the safety of individuals,involved in the oper 
ation... . .,"'„,,..,', . ,., .^. / ;,_ ' , . : . ., t ,-,- ..., ..
" And third, to recognize, jthe" sanctity of the. ship wreck ^Titanic as^a 
maritime memorial. ...'-;'., ,'.""•'• . . • .••'".,<•,'."-•.•.•' 
!In.developing ,these, guidelines the administration, shall consult 

with .other interested Federal .agencies, academic and research in 
stitutions, and members of the public^ 1, / '. .••... 5 . . , ,i, ..•

It gpe^;,on, internationally,.,the',Secretary is directedrto enter >-into 
negotiations to .develop .'internatipnal,;agreementsrsWhich .provides 
for the international research, explpi:atibn',jand "appropriate salvage 
of the shipwreck' 'Titanic, 'consistent with" the guidelines developed 
pursuant to section 5!' -

We are back to what I think you gentlemen both expressed. 
Aren't you in support Of this provision? ' . ,' ,

Mr..BALLARp. Yes; I would replace the word,j"salvage" with "re- 
coyery!" I thiiik it has a better meaning, that you are not breaking 
it up for economic purposes. I have to ; resort to the dictionary, to 
find out whether salvage implies commercialization, which we are 
not in favor of, but, recover certainly we are in/ay.pr of.

Mr. ANDERSON. It .seems like you are going to academia and re 
search institutions arid groups to '', get all that consultation before, 
and it seems that plans .are going to be pretty extensively reviewed 
before they even enter the operation. It looks to me like they are 
covering the points you have made.

Mr. BALLARD. I am in support of the, bill as it is written.
Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Studds.
Mr, SruDps. I don!t have any questions. 1 just ..want to welcome 

these two citizens of Massachusetts, and in particular, my perhaps 
currently most reknowned constituent,-'Dr. Ballard from WoodsHole, ..;:•••••,. •„;•!•«'... ; . > \'-: , '".;.,....'.' - .; -...->
M .want'to'say officially what I siaidoperspnally; .it as not an .easy 
transition for anyone to go from,ones,hands, and,-knees on-the 
bottom of the ocean with a flashlight into the spotlight of the world
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media. .Ir.hope^for-^yo.ur- sake, you •.don!t s .have.itp -do i-itavery much 
longer. I assume you.are going. :back to the bottom of the,ocean? 
-if;Mr! BALLARD.. As soon ̂ as, possible.., 3 -• .'•.,•• • V-v

Mj. STUDDS. I can only imagine your trip to Washington has,con 
tributed to your eagerness to do,that. s ,. : ,, -. :•.'

I noted your distinction between C-Span,dts coverage of our ac 
tivities, and your camera, its coverage of the ocean. I wasn't sure 
where your phrase "boring .organisms" came in at, that point. I 
think the message is well ,tal£en. ; • ....... • ,, .•••:-,.-.
JC.YPU also speak .with a fluency that,generally does not character 
ize, your.profes,sioh or ours. I really, appreciate that. : 
! rcMr, BALLARD. It does.not come from crawling on your hands and 
kneesv .,•".-;-, .- • • • ' :
,' Mr. STUDDS. It may not be good for the back but it definitely is 
good for the soul, and I appreciate what you have done. 

.' Thank'.you.
The CHAIRMAN. Anybody else wish to be heard? 

.,/Mr. HUGHES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
..; I, too, want to echo the sentiments of my colleague in congratu 
lating Dr! Ballard. '.,.""".

I only have one question. Yqu indicated how Great Britain feels 
about the^site as well.,*as France. How alxnit 'other.•countries, how 
do. they feel about what'should be.done with the site?' !'".. .....
S( Mr. ..BALLARD. Well, we have jreceiy,ed a lot of, letters,I can't read 
Because I'can't read all of the languages, but all'.of the letters that 
wfe .translated and Communicated with, other'countries it is a—— 
; 1vMr. HUGHES. A're^thbse .letters frohi southern New Jersey? 
' ''Mr. BALLARD:' I- can 'underatarid that language1 .' But from Germa 
ny and other countries, 1 tremendous interest. : \. 
''•'•Mr. HUGHES. How many other countries 5 really have the .capabil 
ity at this point of reaching the site?
'-' Mr. : BALLARD. Well, any' qountry with money can purchase the 
capability. ! I 'think that it is^'mbre ihipqrtant than who: actually rrians the ships.' ' ' '' '"' '' ;'*' . !.t

Mr: HUGHES. Basically, even though the* technology might have 
been developed in certain countries", basically any other country 
that has the inclination and the money could reach the site? - 

'"• Mr. BALLARD. Yes—not wanting to insult any^ if I could give a 
partial list—Canada, Japan, Great Britain, -France, Germany; and 
you could go on, as sufficient amount. » 

1 Mr: HUGHES. I think that points up precisely why we should 
make that an international endeavor at this point, even though we 
can't reach extraterritorily. I think Mr. Hollis' suggestion of an 
amendment that would provide limited importation of artifacts 
into this country is only a partial solution to the problem. What we 
need'to do is get an international accord in setting this site aside.

Mr. BALLARD.;! think the-only reaction I would have is one wants 
to see it in place'or some degree of emplacement as rapidly 'as ̂ po's- 
sible, and I am's'ure you'are ^greater-experts at'how you-get-One 
person-to. agree:.with himself and then :start adding, people; • 
v;fiGlearly ,'if we .can • begin in < America 'and; quickly with France, 
England, and Canada—I might add Portugal is a .fairly important 
country that supports the Azores or the baseiof-'operations wesused 
to support our expedition, and I would include them. Not that they
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e ;i positioned it? -an
,-, ,.....,, . , ,,,-, - - — -- ' countries, as; op 

posed to trying to get every country in 'the world to agree immedi-
ately:*'. "j-"*i"Vttt»R6 )jV'-v: •'.'• - ' :v ,i' ; --K^ii ••• i

Mr. HUSHES. Thank you very much'. "' ''
•• Mr? Bbsco: Thank you; Mr. Chairtnan. s

I have one question,'! think for Dr.' Ballard.
I certainly understand what the -historical significance is arid 

perhaps^the 'value of 'cbniinemoratihg that site for those who died 
there, but what would the Titanic represent in terihs of scientific 
importance? In other words, if it wasn't there or in other areas you 
could just as well study the ocean and the ocean bottom and the 
currents and those kinds of things that we are familiar with in 
terms of scientific discovery, but what is the scientific value of the 
Titanic being there and what contribution does it make to science 
being there as opposed to say being salvaged?

Mr. BALLARD. You would 'have to actually get specialists in the 
different disciplines Of oceanography. I am an Earth scientist and 
geologist. Clearly it is an area that is now an obstacle to movement 
and sediments. It could be" an interesting object. We know exactly 
when it was placed there, and one could learn a great deal about 
the creation of bed forms and other things like 'that.

To biologists it has other meanings. Clearly the presence of wood 
introduced into the environment, there are a lot of scientists that 
go to a great deal of trouble to go down in a submarine and stick 
wood into the bottom at a very high cost.'. Hei;e. you have a whole 
myriad of materials' that havfe be.en now mifcroduced into the deep 
and their subsequent interaction' with1 the environment are of in 
terest chemically as Well.

There are a number of people who are already contacting me 
about return trips for. scientific research. I am confident, that the 
engineering and scientific community will want to now return to 
the Titanic for a number of legitimate reasons. How you weigh 
that as far as I am concerned, that is what you guys or gals are 
supposed to do, is to weigh the, 'pros and cons of how important 
marine biology, chemistry, geology, and history are to commercial 
ization. But there are definitely scientists who are not interested in 
returning to it to conduct a number of experiments. ' • .

Mr. Bosco. Is there scientific, material that the Titanic would 
present that isn't available elsewhere in terms , of shipwrecks , and 
any number of other— 77^- , , .

Mr.- BALLARD. I am not aware —— l. -.;
Mr. Bosco, Found on , the ocean bottom?
Mr. BALLARD. I am not aware of. other than a few ships that we 

have placed into the deep sea fairly recently! for .disposal of materi- 
al^of that many well documented ships in 13,000 .feet of water that 
sank-7;0 some -years ago-^We ihave put a lot of; objects down there 
since then but fairly recently. I am/surejthe technology is going to 
begin yielding more and -more ships. Now there aren't ; that .many 
that, have been documented. ! -; 
>*Mr. Bosco. Thank you very much. -.•... • fL , «

•The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Franklin. , ' t <^-M
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NKtaNi'T-want to congratulate Dr.: BalianMorthis dfecov- 
you teU ni^sir^HoW Was-the'iSffort funded thatfedl:i to e'discovery?'1 -•; «-«»«•"; ?«<"»d -;^-v' -^_>^ • ^ ' •'•'••'-<! -;«<» 

•ST.; Mt. BALLARD. ! There Were two organisations that:;were really in- 
v'-volved afadsthe thanks you give me- should also be ,;extend6d to' my 
fpcdlleagUes • who' were equally' responsible. 'The- French Gcivern- 
; ment—probably if you were to add up the dollars'arid'cents spent^ 
^speht more: ;;iiion<ey' On the ( Titanic expedition."That is the-'French 
J'Eframire that used to be known as the Gonexso, is a government 

agency involved in deep sea exploration, sort pf their equivalent to 
NOAA, but in the case of France it is pretty consolidated, much 
more consolidated than the United States. Mostly French contribu tion. •.•••••'•

The major contribution in our part came from the U.S. Navy. 
'The U.S. Navy developed, funded our development of the Argo ve 
hicle system, and we were exercising the vehicle system, testing it. 
It was the first chance we had to go to sea with it. Our motivation, 
as I said before, is not to go around the world looking for historical 
shipwrecks. Our goal is to get to see as rapidly as possible—I hope 
in a few weeks—with Argo, to do our first scientific expedition on 

;'the East Pacific Rise. So our motivations were really in developing 
: 'a new generation of exploration tools for scientific research and 
support of the Navy. • '' : ' ''- •

Mr. FRANKLIN. If we allowed recovery of some of the artifacts 
that are there, as you said for'scientific purposes or historical pur 
poses, how would you suggest that that effort be funded? If we are 
to undertake that here in the U.S. Congress——-

Mr. BALLARD. Like I say, as presently planned, the French will 
probably put more into it next year than us, if we even put in any 
effort. They are going to go there and mount a rather impressive 
effort. ,WJiether we do it or not, how that is funded, I think it is 
really up to our sponsors, the Navy, as to whether one can'do that 
or not. " '

I don't think the Navy itself is terribly interested in the recovery 
of items for any purpose of the nature we are talking about. I don't 
know if there are ways in which sponsors of museums or'whatever 
could pay for some of the dives. I don't know if-the dives are avail 
able. Alvin is a national facility controlled by a review committee 
that determines its differing agenda. I don't know even if dives are 
permissible this-year for recovery of material, but clearly a few 
dives, four or five dives are conceivable. I would think for any pur 
poses that leads'to recovery of material should probably be paid for 
by museums or however is going to use the material. •••'•- 

Mr. FRANKLIN? Thank you, Dr. Ballard/ 
Thank'you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Tallon, do you have" any questions? : 

! Mr. TALLON.'NOj Mr; Chairman. •• ''
The CHAIRMAN. One final question^ :please,,-sir. ' . ' !! 

'•• You have mentioned ther in vestment which-the French nation 
*had in this'exploration as well as others. Do "you have any ̂ feeling— 
.or you may have answered this—-what;is ; the French reaction to 
'this type of approach of international conference to set up guide lines? ' '•.•:•• ;
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.... ...j tin talking^ t<? myi-Frenchi .colleagues—I
'hayVjnqt ;t,alked> to .the French Government ' per «e—our* lines ->of 
communications'have always been colleague to colleague,,,,and I 

; luiowcthat mytcorchief scientist on both expeditions, while;we were 
^out^there.jcalled home and spoke to his wife just as the discovery 
;was,-made-and the <reaction,lie told me personally was one of;deep 
concern, pf/desecration with the, common Frenchman. : > 

, ."X. think it is, aruniversal reaction that is occurring and I know 
.that the French-are very sensitive to this, and I feel that they will 
proceed in a yery tasteful way as well. , :

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. :
That makes me very happy. Personally I am getting an interna 

tional consensus that quite often I can't get in this committee.
Mr. BALLARD. It is nice.
The CHAIRMAN; Be that as it may. Well, thank you and Mr. 

Hollis for your presence here this afternoon. .You certainly made 
excellent witnesses and I thank you both for your support for this 
particular legislation.

Thank you very much.
Mr. BALLARD. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is a very charming lady. I had 

an opportunity to chat with her before the committee convened. 
She is from Milwaukee and I asked her about beer. She said she 
didn't bring any. I have forgiven her for that. She is :a y^ry charm 
ing lady> one I think you will enjoy hearing- as she testifies about 
her very tragic situation. She is one,of the suryivors of the Titanic 
when it sank in 1912. . .'•'••"•, -..,. .•.,.

It is with much joy and happiness and a great deal of-apprecia 
tion that I present to the committee Mrs. Louis Pope of Milwaukee, 
WI. . ..,.'... ",.-' : """, '..",:•-! ". . , '

ST!ATEMENT;OF LOUISE POPE, SURVIVOR OF THE "TITANIC," 
FROM MILWAUKEE, WI

.-; Mrs.- POPE.; Thank-you very much, Mr. Chairman, and the rest of
•'.the committee. X !«<• -, -,.4 .,-•<' ' .,>•

•-•:• Although I was 4 years old* all that I remember of that;night:is 
.the cotton .blanket, which was wrapped-.around-me and :the shoes 
that were on-my feet; •-.?•• rn ,, ^i,,-'?-'"..: •;- •<- * -, •-. ' '• '- . •

My mother told me that the collision had jarred us from our bed, 
and that ̂ father left us to look forahis younger, sister and brother 
who had been assigned ito separate areas of our third-class section. 
She said that he couldn't find them and that when he came back 
all of the people were ordered to go on deck.

My mother and I were in the second to the last lifeboat and she 
told me that although the boat was little, more-than half filled, the 
officials were in a hurry .to lower, it and when-they began lowering 
it, my father jumped in. She said'there: was room for many more 
people in the boat and that :the water was cold , •. 5

I think my father's sister and brother, like others who died in 
the Titanic would .say ."Do what you want with the ship as long as 
what you do benefits all people." ., , . 
-• I feel that if research and salvage of the Titanic will benefit all 
people, then such activities should be encouraged.
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: i:My folks.were emigrating<from; Europe to. make a better,living in 
Milwaukee; Wer.hadvainyaunt ;and uncle:liying there. That is where .1 
the; destination;-was, butdt didn't<tum-'out',that way; -•'• UH

That is all I have to i say.-' •«.'•• . 4 fe;a.. - ; -,u. • ,- , ;••-. •;< 
, :The CHAiRMAN.;.Well,^ Mrs. Pope, thank you very much, and cer 

tainly we don't-want to cross-examine you;-1 would like to-explore 
one or two of'-your thoughts. As a survivor of this 'great disaster, 
what was your first thought upon hearing of the discovery of the 
Titanic, and ,now what :is your general reaction to the discovery? 1 ' 
Are you delighted that it was discovered ; or do-you-feel relieved, : 
or——

Mrs. POPE. I do think that if there is any benefit for research I 
would be one willing to see it done, but not commercially. Have the 
museums, if there is anything1 there that can be put in a museum, I 
think it would be grand, but to salvage, I don't kiioW.

The CHAIRMAN. One final question.'.How; do you as a survivor 
with relatives who perished, feel about the possibility of extensive 
salvage of the Titanic, such as ah attempt to raise the vessel, and 
do you have anything to say to those who have plans for salvaging 
the Titanic?

Mrs. POPE. I -do not like the benefit of salavaging for commercial 
purposes, but if .they can use it for research or something on there 
for museums, I would be more than willing. ' ' •-.

,Tlie : CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much,.i ,, -. •;•*.../ 
- Any members have any questions of .Mrs. Pope? : , ,~ :

•I would like to ; thank }you for;,your\:presence : here, today and 
assure you that.you have made,a very fine witness and contributed 
much to that which we are discussing. , , i

Mrs. POPE. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness is Mr. Jack F. Grimm, owner, 

Grimm Oil Co., Abilene,?«TX; accompanied? by i John P.< Lee, attorney 
and William B:F:J Ryanv* associate )pr.6fe.ssor.,".Lamont:Doherty; iGeo-i 
logical tObservatory,, Cplumbia 8 University: : v ; : , , ; i

-You'maylproceedi'siri;-r'"-Vy --.'; ' '^'y^u-j^-i ,>• • .•••,•••.. '•••• •*(-

STATEMENT OF JACK P. GRIMM, OWNER, GRIMM; OIL GO., ABI- 
LENE, TX,' ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN P.U LEE» ATTORNEY; AND :• 
WILLIAM B.F. RYAN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, LAMONT DO-! 
HERTY GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATORY, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY; i 
AND JOHN BENTLEY, ATTORNEY i
Mr. GRIMM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman..
This is John Bently, attorney, on my left, and one of my associ 

ates: in the .last expedition to look for 'the Titanic, and on my right; 
is Dr. William B.F. Ryari from Lament,Doherty Geological, Observ-,j 
atpry of .Columbia University, one of the more prestigious oceanog-] 
raphers of bur day. He was involved in. all three of our expeditions j 
to look for the Tetanic. •--,> « •': ,, .,--,,,., .- .- „ ; .. ; ..

First, I/want to thank; you for, giving ,me the opportunity .to J 
appear before this committee. .The gHouse;,bill 3272 presented to : 
Congress bynyou* Mr. Chairman, is: certainly a fine : tribute • tqc.th'e ; 
memory of the 1,500 people who died when the Titanic hit ; the ice 
berg on the night of April 14, 1912. , :
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iMy,;asso,ciatesjj oftwhich.;14 -arejehgineersipt geologists, :and -I, 'are 
fully;rsupporjive ,ofsthejbill, iex'cept'.ifot..one,fmajor.-piartV ^vhere^tHe;^. 
bill is prpposingj-tosr,esti!iGttaccess .*tb' jthe. wreck .byAany ipersonuor: > 
nation"without prior Government approval andisituation.'.,, .: . .:-••>';.

Let's,go .hack-?in.time some 5 years, toiwhen>I|first;announced 
plansctp.^archifot.ithe Titanic. At that time, research and explore.-.: 
tipn,jof,.theiideep .oceans -was] limited^ A research ship of a special,, 
kind was/needed, as well as a, deep,water sonar and a deep water 
camera system.-Also,a crew of experienced oceanographers. A,-con- -, 
tract was entered into with Dr. William B.F. Ryan of Lomoht Do-., 
herty Geological Observatory of Columbia University and Dr. Fred 
Spiess of Scripps Institution of Oceanography. . . v •

.Dr. Ryaii proposed building a new side-scan sonar, and a hew 
camera,sled with a video tape camera and three 35 millimeter still 
cameras.'Therefore,'with free enterprise funds, some $400,000 was 
budgeted by me for the building of the systems. They are now the 
state of the. art, for deep water research. 'The U.S.. Navy has now 
ordered one for the NRI sub. The French copied our design of the 
sonar and Woods Hole copied our design of the camera system with 
our approval. Woods Hole didn't do all this by themselves: We had 
done several years of research in state of the art camera systems' 
and sonar systems and Dr. Ryan-willingly and forthrightly fur 
nished all the data of our system so the French could make a copy 
of the sonar and Woods Hole could make a copy of the'-camera 
system, now called Argo, whi^K is nothing but a modification of our 
camera system that was designed in 1980.: "•• 'y*'- ~ • ,"-V ? •'"*•••

We donated both'systems to' Columbia^University arid Dr;>Ryah 
assisted the French' and Woods Hole in building'their own systems.- : 
So the Argo camera system use'd this^summer waki nothing new, !" r 
but was a copy of our system that had been in operation for nearly 
5 years.The saine is true of;the'French sonar. . < ,.

Our'sonar:and! camera systems have been-in^continuous'Juse by-; 
several U;Sl Government "agencies; the National. Science; Founda 
tion, U.S. Geological. Survey* -National. Oceanic .and Atmospheric . 
Administration, Department of Energy, and Office , of .Naval Re 
search.

The systems1 have been sued-by the 'French, Jtalia,nTand Canadian>' 
Governments. 'This Muipmentchas seeri|servic'erfin''jthe Pacuic; rthe 
Atlantic;-the Gulf; of^Mexicb^ and'rthejMediterranean. .'Some ;12j000 
square i miles hav.e been's.urveyedft.with,'«our ,equipnientH,so swet'too 
have made a contribution to our Government and to ocean sciences
as well. . '•--{>• : i.

We have been to. the Titdffic lsfte three'times','^1980, 1981", .arid 
1983. In 1981; we staked oiir cjaim to the Titanic' by' setting riaviga- 
tidnal transponders'on th.e oc;ean''flborj iri the area.sbutheast'.pf-the 
traditional SOS fix.; During'the last 3 hours we we're on location in ' 
1981, our Cameras filmed o'iie ! of the Titanic propellers, standing 
upright in the ocean,' some' 4 : to 5 feet off the ocean 'floor, which 
meant the prop was still attached to the shaft and 'to the ship. 1 Our 
charter ;had ! >run out on the Gyre, Texas' A&M's research ship, 
thereforeV preventing another pass over the wreck. In 1983 wer&;- 
turned to the site, but due •> to bad weather; we were unable to re-' ; 
cover our film arid-tape of the wreck. The next .step would be to . 
dive on the Titanic, not to raise it. The press continually confused
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' fif 9'-' if,. ;\ •' . ri'l '-i ' -''••' '' i ti"'- •••• '*• ' ' •' j ' ; '''' '-•'i-S'-'i
our,,expeditions, with the. film that came out.y'iRaise the Titanic, "3 Jto 
camei.out the same summer, the first summeriwe..-went outiin 19.8Q? 
Ij,Plans are, underway ;to Contract .the wejl known Aluminaut, a 50 
{pot ^aluminum' sub carrying ̂ a crew, of up to eight men to dive-on 
the7wreck\in 1986;pr 1987, whenever it has been, recertified. It is 
tile .first: submarine,; ever built made o^ aluminum. It has-J^Vfe inch, 
wall's. If you may remember^'it'is the sub that, was reactivated.,to 
find an atomic warhead off the coast of Spain when two airplanes 
collided., One bomb landed in a farmer's garden "and the, other 
landed in the ocean and it was recovered by the",same, submarine., 
'Also the Alban, which is operated by Woods Hole sank in some 

7,000 feet of water and the Aluminaut was reactivated to recover 
the Alban and they did it on the' -first dive.

This project has been quite an investment for my grpup and to 
put restrictions on us at this time would be. devastating. It is cost 
ing in excess of $1 million to recertify the Aluminaut, but what 
good would it be to reactivate it if we are prevented from using it? 
-'Another important point I wish to make is that the Titanic is 

resting in 12,500 feet of water, some 1,000 miles east of Boston. It is 
in international waters, well 'off any'shelf area or shelf slope. It is 
also beyond the 200-mile limit of any'country's shoreline. Any law 
that- we might -'try to pass only" restricts the citizens ''of the United 
States. There are several other countries that have submersibles 
that can go to 12,500 feet. If we are lucky arid funds are available, 
we do dive, we might be lucky enough to recover'sbme of the debris 
on the ocean-floor.' What1 possible5 harm'can that do to this mass of twisted steel? "• "' ' ' ' ' ": !

The Smithsonian Institute and other naval museums^have ex 
pressed an interest in any artifacts we might recover. I'Have made 
a specific effort to share our information with the world, as the Ti 
tanic story has captivated millions and it continues to be the first 
in(the news. Our plan was to film the dive and share it with the 
world and any artifacts that we recovered, make them available to 
institutions like the Smithsonian Institute. •

I also have talked to or met six of the survivors of the Titanic 
and they approved what we were doing. Their only request was not 
to raise it. We never considered doing that.

Does the United States want to get into the salvage business? 
One of the last times that, was tried was for the search and recov 
ery of the Russian sub in the Pacific in some 15,000 feet of water. I 
understand that before it was all over, upward of $1 billion of tax 
payers' money was spent. Do you want to spend up to $1 billion to 
recover some artifacts and debris from the Titanic? I hope not.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Ryan, you are recognized.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM B.F. RYAN
Mr. RYAN. The Titanic lies beyond what would be referred to as 

the exclusive economic zone of either the coastal States of the 
United States or Canada. There were concerns in 1980 when Mr. 
Grimm began his project that the Titanic wreck site might qualify 
as being within the exclusive economic zone of Canada, based on 

6 -
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article 76 of the Law of the Sea Conference. There is a clause in 
the '.LawJ'off 'the!*-Sea iCohference\iheferr ed '•-to ! asi:ithe HIfishi>*formul&>

gumeiiti 'b'f' se'diment> thickness : lea'dirig "exploration''in termsi?6f 'oil 
andjjas interestsl-and, so Mr..'Grihim; spent some''sizable am<otlht : of 
his morfey-rhe'< andvhis: investor^—to;'carry''but seismic 'experiments 
which measured sediment •thickness! of the Titanic site 'and,shows 
this is '?n*ot''rthicfc—the thickness is : not sufficiently large to quiaijlify 
this in'the'exclusive economic zone of the United States. •• - .

In the; 1980 and ; the late 1970's, prior'to the project that Mr. 
Grimm ariji several U.S. corporations were carrying but exploration 
activity on:;the floor of the Pacific Ocean in'^search of manganese 
nodules, 'in fact on the ship Global Explorer;' under the cover of 
Howard Hughes and his enterprise,'Was supposedly looking for 
nianganse nodules when in fact it was tryirig to recover a Eussian 
submarine. The position then of the U.S. Government, particularly 
the Department of Commerce, which had the Office of Ocean 
Mining, was that the activity of the private' enterprise beyond the 
200-mile limit would be grandfathered, since there was no govern 
ing body to which one could file mining claims.

In 1980 and 1981, Mr. Grimm proceeded in the same manner as 
the mining industries' by carrying on the work, spending money, 
publishing the work, and laying markers ori the ocean floor that 
would .show'the area'to which he had done his work.

It was the intention that this would be essentially respected by 
the U.S. Government, it wouldn't be an enterprise Jthat any form of 
regulation would be taken away from him or his investors.

Thank.you. , .. . , ' ^,.; ^.•••bf;l '.; - -<••?!' • : 
[The statement of Mr. Ryan follows:] ; ..•*. . : -• '.„,-..
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM B.F. RYAN, LAMONT-DOHERTY GEOLOGICAL OBSERVATORY, 
).•:•..,•;. ,M-- COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, IN THE.CiTY, OF, NEW YORK.' '' ' ' "

"71. ? A. review is' presented 'whose purpose" 'is to shb'w'^h'at'pfivatc enterprise corporations, 
'incorporated in the State of Texas in 1980, 1^981''arl(l''1.983;'''have been involved sincff 1979 iri- 
activities related to the location and documentation of the wreck site of the Titanic on the floor of the 
North Atlantic Ocean. The;'cumulative investment of these Texas' corporations approaches$2;bo6,ooo. ' ' "'•"' - '•' • '''.'":. . . '".','•

The Texas corporations haye.conducted. their work at sea with high professional standards. 
The corporations entered into contract with prestigious universities and oceanographic institutions 
which provided the tectinical expertise. The investigations have been comprehensive and 
multiKU'sciplinary, encompassing the systematic mapping of a 600 square nautical mile area of the 
ocean floor in water depths of 3600 .to 4100 meters (11,800 to 13,500 feet).

.Through the investments of these Texas corporations new deep sea exploration technology 
has been made available to the academic community, to the oil, gas and mining industry, and to 
agencies, of the United States Government involved with the study of the ocean and regulation of 
exploration activity. 'for natural resources, v . , '"" . .

'All geophysical data collected by the activities of the Texas corporations have been placed 
into the public domain without delay. The public has been kept well informed of the progress of the 
search through press conferences, press releases, publication of a book, release of a documentary 
film, and publications in scientific and technical journals. Numerous articles have appeared in the 
press announcing past accomplishments and future intentions.

Preliminary agreements have been arranged for the delivery of recovered objects to national 
museums and other maritime museums. Salvage of the wreck for resale of its materials and cargo is 
not a goal of the Texas corporations. Recovery of some objects for historic and laboratory analyses 
is considered to be a requirement for thorough scholarly documentation of the wreck and is 
necessary to shed new light on circumstances surrounding the heedless tragedy which took place 
on April 14 and 15, 1912.

Careful attention has been paid to issues of legal jurisdiction by the Texas corporations. Each 
expedition sought advice through normal channels from the U.S. Department of State regarding 
clearances for U.S. registered ships to work in the wreck site area. The Titanic rests on seabed that 
is beyond the 200 nautical mile limit from the coast of either the United States or Canada. Thus, the 
wreck site lies outside of the Exclusive Economic Zone of any coastal state as defined by Article 76 
of the Law of the Sea Convention of the United Nations.

Claims of the Texas corporations for near-term future study and salvage rights within the 600 
square nautical mile search area have been promulgated. Nine separate markers were deployed on
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the seabed in the searcffarea^The precise locations! of these markers were identified on published 
maps which also show-the tracks-of the survey ships and vehicles towed near the ocean floor. 
These maps have^been published both in the United States, under whose law the corporations .abide 
and'in England; where the White Star Line (owner of the R.M. S. Titanic) "was registered." • •

• Plans. :to-use,a submersible. (Aluminaut)t for recovery and further visual observations were 
announced- at ̂ the^initiaiiproject press conference, in "April 1980 and most'recently in a magazine 

' article of Delta Airiines'in the spring of 1985.. ' !'. '' -;•';' .""",, . "" " 
'; ,r •' The Texas'corppratipns.agree that the. wreckage of theTironic'shouldreceive some sanctuary 

status in order "to discourage plunder of its cargo and .desecration of the memory of more'than 1500 
men, women and children who lost their lives in .the, tragic sinking. '

This report questions whether a bill of Congress enacted into law is the appropriate vehicle 
for establishment of a sanctuary status: Regulation 'of a parcel of seabed by the United States 
outside of its Exclusive Economic Zone would have international repercussions. A precedent, in the 
case of the Titanic, no matter how noble the intention, would'nbtbe in the'natibnal interest .The 
precedent could introduce serious complications for freedom of scientific research as well as' for 
future oil, gas and mining activities of U.S. companies in international waters that properly come 
under the jurisdiction of the Law of the Sea Convention and its regulating body. The precedent 
could 'create a threat to national security by giving recognition to other non-friendly nations who 
make claims to control the seabed outside of their Exclusive Economic Zone.' Such nations could 
also claim a bogus sanctuary in international waters:where their ships have sunk, potentially near 
the 200 nautical mile limit of the United States or her ajiies. • ' ''.'",' ' ' '-3'n'i

•Claims of regulatory authority by the United States over seabed considerSd at present to be in 
the international domain could be regarded abroad as^ naive and possibly offensive by foreign 
governments and public opinion. . :

'In the United States technological leadership in the'bffshore resides dominantly in industry 
and the universities whereas in other countries oceanographic expertise is found almost exclusively 
in national laboratories and agencies. The Texas corporations view the present U.S. policy that, 
permits free access by industry to. the'deep sea as an advantage. Regulation of future investigations 
at the Titanic wreck site by U.S. law would be discriminatory to U.S. citizens and corporations 
since these laws would not necessarily be upheld by other countries.. Enactment of House Bill 
3272 in its present form could be a signal to private enterprise to move investments outside of U.S. 
jurisdiction where activity would be secret and exclusive. "' ' ""

House Bill 3272 speaks against the philosophy'of the Reagan administration because it 
favors programs sponsored and regulated by the Federal Government against programs of U.S. 
private enterprises' in which there has been no irresponsible circumstance to warrant regulation.
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„, Project r Guidelines ... , L ,-,; , ,.. ,. ; ,, ., ..... ..- .
('.'. J.The long-term .effoiijjfuhdcd by-.tHe^rimirt OU Company, Titanic '80,'Inc'., Titanic '81,.., 

Inland Titanic '83| Inc:,,tp,'search iror/identify^an'd.dpcumerit the wreckage, of, the Titanic on the,,' 
floor'of.theiNprth Atlantic Ocean has .been. c6hsi'sten'tiyicaiTied iput-with''ai: thorough respect.for, 
apjji^mai£.j'c^htific.prac^utaV'im&'nEw.uinb.vatrw/tKhiiqlbgy> .with' attention to relevant '.'f 
historical arid legal issues and with the' public and national interest in mind. " . '.„',

' f . Project.'-Conception _ , .' . ' . . .

. .The initial concept of producing and marketing.a documentary1 aiid educational filrii of the 
"Searcfa for IhcTita'nic" was brought by Expeditions International, Inc^ to Jack FfGrimm in 1979 
with the 'objective' of securing sufficient funding arid1 organizational structure for "an expensive 
sustained effort A brief public announcement of the impending project was delivered in December 
1979, was carried by the Associated Press and UP! wire services and was reported in the "New 
York Times". . , "' j_

Project Incorporation '",....

A corporation was established by a group of investors in the state of Tods under the title of 
Titanic '80, Inc. in' order to finance, strategically plan^the search expedition and contract for 
services, charters.'public relations! film production, book publication and rnag'aiine"rights.

Titanic '80 was funded entirely from the private sector with no co-mingling of resources 
contributed by state or federal agencies. The investor group included individuals with businesses 
that are closely related to geological and geophysical exploration. The businesses and'iridividuals 
had legitimate interest in new oceanographic technology, survey, procedures in the deep sea, and 
exploration fights for subsea lands that lie both within and beyond the Exclusive Economic Zone of 
coastal states. If is significant to note that Titantic '80 Inc. was structured in 1980 before ratification 
of the Law of the Sea Convention of the United Nations,"a document as yet unsigned by the United 
States. However, the corporation was familiar with Article 76 of the'hegotiatirig text which referred 
to the limits of coastal state jurisdiction and the realm of the high seas. . ' '

1 the budget for the 1980 program was estimated at $750,000. All the funds were raised from 
private sources so that n'p aspect of this high risk project would be supported by the U.S. taxpayer.

Project Team

woul ______ _ _ ____ _ _ __ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ ___
Co'lumbla'uSiVlf^rn^^^^
to supply technical direction arid expertise^ rfhe contract with Columbia University waVHitiilcd 1 ' 
"Near Bottom Geophysical, Geological and Photographic Survey of the Continental Margin 
Southeast of Newfoundland in the North Atlantic". This contract' directed the University's 
Lampnt-Doherty Geological Observatory^ to^deyclop,"near.bouomi aco^slic i tcchniques. and 
instrument sy^stenis'? 'iri,6rder'''TO1 lb^tethe"wreck'&f,theTitohfc''.''7he contract specified tha't these " 
systems woMd tf.ciu^afLffidu's^ soriar.'.' 1^ 
acoustic navigation ^'afpJofile^jS'nwg^'e^p^t^^ ; 
capacity deep-sea camerai^JSand-'a^vided'sysileni^^with.video signalsJtele!nietered''inv rcai:time to' " 
the'iurfa'c^els^aM^^','• .in MJ< -ii .'• •' -n?ft;f, -5 ••;« fi ; iytiyfsfv:- '~ii.'™T±f?i":f.r .f^riJ><i. ssc-'J'lM. iSTj..^^.',' ,.r ' 1- ition...will intensively study an'^irea aboutjSO miles'(55iiolometers) on a side at - 
depths SetweVn S.^/p&^ra.meitbfsYl^^^^ bathyinetricl3 ^ 
acoustical rcfiectivify,'magnetic anomaly 'and navigation maps";? "Hie .contract.further stated that title 
to the,equipment fabricated arid purchased by Columbia^ University will "vest in Columbia (;
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University immediately upon acquisition and/or fabrication" so that this capital investment could be 
used^oi^the.advancement of fundamental research. It was agreed that "Columbia University will be 
free^o^puliljsli.'the'resuitsvof the' research' withoui^festriction". Lambnt-Donefty Geological 
Obs^a^^'w?s'ch6sen;becSise of its repu'ta'tidri'in'cceanographic research arid because of its past 
demonstrated ability to Iccate thVwreckage of the U.S. Navy's Nuclear'Submarine thresher with a ' 
near-bottom magnetometefand remote cameras in great water'depths beyond 2000 meters (6500 feet).% ;' •-••,*•'••••- ••-' •'••••> ••- '• •• • •:• . .•; !„,. ••.. • •.-:• • •

The purpose of the contract with the Regents of the University of California was to obtain the 
expertise of the Marine Physical Laboratory of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography; University 
of .California, Sanjpiego.and in particular to obtain Dr. Fred N. Spiess, past director of the 
Laboratory;' as^key- member of the project .team. The contract with the Regents of the University of 
California pro'yiSed for use of a portable deep sea winch and a 30,000 foot coax tow cable owned 
by/the U:S. Navy;,;and operated and maintained by the Marine; Physical Laboratory. Dr. Spiess 
chaired in 1980 a "committee of the Navy concerned with deep submergence technology. He 
headed a blue-ribbon review panel for the Navy following the loss of the Thresher whose purpose 
was to recommendand implement new deep sea technologies for search and recovery. His research 
team was judged by Titanic '80, Inc. to be the most experienced and qualified in deep tow 
operations using long electrical umbilicals, side-looking sonar and acoustic navigation. Dr. Spiess 
was given the task of directing all aspects of the field program while the expedition was at sea.

A guest scientist and engineer from the U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California 
were provided accommodations on a no-cost basis so that they could test new acoustic navigational 
equipment to be used later for U.S.' government projects.

Project Equipment'. '.' ' ly . ''' '""'.'

.' Titanic "'80, Inc^cwntrac'te^wimCo^ek'Systerts'Engmeermg'm Salt Lake City.'Utah to 
design, bjiild and p'tovide'at-sea support of a .black & white deep sea television system' according to 
specifications'mutually agreed upon between'Colmek Systems Engineering and Lamont-Doherty 
Geological Observatory. This sffiall Salt Lake firm had built the deep sea video systems used by 
Deep Sea Ventures, Inc. in the exploration, for manganese nodules. This company also had built the . 
telemetry systems on the Sedco.Drillship used in the feasibility tests for proto-type deep sea 
mining. Some Titanic '80 Inc. investors represerifed mining and oil and gas interests.'

Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory collaborated with international Submarine 
Technology, Ltd., Redmond, Washington for the design and fabrication of the mid-range, 
deep-towed side-looking sonar, called Sea MARC I.

Larnont-Doherty Geological Observatory .designedand implemented, a short:baseline acoustic 
navigation system, the first of its kind used'for tracking vehicles on long' tethers 'at full ocean depth.

Approximately $250,000 was invested in the initial equipment purchases.and instrument 
development.,, '" :',•; .-:;.., !*/> t "<'.,';, „ .. M' '-.:/••!,, - •• r.':'.',-.-'•..'*..

' Prpject'SurveyfShip'V;',/' ;'/•''"''; "i^,"' v'5"'"'':"',' '•.-.-"• •• ,'j.'''., "' . : ' -

'Titanic '80']iic^cp"nb^ted'with,Tracor,Manne,.Inc. of Austin Texas for a 37 days at sea 
charter of the geophysical researchi^essel H. J.. W, Faff at a cost of approximately $300,000. This 
175 foot vessel was originally built for a'major oil company and carried a U.S.C.G. Certificate of 
Inspection and is classified +A1 (E) by'the American Bureau of Shipping; The,//. /. W. Fay was 
mobilized from and returned to Ft. Lauderdale, FlbridaT Unlike academic research ships this.yessel 
belonged in the'private sector, yet on several occasions it had been leased to tfie U.S. Geological 
Survey and the U.S. Navy for oceanographic surveys and specialized instrument deployments.

:. • •• !• .-.; • - .. • ; t: ;L. . .••.•'.- 'u -rr,. ;i . .,ri')(jr; ;! : vjrj'i <.-.'!'bi '• . v • -^
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Project Public Relations .

Titanic '80, Inc. contracted with the William Morris Agency in New York to represent the 
corporation in marketing and to assure wide and orderly public dissemination of information 
throughout pre-cruise, at-sea and post-cruise period. Several hundred persons including all the 
major New York TV networks attended a press conference which was held at the Explorers Club in 
New York' on April 12,j(98Q. At this'time-all ̂ aspects' of the'impending field program were 
revealed. Details of the equipment ,16 be used ahdlthe search strategy of the,expedition were 
published in the "Science Times" secBbri of.the New'York Times. Members arid officers of the 
Titanic Historical .Society attended this conference and communicated, their recommendations and 
concerns to the expedition members from Lambrit-Doherty Geological Observatory. The expedition 
carried the Explorers Clu^flag, which has been on the moon, both poles and atop ML Everest.

1980 Expedition Results '.

The results of the field program which took place in July and August, 1980 have been 
summarized in identical final reports, entitled "The Search for'the Titanic" submitted in November
1980 by Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory uand Scripps Institution of Oceanography to 
Titanic '80 Inc. and to the Office of Naval Research (Code 420), Arlington, Virginia.

Highlights of the expedition were the location of 14 possible targets, the mapping of 600 
square miles of deep-ocean seafloor, the successful operation of the mid-range side-looking sonar 
and the television system, including a first recording of color video from great water depths. The 
report also included an extensive review of the historical events surrounding the sinking and 
summarized the U.S. Senate hearings and the Admiralty findings. The report was published in two 
issues of the "SHIP TO SHORE" which is a journal of the Oceanic Navigation Research Society, 
Inc. and is of interest.to historians of old ocean liners. This article has generated discussion and 
favorable comment regarding discrepancies in navigation of the Titanic and four other ships present 
at the time the passengers in the lifeboats werc.rescued. Numerous oral presentations were made to 
marine historical societies, including visits to Halifax, tyova Scotia; where many of the Titanic dead 

' -are buried and to the Society of Underwater Technology in London'where there was an eagerness 
to learn more, about the equipment used for the search of the Titanic and where attention would be 
given to legal issues related to salvage rights. Officers of the Titanic Historical Society paid a visit 

. to Lamont-Doherty Geological Society where they were shown original sonpgraph records of the 
. acoustic targets and diagrams depicting several working hypotheses of the movements of various 
ships on April 14 and 15. Discussions took place concerning the possible^ locations of the Titanic's 
collision with the iceberg which would shed further light on why the' Californian did not proceed to 
the rescue of the Titanic. .:"' :'„•'"', : " ' . "' .- ; '-"\", V

The budget for the 1981 expedition, film-making and book-writing was estimated at 
$600,000^311 obtained from.private sources. . / ... /'"

^ ; : 1981 Expedition " '."':"; " ;,;, ' ( s//- ,'.' "'."'.." ' ", ' \. '

' "Some of the same investors in Titanic '80 Inc. and sonic new.inyestors re-incorporated in
1981 as Titanic '81, Inc. for the purpose of financing follow-op* investigations in the North 
Atlantic. This corporation again contracted with Columbia University and the Regents of the 
University of California to re-assemble the technical team of experts from Lamont-Dohcrty 
Geological Observatory and Scripps^Institution of Oceanography.,, .

In 1981 the decision !was:.madeifp cliarter. the U.S. Navy-owned Research Vesssl Gyre, 
.operated by Texas A&M University. Permission to charter this ship at.the full government-audited 
cost was.sought and pbtairicd.from the,Qffice of,^aval Research with,the.stipulation that Titanic

^'81 Incj would take ^utfuU hull and liat^^
"cost in advance, place all.geophysical data-in the public domaini including.allnayigatibn tracks^and
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"*prgyide;theiNavy'witlfa detailed technical report of the expedition activities and results as had been

Results

'During the 1981 field program all but a couple. of the high priority targets of 1980 were 
inspected at close range with the Deep Tow Instrumentation System developed by the Marine 
Physical Laboratory. This near bottpm,vehicle made a series of remote sensing measurements and 
observations simultaneously including side-, down-,up-, arid forward-looking sonar, measurement 
of the earth's magnetic field strength and distortion, snap-shot video photography, wide- and 
narrow-angle 35mm photography, profiling of the amount of suspended paniculate matter in the 
water column, measurements of temperature, pressure and salinity, and measurements of the 
vehicle's distance relative to beacons on the seabed. A detailed near-bottom magnetic survey was 
completed and one of the targets was given highest priority for father visual inspection;

For the first time on an academic research ship there was continuous pin-point accurate 
surface ship navigation for several hours each day using the prototype satellites of the U.S. 
Government Global Positioning System (NavStar). This test was conducted on the R/V Gyre 
under the auspices of the U.S. Coast Guard with contract to Texas A&M University.

Unfortunately, deteriorating weather and a fixed charter whose length could not be extended 
allowed only one pass to be attempted over the final selected target with the real-time black & white 
and color video system. To the astonishment of the expedition team; this pass recorded the image 
of a propeller-like object suspended above the seafloor at the same time that the vehicle's 
hydrophone recorded a long-duration metallic scrapping sound. It was as if the vehicle with its 
downward-looking cameras had rubbed along the hull of a ship that rested more or less on her keel 
in an upright position.

Computer enhancement of the video tapes and the still 35mm camera transparency film at 
Texas Christian University indicated the presence of bolts that attach the blade of the propeller to a 

.hub on a shaft Fabrication of 'separate blades was the1 practice' in 1912 for the assembly of the 
screws used on the largest ocean linens. No unique hot or rivit pattern or other imprint allowed the 
University investigators to announce unequivocally' that this object captured on /tape and film 
transparency was from the Titanic and not from another ship or similiar vintage. '.However, Titanic 
'81 maintained an official position that the wreck' of the Titamic had been found, and the 
corporation publicly announced in an open press conference that further investigations would be 
made to document and extend this finding. The Titanic '81 corporation also expressed concern that 
its large financial investment could be compromised by other salvagers who could take advantage 
of the fact that all the navigational tracks (not only the surface ship but also of the near bottom 
vehicles) were placed in the public domain at the request of the U.S. Navy.

' This final report was delivered by Scripps Institution of Oceanography and Lamont-Doherty 
Geological Observatory to Titanic '81, Inc. and the Office of Naval research in April, 1982. The 
highlights of the 1980 and 1981 expeditions were released as a documentary film directed by 
Michael Harris and narrated by Orson Wellcs, entitled "Search for the titanic". The expedition 
narrative was published by Beaufort as a 206 page book authored by William Hoffman and Jack 
Grimm, entitled "Beyond Reach". ' '.'"'".

1982 Project Hiatus \V' .f- ';,"••

No further field programs to continue' the search and docurnention'effort were undertaken in 
the summer of 1982.' Although the contract with Columbia University; stipulated right of use to the 
Texas corporation of this sonar ' and "photograph^ eq'uipmeht ;anyume Before 'April,' 1985, 
equipment and personnel at Lamont-Dohertry' GeotogicaT Observatory' were obligated for other 
projects contracted with the U.S. Department of Commerce! In 1982 a'porfable deep sea winch 
that can handle tethered vehicles with 30,000 feet of armoured electrical cable was constructed at
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Columbia University without expenditures of any funds from U.S. Government agencies.
" "During 1982 Titanic '81, toe: completed and released its documentary film and published its 

book describing the results of the two expeditions and its historical research.

1983 Expedition and Results .

In 1983 a re-incorporated Titanic '83, Inc. once more contracted with Columbia University 
for "Side Scan and Video/Photographic Surveys on the Southeast Continental Margin of 
Newfoundland on the R/V Conrad". This expedition also took place on a U.S. Navy-owned ship, 
this time the Research Vessel Robert D: Conrad which since 1964 has been maintained and 
operated by Columbia University. Titanic '83, Inc. agreed.with the Office of Naval Research to pay 
the lull charter costs, take out hull and liability insurance, place all the geophysical data in the public 
domain and provide a final technical report of the activities and results in ,1983,.

The prime objectivein 1983-was to,lpcate'the.;19.81,higli-pri6ri^;'.'propeller'.' target in the 
framework of expendabletbottoni-moorKl^ac6ustic beacohsX A near bottom siderlobking, sonar and 
magnetometer would be used to relocate the target fiaptufed on video.' tape. Then' the" spot would be 
fully documented try hovering overrit with" deep sea cameras ahd'the.deep s'ea video. Gale force 
winds'preverited execution of this piani Instead^only sbme'of the sonar mapping'aspects were 
accomplished. It became impossible in 50 knots winds to properly maneuver the ship over a single 
spot in 12,500 feet of water. Only a drifting pass was made with the camera vehicle. When the 
camera reached the bottom it was not on a path that would intersect the inferred wreck site. Before 
departing the search area the first mate of the R/V Robert D. Conrad conducted a memorial service 
and laid a wreath above the gravesite. '•" ,,

: " The main results are in a document entiltled "Report of the 1983 Field Program to Search for 
theRM3.,T'tanic," deliyerediy Columbia University to Titanic '83, Inc. and the Office of Naval 
Research in Octbbef,-1983iV%*if;c''-:.®,'Vv, _-•;; .'..-<.,. :

f. Expenditures, for the" 1983 expeditioii 'exceeded $600,000^ again all raised from private 
sources/ W-^M*^ V . .§' .' ^$&, : "S^fj •''•'-^ •-• ?. ' '^ •••*' -. ' • ':

' >;•:•".<-*'"•", .?•.'..&':'- •' -'•"'•'•: .'= 1 >•""' .'••".-" .V* ' *,?..•'" '•':;• • '*?,
'%. Non-Exclusive Nature ofi-the Titanic.Projecti.; ; ;' • •""'

• In no'cases have any of toe Titanic corporations requested an exclusive licensing 
arrahgement'br.fee for use of .the equipment developed with their funds. Qn the contrary they have 
encouraged its .widest possible use for the advancement ofVscierice and for the broadening of 
knowledge concerning resources within the Exclusive Economic Zone of the United States and her 
NATO Allies. The Titanic corporations have taken seriously the proclamations of President Ronald 
Reagan: thiit private'enterprise should play-its role irijthe; support of basic research so that the 
various oceOTOgrapluc institutions do not have to rely so exclusively on federal grants.: .;. ;. 

'.^ •Ali'of the new equipment developed with funds frorri Titanic;'80, inc., Titanic''81, Inc., and 
Titanic '83,-Inc: has been placed into the inventory for academic oceanographic research rather, than 
helcT,exclusiveiyv;fdi1"search activities. In fact, within one week of the completipn.bf^the first 
expetlition in 1980,jthe new mid-rangi sideyboking sonar was bperatiiig for scientists ofethe.U.S. 
Geological Survey^tO:Study.nat\iral:hazards;pn!the continental margin of George's Bank- and off the 
coast of New Jere.eyi;andnMarylahdl3t«a?;rmperative,ithat this detailed- imaging of the seaflbor take 
place as soon as die technology was avaUabie(sp.that the Department.of the interior could proceed 
with'offshore leasejsale^'mat hav'e'g'enerat,e^^huiid îs'io'f milljons of.doliarSjOffederal revenue., ,

"- Government Agencies Which Have Used ('.the New. Equipment -,

. ' The sonar, magnetometer, camera and video vehicles financed entirely.by the Titanic project 
have been put to work in the national interest 'for up to six months each year for five years. The 
new equipment has supported U.S. Government and other basic research projects with no strings
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attaclied^ajd has-been highly sought,after. I^has been used by scientists affiliated withjhe U.S. 
>geoJbgical'5urvcy~'Cbepartment'of the Interior), ''SaniliaNational Laboratories (Department of 

. £;Eriergy)V the 'National^ Ocean Survey of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(Department of Commerce)," the Ocean drilling Program (U.S. National Science Foundation), as 
well as in multi-institutional scientific projects funded by the Office of Naval Research (Department 
of Defense). Recently the equipment has returned from~sea where it was deployed in surveys of 
massive sulfide ore deposits whose jurisdicition is related to the.U.S/ Canada maritime boundary 
issue in the Northeast Pacific Ocean (relevant to; the Department of State). . ",;

Abroad, the equipment developed by the Titanic Program has been used in the Mediterranean 
Sea during cooperative programs between U.S.' scientists and scientists from Spain {-U.S.-Spain 
Program administered by the National Science Foundation, Division of International Programs), 
France (IFREMER), Italy. (Consiglio Nazionale d611e Rjcerche), and CanadaX Bureau of Mines and 
Energy Resouces, Canadian Geological Survey).

A perspective view of a small submarine 'volcano with a summit crater 
illuminated by the Sea MARC I side-looking sonar. The rift separating the Pacific 
and Cocos Plates is in tbe background. The base of the volcano is 1 km in 
diameter. The instrumentation that permits this single glimpse of an entire 
volcano as if it was out of water and lit by the sun was funded by Titanic '80, 
Inc. The image was collected on a research project funded jointly by the U.S. 
National Science Foundation and the Office of Naval Research.
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This past summer the video equipment was maintained in a ready status sex that it- could be 
mobilized in 24 hours to look for the Air India aircraft that disappeared in the eastern North 
Atlantic;.". ••>" . . •!•-••», '••••• ?.< -. --.-m. i ... :• .. - . • n< -. • •..-••

• A clone of -the Sea MARC I.sidc-looking sonar has been- constructed by International 
Submarine Technology, -Ltd* in order-to undertake classified research for the Department of 
Defense because Columbia University, by agreement with its Senate, does not undertake such 
projects.-.. ••.--,. -Mi . - ::••. • :o -•-.' .1 --..-..

A second-generation Sea MARC n has been in operation for three years and has been used 
extensively by investigators from the University of Hawaii to explore the western and southern 
Pacific Ocean. ,m ,.:

' The Sea MARC I side-looking sonar and sub-bottom profiler has been used by the major oil 
companies (Exxon, Shell and Phillips Petroleum) to assist in positioning of rigs and potential 
pipelines in very deep water areas of the Gulf of Mexico and on the mid- Atlantic continental slope.

A new Sea MARC IV is on the drawing boards and will be operated by a private enterprise 
geophysical survey company for a consortia of Texas universities.

Foreign Clearances and the Legal Issue " • • •

The investigations on the southeast margin of Newfoundland lie outside of the Exclusie nvesgaons on e soueas margn o ewounn ouse o e 
Economic Zone (200 nautical mile limit) of Canada, a country which was a signatory to th 
the Sea Convention. The Titanic corporations kept the Canadian government fully apprais

, 
pedances pertaining to rights of exploration.

conducted on the R/V Gyre and the RIV Robert D. Conrad in the search area. Lamont-Doherty 
made sure that all installations of heavy deck machinery were pre-engineered by qualified marin 

-
mae sure tat a nstaaons o eavy ec macnery were pre-engneere y qua 
architects and were inspected on-site by appropriate personnel of the U.S. Coast Guard.

Salvage Considerations

The objective of the Titanic corporations was to locate and document the wreck site and 
condition of the Titanic. The documentation was expected to provide answers to important 
questions of both a scientific and historical nature. The Titanic corporations interpret documentation 
to include photographic and video pictures of the hull taken by vehicles operated in the water above 
the wreck, and by smaller vehicles flown into the wreck deployed from robotic devices and/or 
deployed by manned submersibles such as the Aluminaut. .

Future documentation would be carried out by the Texas corporations in an appropriate 
scientific manner which would assure preservation of the wreck as an important time capsule and 
not disturb the sacred nature of this gravesite. It was envisioned from the beginning that some 
objects would be recovered for completeness of the documentation and for laboratory analysis. 
Preliminary agreements have been made between Jack F. Grimm and the Smithsonian Institution as 
well as other maritime museums to curate and display objects recovered from the wreck site. It was 
never intended that the ship would be salvaged in the classic sense for the scrap value of its 
materials or cargo, nor would the hull be raised to the surface.{ It is the opinion of the Titanic 
investors that the inspection and documentation of the wreckage belongs in the private sector which 
is equipped to negotiate with prior claims of title, property and compensation through the structure 
of courts, national arid international. " " • '* :; /'' ~

56-654 O - 86 - 3
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Future Scientific Studies
, •: • .,. . .. . .-,. . •„,, ., - ;.. , ,-•>:. -•

There are many valid scientific and historical inquires to be made at the wreck site and from 
observations and sampling.within.the wreck. The following is a listing of a ihore than a dozen such 
studies -which scientists 'and, historians have formally and-informally proposed to members of the 
past Titanic Expeditions. ••..•• ; .•••;•••. .- '! -._':-'•"• : • ' -.c

1) Rates of bottom community recolonization on various substrates in close proximity to:each 
other with a precisely known initiation time; -•*'.'*,:,; i. ";^'--

2) succession dynamics of bottom communities:and ecosystems;-
3) sedimentation rates and bioturbation;
4) long term corrosion rates in similar and dissimilar metals and alloys and the influence of 

pressure, temperature and in situ oxygen concentrations in an environment of great stability; • •; ,
5) possible trigger mechanisms for subsea avalanching; '
6) turbulence within thermal and particular matter structure of the benthic boundary layer 

caused by the' structures scattered around the wreck site; .-.,- ^, •' ..-.
7) preservation of nutrient substances such as wood decks, furniture, drapes and rugs and 

the role of the sudden introduction of nutrients in the creation of abyssal oasis communities;
8) the effects of toxic properties of trace metals and other decomposable substances on 

bottom organisms; . ..-•'•-
• 9) quantitative analysis of metabolic rates and reproduction rates in the abyssal setting; '

10) predation and defense strategies within a complex honeycombed structure in the deep 
sea; ,

11) microbial reactions and bacterial concentrations in still existing consumables.'in high 
pressure, cold temperature environments; • '• • - • .

12) recovery of the ship's charts and logs that possibly could shed light on the role actually 
played by the vessd.Cfl/i/orm'an in the tragic events of April, 1912; .

13) inspection of the condition of passageways and exit routes (locked or unlocked) which 
potentially could reveal important information as to the handling of the disaster by personnel and 
officers of the White Star Line. . •- •.-•

14) The educational value of a well documented visit to and into the Titanic could set 
standards for other wrecks to be discovered in the near future taking advantage of the new advances 
in deep ocean technology. There is good reason to expect intact wrecks with invaluable ancient 
historical records from the anoxic abyss of the Black Sea and from the nearly stagnant.treiiches on 
the floor of the deep Eastern Mediterranean Sea.

1985 Program of the French Government and the Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institition to Locate and Photograph the Titanic .

Knowledge of the 1985 French/American joint expedition was gleaned from published press 
reports, discussions with the public relations department and the "Oceanus" publication office at the 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, discussions with Dr. Robert Ballard, expedition leader, 
and with members of his Deep Submergence Research Group, discussions with M. Jean Jarry, 
coordinator for the French team using the side-looking sonar system SAR and with J. L. Michel of 
the Base Oceanologique de Mediterranee in La Seyne-sur-Mer.

Data Provided to the Woods .Hole Oceanographic Institution .

In October 1984 Dr. Robert Ballard requested via his research assistant, copies of all the 
sonar data collected on previous search expeditions to be- duplicated and shipped to the Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Since the data are in the public domain 
at the request of the U.S. Navy, this request was filled, and the cost of reproduction was billed to
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the Woods Hole Oceanographic, Institution. - ., ,.
•' "<: •' r'"'1 H ' •" ' •-•''' ••^°*j':-l . t'''.- " '•

<,,...Public, Access to a ^Ion-Classiried.,Federal|y,,5iFuifided Project,;,

Rumors surfaced in the'spring of 1985 that the Wpods Hole Oceanographic Institution; -was,- 
planning an imminent exrjeditidfftq ph'ptdgraph flx-Titanic. Several newspaper reporters andJocal" 
TV stations in New.England arid.Ganada called,me';l.ampnt-E>oheiJy,Geological Observatory to. } 
obtain information, andvented frustration that'the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution was not 
releasing any news. Instead, the WoodS'Hoie Oceanographic institution was. disclaiming that such 
an expedition was scheduled. One free-lance reporter published a press story in July'in the ."Boston 
Herald" which referenced the Woods Hole Oceanographic Ins'titution as hot being forthcoming with 
information and quoted the U.S. Navy as saying that it was not involved in any direct way with the 
Titanic project scheduled ibr August-September. In fact the expedition was scheduled to take place 
on a U.S. Navy-owned research vessel. Furthermore on the official cruise schedule of the Woods 
Hole Oceanographic Institution widely released in 1985 to members of the University National 
Oceanographic Laboratory System, the entire ship charter costs for the 1985 Titanic program were 
listed as being funded by the Office of Naval Research.

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution did not make a wide public disclosure prior to the 
at-sea field expedtion that clarified its role, the Federal Government's role, and the role of other 
enterprises (such as National Geographic Magazine, exclusive arrangements with media, executed 
negotiations with IFREMER, etc.) in Titanic search activities. There was, instead, a last minute 
exclusive story to Walter Sullivan of "The New York Times" which did not cover many of the 
issues of concern to investigative reporters and outsiders in the academic community. The issues in 
question include the co-rningling of taxpayers money awarded to a non-profit organization with 
other funding from a foreign government and the awarding of exclusive distribution arrangements 
of what was assumed to be open public data to magazines and private companies. Despite the 
Freedom of Information Act and probing by an investigative reporter/.the U.S. Navy and the 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution continued to hedge that the U.S: taxpayer was picking up 
most and perhaps all of the bill. The endeavor that the U.S. taxpayer was paying for had potential 
to compromise the large (estimated $2,000,000) financial investment of existing private sector 
corporations. The Texas corporations had staked what they thought to be exclusive claims which 
they expected to be protected by their government and certainly not taken away by their 
government The previous Titanic corporations had issued proprietary study rights and salvage 
claims in the form of non-recoverable acoustic beacons and recoverable beacon anchor assemblies 
placed on the seafloor amidst their highest priority targets.

Capabilities of the New Search and Documentation Tools

Through visits to the Deep Submergence Research Group at the Woods Hole Oceanographic 
Institution, Lamont-Doherty engineers and scientists have gained some insight into the capabilities 
of the new Argo survey vehicle, its surface electronics and its computer enhancement systems. It 
was learned that the Argo system was being financed entirely by the U.S. Navy with a toal project 
cost that would exceed $5,000,000. It was also learned that the Woods Hole Oceanographic

which used a highly sensitive"S.-I:T. video tube, which in recent years has-yvidely-replaced the less- 
sensitive vidicon and neuvicon tubes used on the Titanic 1980 and 198J expeditions. The new 
Argo system incorporated the ability to illuminate the seafloor with a powerful stobe flash so that 
the video cameras could operate in a snap-shot mode at a high altitude (beyond 25 meters) for large 
area! coverage. ..j ,'f * ., . , -,,

Information released.by the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution to "The New,York
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Times" and published in September, 1985 claimed that the-Argo technology ; is ;rev61utib'nary'ahdji - 
goes far beyond that available to ojher.laboratories and agencies. The article implied that towing 
remote instruments bri'longeTectrb^mechanical^bableiis-aii'engiriceringbreaktnrbiigh'in s'eafloor 
mapping because, power can be supplied froni the surface, results are displayed at the surface 
instantaneously; arid'tHe'survey'may iibw be kept operational for daySat a nmeTIn fact, the Scripps 
Institution'of Oceanography-has beendeploying'sbnar and'videb/p'hbtpgfaphic vehicles on. long . 
electr6-'mechanical"cables1 ih deejp1 ^ateV*smce! 'the' rnid- !1960's:'The strobe'flash:1 and video' J 
franie'-gr'ab'technb'lcjgy.that''w&:sup'pb'se^
was" used;in WSl-'by'Titanic1 '81;'Irit: on the MPL-Scripps Deep To'w'Instriimeritatibh vehicle 
developed at The University of California, Sari Diego by Dr.: Fred N. Spiess arid his co-workers.

"' j .,, .'.'.'. DEEP TOW INSTRUMENTATION SYSTE'M ' ; ' : '

4 kHz TRANSDUCER
is ma

TOWING CABLE • STANOARD'EOUIPMENT ' 1 ' 
INCPHCLOUCTCKI • OFTIONAt EQUIPMENT

Sketch of the MPL-Scripps Deep Tow vehicle .showing the specialized 
equipment that was used in 198r to search the wreckage'6£1he*-Titani<v ' •'
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•,,i ((.Lamont-Doherty .Geological Observatory has;been using the tethered seafloor imaging and 
mapping technology,since" 1980/Canadian^Gennaniand Japanese researchers since 1982 and'the 
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory since 1978. It has been standard practice to deploy;the 
Scripps-MPL Deep Tow and the Lamorit-Doherty Sea MARC I for days at a.time, even for periods 
exceeding a week without recovery. The reality is that the-Woods Hole Oceariographic -Institution 
was the last of the major U.S. laboratories to acquire.and exploit the technology of towing remote 
vehicles near the seafloron electro-mechanical cables: The'W.oodsJHole.Qceanographic Institution 
is also incorrect in its assertion that-the RIVKnorr was,the first-.to use?the Global,Positioning 
System for highly precise satellite referenced navigation., As stated-previously, this capability was 
used in 1981 on the RIV Gyre, and it has been standards ;most ships carrying Lamont-Doherty 
scientists since 1982. ; ?. . . - . •- w iW . „ - -, • . • . •

; There is no wish to downgrade the Argo system.and the technical effort of the Woods.Hole 
Oceanographic Institution, IFREMER and U.S. Navy: in the field program executed flawlessly 
onboard*the RfVKnorr in August and September of 4985. -However, it might bC'UsefuT to point out 
that in oceanographic'research, progress is more'commonly obtained through modest step-wise 
improvement oyeriprcvious,acTOmplishments< and seldom by, single (breakthrough achievements.
/ . There continues to.be a^wide sharing iof knowledge', and experience betweemthe sister 

oceanographic institutions within : the,-,United States as..well-as collaboration -with.national 
laboratories in NATO countries that will not be set back by a temporary idisplay. of chauvinism.'. s

There,is no .need;for the Woods Hole: Oceanographic Institution .to give-credit to 
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory, the Scripps Institution of Oceanography or the various 
Titanic corporations forthe marvelous success it had in finding and photographing the Titanic, 
However/'the Woods,Hole,Oceanographic Institution might reflect that it is not the only accredited 
laboratory qualified to undetake further,documentation^ of the 7iVaJiic,*nor should.it suggest that its 
new survey tools are so extraordinarily sophisticated as to make other existing tools obsolete or 
unqualified, for the,.documentation. It shouldjbe recognized,that the Scripps:'Institution of 
Oceanography has an operational, vehicle .with sonar, cameras,ivideo that can be maneuvered with 
powered thrusters to.precisely( keep,statioh .over artifacts or natural sea floor features for days at a 
time in water depths to ,6000 ;meters. The,Gahadian Pacific Geoscience'Center has purchased a 
deep-sea vehicle, with ;thrusters (called ROVsJ.thatican maneuver over, an object and that has 
capabilities .to grab and retreive objects: The recovery, of the flight.recorders from the Air India 
aircraft in "water depths exceeding 6000 feet (20pp. meters) is-testimony to the-capabilities of 
operational deep sea search andisalvage.equipment in the^priyate arid government sectors. -, «.

,q_- fThe Role.of the Federal Government: in Future Documentation ^and Recovery 
Activities. }^z -.. . ." ,;.w-... .':;.\i>>.:> : ,- l .-;. *vz-\ *• '- \^'.-'^-'^.~
t,^^-, . , ri , x --< ! • -,t :••••: .>) ' - ' H"' v -''' .- • . .'; -.'" •:'• -' '...:'.»"/ "•
;n , ;^As stated abpyej there is no technological advantage that-places-any U.S:.Federal agency (i. 

e.-t the Department ofDefensc, Department, of Interior or Department'of Commerce) or any of the 
oceanographic institutions in an exclusive position to .undertake further.salvage activities at the 
rira«ic,wrecksite.^ /* .!-.*•;*•-•-• : :-,'---; . .; ^) hi*, ^v. •>••-* ^t.-. _ijf" ..*•'•••*.-. < >:*-'j ;n :: •

^'v'i'rThe record of this past summer: demonstratestthat a search for the T/temcymostly funded.by. 
the Federal Government was less opeiritb public scrutinyjand Jess forthcoming«with dissemination^ 
of its results than the previous search activities supported.by private enterprise., - i •'•'>,"•-'> '••'• <'

f ; . The private enterprise search (1was,more comprehensive-in-.the; scope, of its activities: It did 
not just concentrate on the wreck site, b.ut.cpmpletelyi-mappeditheige'olpgy'of'OJOO square miles of 
seafloor, probed.itSTSub-bottom/structurefjnapped its;magneticjfield,!iprofiled>-its 1water--column 
structurei and sampled its substrate and living plankton; -^All oftthe data collected'are available to the • 
public.^ •- , ;!..j •;!-_"« t-.Li^" liti^i^anv r • j;f>>.<.fiad-^iT«I .-.tUiw.arfi'^wt.i;-* is/ .M-: v-. •(,;•-

.!;• .^The-private enterprisetsearch;has generously madeuts equipment available, with no strings 
attached, for basic research in oceanography. It has not been anounced that .the Argo ! system; 
which is owned by and will eventully be delivered to the U.S. Navy, will be as equally available

•; 56-654 O - 86 - 4
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•, . -
tiKhi.'Existing Salvage .Technology'' ', ...-- . -.

. water-depth ofithe Titanic wreck site (12;450 feet br-3780 meters) makes.* salvage 
enterprise extremely: :e'xpensive:arid complex. Today one might use'three different approaches to 
recover;'objects:!jThci;choice:of one-over the other would depend upon the scope of the operation 
and the size ofbbjects to be brought-to.the:surface; '•..- ' •- ' ^

If only small objects scattered on the seafloor around the wreck or lying loose on the decks 
or superstucture were to be recovered, one would most likely choose a small, autonomous manned 
submersible with manipulator arms and a sample basket Three submersibles currently operational 
and one in moth balls could perform this straightforward task. :One is the AMn, owned by the 
U.S. Navy and operated by the Woods Hole Oceanographicilnstitution. The second is the 'Sea 
Cliff, owned and operated by the U.S.< NavyV'The third is owned and operated by IFREMER in 
France and is capable of diving to 20,000 feet,(6000 meters). Objects as heavy as 200 pounds (100 
kilograms): could be carried to the surface per dive.'- Typical time on bottom for a single 'dive would 
be less than six hours. The Aluminaut could be configured to stay on 'bottom' for'24 hours.-. The • 
Alianinautf owned by Reynolds Aluminum, could be made operational 'and recertified'in a time 
frame estimated at less than 18 months and for a cost of under $1,500,000.' Costs for the use" of a 
submersible, support ship and technical team would be as large as $25,000 per salvage day: Transit 
and mobilization costs wouldibe as large as $20,000 per day; The Canadians and the Soviets do 
not have, submersibles with 4000 meters depth capabilityV-but they1 could modify existing 
submersibles with investments of $10 to $20 million dollars. ' ' •• '

If one wanted to salvage large pieces of the wreckage such as a detached wing of the bridge 
or a boiler,. one would probably charter a large drill ship-br semi-submersible: Lifting^would3be 
accomplished with steel pipe rather than cables.' A special template would be fabricated to1 attach' to 
the object to be recovered. i-The template could be'inanned (aii 'expensive option) or remotely- 
controlled. Up to 1000 tons Tquld be recovered with existing drill pipe. The technology exists to • 
both cut and weldisteel in situ at depths of. 12,000 feet The drill string approach might be''the , 
method bf choice by a private company with-petrbleum orniining interests: ! 'Currreritly 'there 'are' 
many suitable vessels idle and looking for work at very reasonable charter fees: i The prototype 
deep sea mining field tests all used ships with tall derricks and long pipes. The technology for 
station-keeping with dynamic positioning is rea'dily available/ Operational costs would range from 
$50,000 to $150,000 per salvage day. Transit costs would be not much less than $50,000 per day.

If one wanted to stay at the wreck site for weeks or months for an extremely thorough 
inspection and documentation, one would place a habitat on the, seabed that was autonomous from 
the surface ship. .Power .and consumablesrwould'berepjern'shed-periodically'vwitn fuel 'capsules 
lowered by cable/.^The documentatibn.'would be made by.remote vehicles operated with tethers. 
connected to the habitat. This approach would be adopted for a major deep sea'aicheblbgicaT* 
excavation. Capital1 costs might range from'$25 to $50 million dollars for a manned habitat 
However, daily 'operational costs might be as: low as $10,000 per day since a large support vessel-
is not required. i. .: . ''^\\}' ^ :"' V -^v" 1 '' '"'-i "' '•" ''"

: .• No engineering .breaktliroughs are needed for deep sea salvage operations.- The technology 
is available and simply needs to-be purchased.- ' • n< •. ' '^ • •;:..- n^ • '•'- --.iv :

-. 'Countries capable of mounting deep sea salvage operations using domestic technology 
include France, Cariada, Great Britain, Italy, Australia^ Japan, Soviet Union, or any country or 
venture capital enterprise with a large bankroll. A successful effort could be made by totally . 
contracting with non-U. S. companies and'with technology that does not have to be licensed from 
United States companies. - - . • .
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f:'''jQ Ai};Exainp,Ie bfiiaDieep SeajSalvage Project, ^-,i -j'te: •.'1(1*!'

submarine in water depths exceeding those, withiri tHecTitariic\search arealExpenditure w 
enormous and has been estimated at $500,000,0,00 to,$l,0pp,000,0g0t/ A dedicated. sWpit 
Clamor Explorer, was designed and'built for the" s'a\vage"6peratiori arid has jbeai biit of'seWice'for 
decade. This activity remains classified and very little is known about iLtTheTGfomar' 'Explore 
used the pipe technique to lift the wreckage to the surface. However, in the opinion of the investor 
groups in Texas, the price -tag '^vas^exorbitant i|Tp ̂ thes&.^oil an^ gas- .executives familiar with 
operational costs of large rigs and platforms/ theiCIA operation is a good example of a federally

..funded project that threw.away* taxpayers' dollars^for the.-recoycry^ of. objects and .information not I •'wortn the price paii •""'"* ". "'"'•. ''*,' ""','" ~* -""-•-
••:•>' ;•'•:»'£' - -i>K -\ , "•.•'. •• '•:•'•< v'iif"-TiM •-.-. .-. - t:.- , ••-.. ;> i«i"
J Role of the ;Federal Gover'nment in Deep- Sea Salvage n '>'; ". • .'• .-• • it!.

' ' '' ' 'A House bir that plates the Federal Government* as*a regulator bfdeqi sea salvage 3c¥vities 
irons a-risk of dnce'agahiSpendfflg taxpayers' dollars for^ddslye'and.high-rislcobjectives'that'niay.. -

.-•not, in,the,16ng run,;l)e,worth,theifund?exp?nded. jThe Texas, irjysstors have senojis questions of . . 
why'the* government would want \o spenrl m6he'y"ffbm its treasury, when there" are private

. enterpris'e companies^feady' td:'spebd their owh-mdney without ?askiiig';for any suBsidy !or special-" ̂ -;

.privileges. , .ij^Tisroj.!,-;:. 'fff-'-^bli^^ h;»i: ri'.'tl '.:.^/V ,'. ; .. ; ? . •••*: ".,;. . .. . • .. , , r ~ •. There are. also questions "of .whether an exclusive or tightly regulated salvage would produce ~ , :,
'•1he'veryibest scientific'and historical results.' The sc'ientific'method is based'"on experirneiits that J 

can be repeated, observations that can be independeritry'verified, and the broadest dissemination of i.,;. .
. results. y Historical analysis, benefits from a wide variety of viewpoints. and full . discussion of.A ., . 
materials. Those'carrying'out salvage operalions can 'b'e compared to those directing' oceanbgraphic ( 
research expeditions. .Both 'heed flexibility to'maKe.1 on^site decisions'; 1 If the^ unexpected) is .*•-. 
discovered, one must be able to redirect the course of excavation to take' advantage ,qf new leads. ' 
The per day"expense .of "salvage operations is sb.great as to make resubmissions to regulatory: bodies untenable^"'- ! -^ ; - • ' •- ; - ' •'' ; ' ' :--. • LJ - '-'•

.,' ,WoiiId Regulation Be in the. Nationartnterest? . * ,. . . ,„

• ;it">:;Most Americans would be sympathetic with a sanctuary, status for the Titanic which would-' .; 
preventcallous: plunder and desecration, of an abyssal gravesite. The .principal issue, however, is .- 
.the'creadon'of a sanctuary thrbugH the laws of a single nation whieh are fcPfae'applied outside the '
•"boimds^of that rhatiori.: 'The. Titanic' rests' ih" international' waters -beybhd : any reasonable^ ' 
interpretation of the Exclusive Economic Zone of the ;Uhited-,States: During ,tlie, lengthy 
deliberations of the Law of the Sea Convention, the Unit«i States" .consistently took a.sarid'against 
regulation in' international waters, especially'regulaiiofi bf scimtific'research'activiHes/House Bill '-'r-
-3272 is a reversal of Uiis-posilion and could create new,pbstacles to oceanographers *ho'requke . 
broad access to the ocean and its seabed .outside of the jurisdiction of cpastal.states. There are, ;, i

- many ramifications which'affect national.'security iss'ues.- Fiill discussion heeds to.take place before' ' 
., sthelJnited States create^ftprecedeiit whichtcbuld rfsult'in'unfriendlyUUstening posts on the' ocean'... , . 

. ifloor given sanctuary status.by being .within qriftear historical wrecks^Participants.in the.discussion ^ . 
"'should include those involved 'witf ̂ eciirity issues,,'thpse involved with, ocean policy, those 
' involved with-bfitaining fdreigffclearahces for 'ocfaii-relife\l'fe^earch,J<)rihe'r members" of the U.'S.-''-' 
delegation to the Law of ;,flle"SeaiConventionXand-individualS( from theiprivate; sector jand.,-, 
universities. Diploniatsin ̂ ^fbreign countries should ̂ epolie^fpr^their.reaction'to ̂ House Bill 3272. .,
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Jgf? Mr:- GRIMM. On my left is John Lee, our counsel and one of my 
y,'5associates in the;2Yita7iic:project. He was involved in the 1983 expe- 
'?: dition. I would like for you to let him——

The CBAIBMAN; We recognize Mr. Lee.
You may proceed.

. „ .•;.,.:.': ;•:>;*'.;'STATEMENT OP JOHN P. LEE
Mr ."LEE. "Mr- Chairman, and members of the committee, I think, 

first -of all, that we certainly don't want to take anything away 
from Dr. Ballard and I think we certainly commend him and his 
colleagues for their historic achievement, and .the pictures that we 
have all seen here today. But one thing I waned to emphasize is 
that Mr. Grimm and our investor group'have been working for 
some years—since 1980 and sometime before—and we worked in 
conjunction with the scientific and academic communities, in an at 
tempt to do research and exploration for the Titanic and this has 
occasioned considerable-expenditures of money, and I think there 
have been important contributions made in terms of the technology 
and equipment and information as to the location of the Titanic.

I think we are all concerned that after the expenditure of time 
and money and with the expectation that we be allowed to go; for 
ward even further and perhaps even dive on the Titanic, we are 
quite concerned that somehow or another at 'this juncture, we 
could be limited or restricted in = what we considered our right to 
explore and do research on a vessel that is sunk in international 
waters some 1,000 miles from our shorelines, and really outside the 
jurisdiction of the United States.

And the concern is that some bill is passed, some commission is 
set, which 'has jurisdiction over U.S. citizens alone; and we are in 
hibited from going forward with certain of our plans. That the ulti 
mate result will be that representatives from other governments 
and other nations in the interim will rush in and be the ones that 
actually end up doing the work in terms of research and in terms 
of possible salvage of certain artifacts on the Titanic.

So the thing that we want to emphasize is that while we certain 
ly have no objection to some designation of the Titanic as a memo 
rial, and while we certainly have no objection to the notion of a 
huge salvage operation—which we don't even consider feasible— 
being restricted in some way, we still want to be able in the future 
to pursue on a private enterprise basis the same plans that we 
have been working on already since 1980.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Lee.
The chairman would like to state to you, Mr. Grimm and your 

associates, that had you been given credit back in 1980-81, when 
ever it was, that you found a part of the Titanic, I feel I would 
have been compelled to introduce some legislation for historic pur 
poses.

You state limited opposition to H.R. 3272. That opposition seems 
to be based on several claims, not only by you, but our other wit 
nesses, first that an assertion of regulatory authority over the Ti 
tanic by the United States is a bad international precedent, and
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second, that the legislation would be discriminatory aginst U.S. 
citizens.

I would like to assure you that this legislation, H.R. 3272, as the 
sense of Congress, is not binding in any way until such time as it is 
implemented by the other nations involved, and then and lonly 
then would rules and regulations permit you, and others for that 
matter, to operate—under those rules and regulations.

This legislation in no way asserts regulatory authority by the 
United States; it would only apply to U.S. citizens. I would be op 
posed to discrimination against U.S. citizens unless <the other na 
tions set up rules and regulations for their own citizens. It does call 
for an international agreement and international regulations.

Is it a fair question to ask when you intend to begin salvage op 
erations on the Titanic?

Mr. GRIMM. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think the word "salvage" is a 
misnomer. It is actually, our plans are not to salvage per se, but to 
try to recover some of the artifacts from the wreck. There have 
been other wrecks that have been dived on—the Andrea Doria was 
dived on and the Lusitania, sunk by German U-boats that started 
World War I. So, it is not that other;wrecks aren't dived on. <

We respect the dead and some 20 survivors still living. But what- 
ever we do will be done within the highest standards of oceanogra 
phy. I don't think;anyone can challenge Dr. Ryan and the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography, the contribution they have made to 
science. So, whatever we do; out there will be done under the aus 
pices of qualified oceanographers and this will protect whatever 
pieces we can recover) from the fragile—some of them are—and to 
study the colonization of marine life around the wreck. 

. There are other facets of the project that we did in our various 
expeditions. In the 1981 expedition, we spent some 10 or 12 days on 
the project which was a U.S. Government program. On the way to 
the Titanic we .stopped looking for a place where we could dump 
nuclear waste in some 12,000 feet of water where there weren't any 
currents.

Our community has made a major contribution also—and I don't 
feel, like that we should belittle our efforts. Whatever we do will be 
done on the highest standards. • ; .•• • ••- ••

The-CHAiEMAN;.Mr. Anderson.;; -,,!,= , . • .
-:-. Mr.:-GRiMM.; I am sorry. >In answer,,Mr'. Jones, -to your, question; 
when we would dive'On it, it is a matter of getting ithe Aluminaut 
recertified and that may.take.l-year>, l%,to 2 years to do that. - 
.-The CHAIRMAN*Thank.you. i• ; • . 

j'!Mr.,ANDEH8ON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. , .. •• ?,.
- Mr. Grimm.-jour:first question would be.'how do you respond to 

those that feel that for:moral, historical,-arid'cultural reasons, a 
salvage operationK should not-;be attempted. I'thinkiyou have.rex- 
plained that,- butv.the -followup ^on that is:*What dolyomfeel;would 
.be the real gain in terms of financial rewards or bistoricabdiscoverr 
ies in attempting a salvages operation? .•><. ^ jfr-srfy .?«!-;.«•» itAh rffi

Mr. GRIMM. ! I think the film itself .andf.a"; book'iwouldObelwrit'ten 
about it. We made a fUmrofrourrfirst-'expeditiorir'Orisomeone else 
narrated it.'iThe; second one^James McGlure; ̂ ^'The-Virginian," 
narrated it-7-the book about our,, 1981 expedition/
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b.We: have tried,,' toymake'iithisf a^worldwide>-,expedition where'every1 
one could share, in. it. .Thousands of people wrote and asked"; if >they 
could igcrbr'coulcl they, ibe ia- small part bfiit someway, cif!! TtouW'T' 
at lSo^what>we'didrw,as tiy-.to. shareialL, of .oun information) with'.the 
n'ewsfmediaj'{We),didri'.t.'ihtend itmmake! it' a three-ring scircus '.that 
someipeopleihave .referred tor our project. It was done>omthe high 
est scientific levels.- ;<:.": . j • -<n 7J-.I-. ••-,'••'; -i'.^-,. ^ r . > •-.•.!< .' 
iriMr. ANDERSON. That sounds .like you would be developing a .book 
and maybe movies.iarid resultingrin •& kind of cultural ;prornotion- of 
it rather 'than selling it.part' by ;part. 'i'-y:. i:-'v ; *• ^ »,• i.,-,, 
tl-.What.l! keep hearing> is" they are'gbirig to take parts of the ship 
and will want to sell, parts .of the ship itself and that to me • is what 
a: salvage operation describes.-, v ;;/•... •... '• •••-.. ;•.-•.• a-

Mr. GRIMM. I am glad you analyzed that because -that is exactly 
right. They^have >led the people to; believe that. we 'are a bunch of 
salvagers. We are not. Quite. the contrary; . -li ..;>••• -u .- 

, But-I-think we can 'get our investment .back •- with "making the 
film, which is available to the. world and the. book about the story, 
the excitement-of gping-out-and diving-dn it. So'j I'can't'see-'where 
this is in-conflict with disturbing-sthe ;wreck ifr-we recover a'few/ar- 
tifa'cts fromat. '• /•Irr- •-< ;<•,-.. „>.< ••" .!.;.• . T.- ; ; ;.i»vr.o «•.;-.", <sW 
.^•Like I saidj the Smithsoniari^they first "called me when'1 they read 
about it'iri 1980. •So,-:-these'> artifacts that .we can;recover;''however 
small they may be,'Can'be putiin university museums.';-) .-•i.xiuj , •- = 
.T-l am 'not after. ithe--personal gain, : financial 'gaimof 'doing;siti~ be 
cause I think 'we can get that' back iout>of 'the- film land -the book; 

• . Mr .i .ANDERsoN.'Mr.::Lee;-ypu-mehtiohed'a moment ago>howy if we 
prohibit U.S.-;«firms "from- going- ddwrn there- and' '.producing, movies, 
et .ceterayrother 'Countries would come"* in 'and -do' it and it^would^ dis- 
criminatei against U.S. concerns.-i"i'"' t r\;i;;-,.b '•'•-" -•.' I -;;. ..---^o

What .about* the suggestion- of -'Dri-'Ballard's that no artifacts ;or 
2Yta/uc P. parts- could be imported into the' United-States .unless it 
was 'under proper auspices : oft' 1 1 guess,' the kind, of ;groups ; that 
would make sure they were doing it right? Would that -limit -it 
down so that it Iwouldrbe more palatable 'toiyou? > '.• -••-X:M,/' -u<.-

,:Mr. -LEE.^I remember hearing ?that suggestion'and I presume that 
he was saying that if the artifacts couldn't be .imported artto.- the 
United States, that the United States would be 'removed as^an eco 
nomic rmarket for the 'salvage' and ^because of; that 'the "salvagei'bp- 
portunities wbuldn'fr appear^ as 'great to' othertcountries.'J ••'- s/> r- •-. ••••»

I assume that is what hev was attempting -to' say.' I guessc-tb a;eer- 
tam degree he would be correct in that'statemehtj''but Lstilhthihk 
that there is a rest of :the> world out ;there 'that probably; has £ the 
same.'-kind -of interest* dn'Sthei/TYtonicithat the ' United i States 'does. 
. After,;all iit-was;a iBritish.ship 'to .begin- with.1 So, I-.can't seeithat 
that1- would -ultimately be:, the., thing! that would discourage salvage 
attempts on other 'salvage 'attempts -by other people' or bthercfgovj 
ernmehtsU, ..'/./! •'• '••• '-..^}-" lo'oiruir: v, . '•n-i;/ -\ ."•;• ..-.&>. ^i ;J ^.

Mr. ANDERSON. Thank you, 'Mr! Chairman. :t» ;:::,: !'.:i ;::.)!'
. .. . . 

> TAILON.' Thank ,you^Mf,--Ghairman;^ ; i J^>;;' :-'''' .f, :u ;-.i 
! . <Ii.am^ getting 'a little • concerned 'about ;the national 'precedent, that 
we may be starting with this legislation, and also .the possibility



that..there^mayibe-'some-tdiscrimination against' you.i/Mr. <•• Grimm"; 
Obviously, you are a good businessman^ **... '! ?; •,. u? •--yaffil ic«j , 

. You are in- business.nYouf'have .beenlinvolved -in these ctype ven 
tures before. -I i think'-1 ram shearing ,.-you ;say 'you- don't want' to"go 
down and-tear'theiship-upi-and-:;sell-;pieees of it and- commercialize, 
it.- Would you as a person with: experience in this,1 would you'rec 
ommend that there should be changes in international law that 
would keep-these kinds'of things from happening-not only'to-the 
Titanic, but other ships that have been sunk all over the world -as 
we are developing new technology that would make this possible?

Mr. GRIMM. As you know, there are literally hundreds of ships 
all over the ocean-floor around the-world. The major breakthrough 
as a result of the Titanic sinking was'all the maritime laws that 
were passed where there were enough lifeboats. There was continu 
ous 24-hour wireless service on the ships..1 -"•' .' !.

Those things have been pretty well taken'care of.'I think, in pre 
vious laws. I don't know what .-else could'be added to the present 
systems, although we still have sinkings like the Andria'-Doria, 
which was a disaster and there'have been some since then. «

So, I can't make any contributions iri-that field, except ]>am sure 
your committee is far-more knowledgeable about that than I. -••

What was your specific question? ' '
Mr. TALLON. My .specific question was as a person with experi 

ence, as a businessman, do you think there should be international 
law controlling some sort of regulation as to how these vessels that 
have been sunk in the past with new!:technology'enierging>ih6w we 
would treat this-in the future or is it going to be something that-we 
are going to be able to;go down and-I-am sure people—you-might 
not be interested in doing this and I don't think you are by virtue 
of what you have said, I believe—cutting the ship up, selling pieces 
and parts of it, commercializing it, if. you don't do it, what is going 
to keep somebody else from doing it? ...

•Mr. GRIMM. I think by the sheer force it is-in such.deep water in 
a hostile North Atlantic,\ you can:> 'only get: there .to work in the 
summertime. Even in the. summer we were'restricted for days at 1 a 
time because of the bad weather. • aH. iti '•;<- f' ., ?•:.! •••"• ; '•"

-, I-' don't see-.vthat' happening.. Perhaps .therepcouldJ be some bill 
before the United Nations, but that does not-seem practical/'too, 
because then>youiare interfering with .thedaw1 of the ;sea.J think it 
just hasi to*be' a'general uhderstariding-'among 'the* variousunations 
to respect the. laws "of: the high seas' ;and not try: to' incorporate1 'it 
under one passage o'f some. bill. " • .?' &!*'•••);. r- -'i 

Mr. TALLON. Yes; sir. .n r 
Mrr:RYAN. This1 might be something, analogous tto the Antarctic 

Treaty; where ̂ nations-'that •could'.carry.outiresearch in'the'Antarc 
tic iby convention have established a presence in the Antarcticr-'that 
is, subject to--regulation and subject to'the'activities being.proper 
and appropriate. *.- -'i,1 • /'"j? : :.- ;-,t .-.• r".>" { ;>•• '.'!*. i>ii * JB/'J 

Essentially, based on the .nations that could'do it, could-;have a 
presence; are the major; participantsHThis 'isn't.going to be 'an activ- 
ity! that a large'number .of nations'can'1 do/certainly,' for a long 
period ipf time and: there are going to be, as Dr.- -Ballard said, 'there 
are going to be extraordinary wrecks being, found in "the near
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futurei.and'what sets -the wrecks in the-deep sea aside fronrthe typ 
ical treasure ship is that it is a time capsule. : . -•-«'• /-.'•••••• -M

It sinks with everything that was-g'oing on that day,; whether it 
was> in.battle .(between Rome and Tunisia and plunder would be^a 
disaster to exactly what those ships represent for hew insights into 
history: What they represent is the intactness -of their cargo; their 
situation. • . . .;.. < ->ir?: '-, ,• >••

So, -it' isi going to .be a problem. It is going to' confront-us much 
sooner than we expect and.it is going to be ah international prob 
lem. •-_••( ? •_:'• ,j - _,., ' v-.' '..,-•• '

It should-be/arrived at by some consensus. My suggestion would 
be >toi start to get a consensus among-the .parties that could'do it.

,Mr. TALLON. Thank you very much. .. • '
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. •
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bosco. ! • ., . .
Mr. Bosco.. Thank -you, Mrr Chairman.
Mr. Ryan, under international law,,as it now stands, who would 

be entitled to the Titanic!
Mr. RYAN.J am not sure. When Mr; Grimm was carrying out his 

activities,' I received several letters from various individuals-and 
groups in England that felt that they had claim to the cargo of the 
Titanic by agreements they had made with the White. Star Line, 
agreements they had made with Lloyds of .London^ .

• Mr. Grimm—the attitude we took toward those was to- acknowl 
edge we -received those • claims andjto say that nothing-'is being re 
moved. :from the Titanic and;-therefore, .for documentation pur1 
poses,.- which is the subject of what Mr. Grimm -,is doing,- are not 
covered by what these, claims were addressing; , •'. .

Mr. Bosco. Put another iway, would anyicountry:in the world be 
able to stop any citizen .of any country from raising the. Titanic or 
doing anything that they could given sufficient resources? • •

Mr. RYAN. Well, by the fact that your committee -has met and is 
addressing this bill, during the deliberations of-this bill, my .univer 
sity, Columbia University * would, not carry, out an activity because 
we would not want to-be perceived in any, way as moving ahead of 
your committee and its deliberations. v .• , ' . -• • •

So most of the large rorganizations .would not be available to Mr. 
Grimm... ., -.; . :- /oii'^-v'---. ••••:•.•• a."' .OM>/.--- /L '-^>-- ••* f. •.-•.'.' 

. Mr..Bosco.-Say if.I :were j a Saudi;Arabian : oil-developer- with-.an 
enormous -amount.of,>,money=arid could.-do whatever;! wanted^any 
where. .Would I have every right.to send out a fleetiand try to raise 
the Titanic, or plunder it, or do anything else'I wanted within my 
resources? . : • r-t-Y•., >: • .
-;Mr.iRYAN; .It.icould be soxinterpreted. '• When the 'United^ States 
raised the Soviet.submarine, Jthe fact it was done clandestinely pre 
vented—there weren'trmany complaints sodt was a1 fait accompli. 

, Mr. Bosco. There wouldn't be any international., military force 
that could stop me from doing it; is that correct? ; t i ;*•

Mr. RYAN. No. Not that I am aware of. -* . . '••. • • -.
Mr. Bosco. If the United States-were to'pass-legislation indicat 

ing what-;We would like to: see done.in the absence of.any interna 
tional treaties, would we be able to stop someone from doing as 
they, wished with the Titonic? > • •.--•-- • <\
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Mr. RYAN.'I don't think so. I think from my contacts with Efra- 
mire,: the/ French are intent on -their program next s,ummer and will carry that-'buto.-.<•'="•* • ^j-< : - '• • •:» ••"'> '•;.•-;. --i'l: ;;:"•- ••
- -Mr. Bosco:-'Mr. Grimm, may I ask you, you.mentioned that *yoii 
feel the iyalue-in this effort would be to'write a bopk'ahd dd*a film 
and it didn't seem'to me -in i listening ' to" the '-testimony"that your 
hopes are any different than anyone else's for this project. : -V, 

'Would you'envision any form of salvage that would be 1 profita ble? : '- -' '" '
Mr.-GRIMM. No;-Not "really. There is so little that you can-sal 

vage from a wreck of this size because you are limited by the depth 
of. the water and the number of vessels that can go down-there. 
There are a few subs like the Alban that can go there and it can 
pick up a couple hundred pounds—200 or 300 pounds—of material.

The Aluminaut can probably pick'up 500 or, .600 pounds. What 
does that represent?' . . ' " .'.,.'

That is some little fragment of one end of, the ship or a piece of 
debris lying out on the ocean floor that is not even attached to the 
ship any longer. I think it would be .a magnificent thing to have 
one of the plates',of the ship to put in the Smithsonian or one of the 
naval museums'of even in the Halls of Congress.

So that debris will eventually be lost and covered up with silt 
and sediment if some of it is not recovered, so we will use the high 
est standards in our efforts to recover those objects unless we are 
forbidden to do .so. '' ,]', '• ... -

. Mr. Bosco: It is interesting to me that you feel that you have de 
veloped much of the technology that made this .discovery possible. 
You did, in;fact,' discover one end of the ship and Dr. Ballard ihe 
other end'and: the chairman has legislation which he believes 
would be in.the.interest of people all over the world. •

I don't really see where, there is all that much dispute between 
everyone. I "mean I would; see that if you were here wanting to take 
gold bullion or to take the, ,oil, pain tings ..from the : Tetanic or take 
the silverware or*theTplates and privatize them .and.sell them or 
give them to your friends, .but that isn't your purpose .either.

So I can't'help but wonder if; maybe this^ matter .-can-be resolved 
even within the chairman's legislation.v ,, - ,. - u .;,

.Mr. GRIMM. Lam not, at cross purposes with .-Mr. Jones at all. I 
didn't-mean-that. % It was just..that-, the bill read^to me like it was 
restricting us the freedom'to go do what we had,set<out to do some 
5 years ago. Mr. Hollis with the Titanic Historical Society, which I 
am .also;a life;.member, may have gotten carried away a little bit 
about us pillaging the ship, s , •* „,. .

I don't-know-where anyone got that idea.?You can't pillage it. 
What;:few. things'you, can take off that wreck, 882 feet long, 46,000 
tons of twisted steel? ;There are very few things that you can recov 
er1 from itv.' • J . . • :
• .But.the historical and archeological significance of whatever we 
can.recover, let's bring it up where the people can see it, touch it, 
and feel it rather than to let it sit'there in 12,500 feet of water 
where nobody can see it.- '

Mr.; Bosco. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Grimm, thank you very much and those who 
accompanied.youpforiyour-testimpny. UK J<> ' <,<-.* ?• -.-, .'aH ,'i 7 ' 
;, r ;We r now,! recognize;-the* next;.witnesses, <Dr. Nancy Foster, Chief, 
Sanctuary Programs Division, Office of Ocean;:and Coastal Re 
source, ;Management,^National Ocean. Service,} NationalnOceanic 
and Atmospheric .Administratipnji and/Mr. )firian:J. Hoyle, Director, 
Office of Ocean -Law/ and Policy; .(U.S. ̂ Department .ofiState.

•'•'••' :-,V-;vtr .rri : -? '' ••'. -.f -.•> :.-•'.! K .-•' -hO'"• • . •>••- 
STATEMENTS, OF,,NANCY FOSTER, CHIEF, SANCTUARY PRO 

GRAMS DIVISION, OFFICE OF OCEAN AND COASTAL RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT* NATIONAL OCEAN SERVICE; NATIONAL OCEAN 
IC. AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION; AND BRIAN J. HOYLE, 
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF OCEAN LAW AND POLICY, U.S. DEPART- 
MENTOF STATE ••• • >'•' - ' •-.' :>•.••'

! Ms.'FOSTER.'Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ,:..
I may summarize'a portion of my comments, but I would request 

that the full text be included in the record.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear-here,'today ; oh behalfj of 

the Department fof''Commerce-to comment on this legislation, "a bill 
to designate the ihipwreck of the Titanic as a maritime'memorial: 
We believe that'the Titanic'is a unique historic shipwreck of inter 
est to the world community and that as such she deserves a little 
special treatment. ; s ' ' " '."

As you know,'we have'some experience in protecting a unique 
and special U.S.'ship arid 1 that, of course, is'the1 wreck of the Civil 
War ironclad, the U.S.S. Monitor which, as you pointed put/1 lies'.off 
your coast. Our approach "to protecting the Monitor has been:; to 
consider it as an irreplaceablei*-nonrenewable, cultural resource'of 
national significance. Due to this v and to the fact^that there is such 
a high degree of public interest in this particular shipwreck, there 
is widespread consensus that whatever we do regarding the U.S.S. 
Monitor warrants very careful and deliberate planning before we 
do it in order that the American public receive the maximum 
return and benefit for this particular ship.

We have been protecting the ship for 10 years and over the years 
we have allowed'access for research and educational purposes. In 
fact, we1 were; involved-in'ah expedition in 1979 to the site and over 
a hundred artifacts were recovered. .We'did a test 'excavation at 
that time and then later in 1983 we-recovered : the anchor of-'the 
ship which, by thei way, comes''out*of conservation'this"'December,' 
having.ibeen in'the tank since August'1983, : that 'gives you'some 
idea that conservation is not'a-speedy process. : '"' f •"• i ';l ;-'^£ ; •''" ( 
ji Our experiences in;dealing-with this particular uniqiie U.'S'J ship 
wreck have provided what we think are useful' results s-which 1 might 
be applicable to our efforts'with'the?TYtoreic. For itie Monitor, we 
have established a^project structure that'weJhppetwill"'assure^that 
the. most. appropriate, steps • are .taken.- with- Tegard ito^this ! ship. ̂ We 
are in the process of forming an executive committee which twill'be 
comprised of representatives Ifrom-ithe iNational'iParkiiService,: the 
Smithsonian Institution, the Statue 'of Liberty Project;! the National 
Trust for Historic Preservation,:and,r of?course,s !NpAA'.«i u? K-' h

As you can see, we have captured what we'believed'be: the ;state 
of the art in historic preservation in the United-States, tin1,addition,''
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we will JjejseJttingTUp^maller. task groups— four,, inJact— that will 
serve rin an);advisor.y>capacityiitb"this executive committee. These 
groups will' Be coiriprisfed' of- experts i "in^particulaf ' di'scipliries,sarcheT' 
Plogy." Conservation, "m'story" and' public 'delations! and fund raising. 
WeJareicduhting-oniithe* fact that once we have input -from' albof 
these various specialties, we will make the right decisions'.

During our ! !0 years -with the Wont tor, we haye^, established .ties 
with the international 1 community ̂ ''.The international community 
has expressed, an interest, both ,in the .Mont tor as a ship, in the way 
in which we/ the United- 'States; are' dealmg wjth this 'particular 
shipwreck because it is so special to us as a nation^' .' .'.'"'"•

,Giyen our consultations and cooperative efforts, both abroad and 
here -ait home, we believe that, guidelines -can', be developed which 
will. --serve the -intent of 'this' legislation. I 'recommend th'at:the 
guidelihes called for ,in section 5 j.ofYthis bill' be ,' developed jointly 
with 'the-: 'other nations vbf primary concern such" as the United 
Kingdom, France and Canada, -n w ;::-,' .-'-,. - - :

We feel that having, their cooperation, .will, acknowledge the 
international significance of the Titanic and send a signal that the 
United States recognizes that, the Titanic is of the world and not of 
the United States. Besides the fact we think that we would profit 
considerably from the benefit of, their experiences over ' the . past 
'years; We. are "prepared tolwbrk on 'the development of the guide 
lines and to assist-the State Department as it negotiates an inter 
national agreement~to protect the Titanic. '• '• " !

Now, I will be glad to furnish you with additional information 
about the Monitor project if .you so desire.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
[The statement of Ms. Foster follows:]

PREP ABED STATEMENT OF DR. NANCY FOSTER, CHIEF, SANCTUARY PROGRAMS DIVISION, 
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COM 
MERCE • - • .; ' "'. • .."'.'..' ' ''

Mr. Chairman and members of .the Committee, I appreciate the opportunity to 
appear before you on behalf of the Department of Commerce to comment on H.R. 
3272, a bill to designate the shipwreck of the Titanic as a maritime memorial and to 
provide guidelines for the reasonable research, exploration and salvage activities.

The Titanic is a unique historic shipwreck and .as.- such .warrants special treat 
ment. Its significance steins partly frohi'the emotional reactions' and mystique sur 
rounding what is perceived as the world's worst maritime disaster.- This aura lingers 
today:,. In addition, !as a result of'this tragedy, the international maritime communi 
ty focused instant attention ion .improved safety and international cooperation. The 
Committee's interest "in establishing a maritime memorial is particularly appropri 
ate in view of the fact that the shipwreck is .the, final ..resting place for over 1,500 
people. To accomplish this task, the Department :6f Comrherce is prepared to assist 
by;drawing from its ownjexperience.. , • •. ,-.-.•;' r'

At the Department of rCommerce, we have some experience in protecting a vessel, 
as special td'the United Statesjas the Titanic is to the world community. As the 
Committee 'is well aware, that'vessel is, the U.S.'Naval civil war'irpnclad vessel, the 
USS Monitor. .This -year, 12 years 'following the : discovery of the USS Monitor off 
Cape Hatteras, North Carolina, the National.'Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra 
tion (NOAA) and the National Trust for Historic Preservation have joined, together 
in the USS MonitoKproject. ,

This joint effort ̂ was' announced in January of this year at ceremonies held at the 
U.S. Naval Academy. Association with the National Trust' will provide NOAA with 
the means to raise private funds for the project as well as facilitate the Widespread 
participation of universities, other agencies of government and other private organi 
zations interested in helping to preserve the USS Monitor. , .
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The USS Monitor and the Titanic share interesting similarities. Sharing the same 
type'pf "fame" as the Titanic, modern attempts to locate the Monitor spanned over 
25 years and modern technology played a key role in its eventual location in 1973. 
The number of search efforts being made caused the U.S. Navy Supervisor of Sal 
vage to refer to the interest as the "Great Monitor Sweepstakes". The discovery of 
the USS Monitor and its positive identification, as with the Titanic, utilized a state- 
of-the-art research vessel, specially designed to perform deep water search and re 
covery operations. We believe that what we have learned in terms of deep water 
technology will be of assistance in efforts vis-a-vis the Titanic.

The Titanic, like the Monitor, is particularly unique and is viewed as a valuable 
source of information on man's maritime activities that is unavailable elsewhere. 
NOAA's fundamental approach to the management of the USS Monitor recognized 
the importance of that shipwreck as an irreplaceable and non-renewable cultural 
resource of national significance. Due to this and the high public interest in it, there 
is widespread consensus that the efforts regarding the USS Monitor warranted care 
ful and deliberate planning so the American public would receive the maximum 
return and benefit. Access to this particular shipwreck has been granted for re 
search and educational purposes in accordance with the highest standards of archeo- 
logical and historical research. USS Monitor artifacts, such as the lantern, mustard 
jars, and wine bottles are all available for or on public display. We look forward to 
December of this year when the 1,200 pound anchor, measuring 4 feet, will be avail 
able for similar display.

Our experiences in dealing with this unique U.S. shipwreck have provided useful 
results which may be applicable to the Titanic. NOAA has established a project 
structure to assure the most appropriate steps are taken. We are forming an Execu 
tive Committee comprised of representatives from the National Park Service, the 
Smithsonian Institution, the Statue of Liberty Project, the National Trust for His 
toric Preservation and NOAA. In addition, there will be smaller task groups serving 
in an advisory capacity to the Executive Committee. Those groups will be comprised 
of experts in particular disciplines, such as archeology, conservation, history, public 
relations and fund raising. Having input from all of these specialties will insure ra 
tional decisionmaking.

We have also established ties to the international community through our work 
with the USS Monitor. Given our consultations and cooperative efforts both abroad 
and among U.S. agencies and institutions, we believe guidelines can be developed 
which will serve the intent of this legislation.

I recommend that the guidelines, called for in Section 5 of this bill be developed 
with other nations concerned (including the United Kingdom, France, and Canada) 
to acknowledge the international significance of the Titanic and to reinforce the 
international importance of and interest in the Titanic. NOAA is prepared to work 
on the development of guidelines and assist the State Department as it negotiates 
an international agreement to protect the Titanic.

We applaud the efforts of the Congress to address the Titanic and we appreciate 
the opportunity to testify.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Foster. We appreciate very much 

your testimony.
At this time, the Chair will recognize Mr. Hoyle, Director, Office 

of Ocean Law and Policy, U.S. Department of State.
STATEMENT OF BRIAN J. HOYLE

Mr. HOYLE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for this oppor 
tunity to address the full committee on the subject of the protec 
tion of the Titanic. The Department of State supports the purpose 
of this legislation to designate the Titanic as an international mari 
time memorial. The Titanic represents a unique maritime event 
because of the circumstances of the disaster and the tremendous 
number of lives lost. This supposedly unsinkable vessel's loss 
became a turning point in international maritime safety law.

The bill announces the sense of Congress that the Titanic be pro 
tected. I know the administration often appears before you and 
says we have a small number of amendments and then gives you
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something 80 or 90 pages long. I think with a very, very small 
number of amendments which would emphasize the international 
character of measures needed to support the Titanic, we would 
fully support the enactment of the legislation.

The bill is an important step forward, in that it recognizes the 
international character of this subject. The United States cannot 
achieve the objective of this legislation unilaterally. The United 
States must consult, discuss and negotiate with others to achieve 
the end which we all seek.

There are many complicated issues to be addressed. First, there 
is the vessel's location. It is located on the ocean floor in 12,000 feet 
of water beyond the jurisdiction of any country. Ownership issues 
must also be sorted out. It is only with the assistance of the United 
Kingdom that we can hope to uncover the nature and character of 
the rights of its nationals in this vessel. Finally, discovery itself 
may afford certain rights under maritime law and so cooperation 
with the French Government is vital. For these and other reasons, 
we endorse an international approach to protect the Titanic.

Acknowledging this need for a cooperative approach, the Depart 
ment of State endorses the concept that the guidelines for protec 
tion of the Titanic be developed internationally, rather than by the 
United States alone. A provision in the bill which recognizes the 
need for a cooperative approach would encourage other countries' 
support for the creation of a maritime memorial. We could also 
benefit from their advice in defining this concept so that it is used 
in a narrow, rather than a broad sense.

I was quite surprised to hear Mr. Grimm's statement that this 
legislation discriminates in some way between private and public 
activities associated with the Titanic. The administration, of 
course, would not support such a discrimination. We don't believe 
that discrimination is embodied in the bill, but I think maybe for 
our own satisfaction, and that of Mr. Grimm, it might be well if 
the record were to reflect that there was no intent to discriminate 
against public or private activities as long as those activities were 
carried out within the purposes of this legislation and under the 
auspices of it.

As the committee is fully aware, there are many complicated 
issues to be addressed. First, there is the vessel's location. You 
have heard some comment today about the location. It may or may 
not be on the Continental Shelf of Canada.

I was called shortly before I came to the Hill this afternoon by 
the Canadian Embassy to remind me that the ship lies on the Ca 
nadian Continental Shelf. To be more specific, we are not sure 
whether or not the ship lies on the Canadian Continental Shelf.

If it does, the use of the term "continental shelf is in the broad 
sense. It may rest on the Canadian Continental Rise, which would 
be within the Canadian Continental jurisdiction within the mean 
ing of article 76 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of 
the Sea, because it would be within 60 miles of the foot of the 
slope.

This does not give Canada jurisdiction over the vessel. The Conti 
nental Shelf jurisdiction is limited to the development and conser 
vation of resource in situ. A ship of this sort is not a resource of
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the Continental Shelf and, therefore, not subject to coastal state 
Continental Shelf jurisdiction.

Thus, the ship is located within international waters for purposes 
of protection. That being the case, it would require the assent of 
the most interested nations, those with the capability of carrying 
out any kind of activities, either scientific, cultural or historical or 
[archeological] or indeed salvage operations in relation to the Ti 
tanic.

In this vein, I hope the committee won't mind but we have al 
ready begun a process envisioned by H.R. 3272 to carry out consul 
tations with other countries which will ultimately, we hope, evolve 
into an agreement among concerned countries to protect the Titan 
ic and to designate it as an international maritime memorial.

Acknowledging this need for a cooperative approach, the Depart 
ment of State endorses the concept that the guidelines envisioned 
by the legislation for the protection of the Titanic be developed 
internationally. In proposing to create a maritime memorial 
beyond national jurisdiction, we must be careful not to interfere 
unreasonably with the legitimate activities of other countries and 
their nationals.

In this vein, we can restrict the activities of our own persons and 
persons subject to our jurisdiction. We cannot prevent, say, a Brit 
ish citizen from conducting activities that would be associated with 
the Titanic. Therefore, we would hope to enter into an agreement, 
if you will, a reciprocal agreement which would provide that each 
of the individual countries would regulate their own nationals' ac 
tivities in a matter harmonized among them so that in some way 
activities of each of the countries' parties to this agreement would 
be controlled in a similar manner and there would be no discrimi 
nation or no advantageous position of a country that was regulat 
ing its nationals in a less strict way. We share Mr. Grimm's con 
cern about regulation.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hoyle, I hate to interrupt you, but time is 
running out. We have, as they say, an important vote on the House 
floor. I don't know what it is.

Mr. HOYLE. I am almost finished.
I wanted to emphasize the administration shares Mr. Grimm's 

concern about regulation. At the same time we recognize that 
there are persons out there who have made comments that they 
would like to engage in some form of recovery activities who have 
not shown as much responsibility or do not have the track record, 
maybe I should say, of Mr. Grimm or Dr. Ballard. Therefore, we 
feel that some basic regulatory measures are necessary to try to 
ensure that, if you will, plunder or irresponsible activities are not 
carried out.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that conclude, Mr. Hoyle?
Mr. HOYLE. That concludes the basic thoughts.
[The statement of Mr. Hoyle follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRIAN J. HOYLE, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF OCEAN LAW AND 

POLICY, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to address the full Committee on 

the subject of the protection of the Titanic. The Department of State supports the
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purpose of this legislation to designate the Titanic as an international maritime me 
morial. The Titanic represents a' unique maritime event because of the circum 
stances of the disaster and the tremendous number of lives lost. This supposedly un- 
sinkable vessel's loss became a turning point in international maritime safety law. 

The bill announces the Sense of Congress that the Titanic be protected. The bill is 
an important step forward, in that it recognizes the international character of this 
subject. The United States cannot achieve the objective of this legislation unilateral- 
ly. The United States must consult, discuss and negotiate with others to achieve the 
end which we all seek.

There are many complicated issues to be addressed. First, there is the vessel's lo 
cation. It is located on the ocean floor in 12,000 feet of water beyond the jurisdiction 
of any country. Ownership issues must also be sorted out. It is only with the assist 
ance of the United Kingdom that we can hope to uncover the nature and character 
of the rights of its nationals in this vessel. Finally, discovery itself may afford cer 
tain rights under maritime law and so cooperation with the French government is 
vital. For these and other reasons we endorse an international approach to protect 
the Titanic.

Acknowledging this need for a cooperative approach, the Department of State en 
dorses the concept that the guidelines for protection of the Titanic be developed 
internationally, rather than by the United States alone. A provision in the bill 
which recognizes the need for a co-operative approach would encourage other coun 
tries' support for the creation of a maritime memorial. We could also benefit from 
their advice in defining this concept so that it is used in a narrow, rather than a 
broad sense.

In proposing-to create a maritime memorial beyond national jurisdiction the 
United States must be careful not to interfere unreasonably with the legitimate ac 
tivities of other countries and their nationals. Although, the United States does not 
have the right to prohibit the nationals of other countries from defacing or salvag 
ing the Titanic, we may prohibit our own nationals and other persons subject to the 
jurisdiction of the U.S. from doing this. It is on this basis that we should proceed. 

You may also hear calls for a moratorium. I would urge that language to this 
effect be avoided in this bill. The Department would support such an approach if it 
becomes necessary or desirable in the future. There may come a point in negotiating 
such an Agreement where it would be helpful. If that time comes we may need to 
return to the Congress for additional legislation.

Since introduction of the legislator!, the United States has solicited the views of 
the three governments mentioned in the bill. Preliminary indications are positive, 
as long as the U.S. acts in a cooperative fashion. I know the Committee is interest 
ed, as we are, in how negotiations to obtain an Agreement to protect the Titanic 
would be conducted. This will be decided after further consulation with our allies 
and others taking into account the approach most likely to be successful.

We are exploring the question of what role, if any, the International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) should play in the proposed negotiations. Tentative indications 
suggest that IMO officials would support the concept of that Organization providing 
the forum for negotiations. At the same time, because an Agreement through IMO 
may require two or more years to achieve, an interim Agreement among the most 
concerned States may be necessary.

The Committee has asked for information regarding potential claims to the vessel. 
The rights to the vessel and its contents are indeed quite murky after 73 years. But 
potential claims could be made by Commercial Union, the company that insured the 
Titanic; a citizen to whom the company may have subrogated its rights; Cunard, the 
company which owns the vessel; and survivors or heirs of passengers who could 
prove ownership of recovered property, among others.

Salvage law is complicated and involves distinctions between proprietary or own 
ership and possessory rights. These issues must all be examined, in consultation 
with involved governments, if the Titanic is to be protected.

The United States will take the lead in encouraging an international agreement 
to protect the Titanic, to insure that it remains a lasting memorial to those who 
died in the tragedy. While we support the intent of H.R. 3272, we recommend that 
the legislation be amended as described in the addendum to my statement. I would 
also note that the costs to implement this legislation would include sums for person 
nel and overhead involved in assigning one or two persons to engage in multilateral 
talks, and appropriate sums for travel. This is based on the assumption that other 
states are interested in entering into a multilateral forum, to discuss coordination of 
activities pertaining to the Titanic. No additional appropriations will be requested 
by the Administration.
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In concluding my testimony, I would like to emphasize that customary interna 
tional law supports cooperation among States to protect objects of an archaeological 
and historical nature found at sea. The United States will work toward this end.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

ADDENDUM

The Department of State recommends that the legislation be amended in the fol 
lowing manner.

Section 2—Purposes: In order to promote a cooperative spirit among nations 
which would be the foundation of any agreement to protect the Titanic, this Section 
should encourage the establishment of an international maritime memorial and the 
establishment of international guidelines.

Section 5—National Guidelines: The word "International" should be substituted 
for the word "National" title of this Section. In Section 5(b), language should be 
added to reflect that interested foreign governments are to be involved in the draft 
ing of guidelines.

Section 6—International Guidelines: The Department recommends that language 
be added to Section 6(a) in order to assure the proper cross referencing of the pur 
pose of the bill which is to create a maritime memorial.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your appearance. I 
repeat again, this is the will of Congress, permissive legislation is 
not binding, but try and suggest an orderly way in which the arti 
facts and other things can be recovered with some degree of safety 
and conservatism.

Mr. HOYLE. Mr. Chairman, the administration would certainly 
commend you in taking steps toward that objective and would like 
to thank you for that.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Stand in recess for an additional 10 minutes. We have one more 

witness. We will return in about 10 minutes.
Mr. Bosco. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question when we get 

back of one of these witnesses?
The CHAIRMAN. You certainly may, sir.
[Recess.]
Mr. Bosco [presiding]. Call the meeting back to order.
While Mr. Jones is making his way across the street, I will, if I 

could—I would like to ask Dr. Foster a question and that is, was it 
NOAA that funded the exploration on the Titanic!

Ms. FO_STER. No; you mean in the beginning when it was discov 
ered or since then—since it has been designated as a sanctuary?

Mr. Bosco. Either.
Ms. FOSTER. I am sorry. The Titanic. You can see I am thinking 

Civil War ironclad. No; So NOAA did not have any funding partici 
pation hi any of this operation?

Ms. FOSTER. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. Bosco. Do you know if any other agency of our Government 

did? Would it be the Department of Defense or the Interior Depart 
ment?

Mr. HOYLE. My understanding is—is Dr. Ballard still here? It 
was my understanding it was funded largely by the Department of 
Defense.

Mr. Bosco. By the Department of Defense?
Ms. FOSTER. The Navy.
Mr. HOYLE. That the Titanic was discovered incidentally to an 

equipment testing program of the Navy.
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Mr. Bosco. And the Navy was using this same equipment that 
Mr. Grimm and others had helped to develop to do a general explo 
ration of the ocean floor or they decided because they could kill 
two birds with one stone they might explore the territory of the Ti 
tanic?,

Mr. HOYLE. My understanding, Mr. Chairman, is this equipment 
was being tested for the purpose of deep-sea submersibles to try to 
find ships or submarines that might have sunk, and the prospect of 
trying to work out something for the recovery of submarines that 
might sink in an area and still have life on them, part of the 
Navy's project to try to recover submarines that are in distress.

Mr. Bosco. The chairman is back so why don't I hand the chair 
back over to you and I would like to ask another couple questions.

The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. The Chair, of course, will continue to 
recognize Mr. Bosco.

Mr. Bosco. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Then, Mr. Hoyle, you say that the Department of Defense is the 

agency of our Government that funded this entire venture?
Mr. HOYLE. Mr. Chairman, I think we should probably report to 

you in writing on this because I am getting beyond my own knowl 
edge, but this is my understanding that this was a Navy funded 
project at the time.

Mr. Bosco. I would be interested, Mr. Chairman, in a response to 
that question in writing in that I am interested in what agencies of 
the U.S. Government funded this project and for what purpose. I 
am also interested in whose rights—who would have proprietary 
rights over any materials that have been found including photo 
graphs or other materials that have been found as a result of this 
exploration, such things as photograph rights, television rights, or 
matters or items that would have value such as that.

Mr. HOYLE. Mr. Chairman, I will talk to the relevant Navy 
people and we will report to you on this.

Mr. Bosco.: Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Foster, and Mr. Hoyle, for your 

presence here this afternoon and your testimony.
At this time I will recognize the next witness, Dr. Frank L. Wis- 

wall, Esq., former chairman, Legal Committee, International Mari 
time Organization.

Mr. Wiswall, you are recognized.
STATEMENT OF FRANK L. WISWALL, JR., ADMIRALTY LAWYER
Mr. WISWALL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think the most merciful thing I can do for the members of the 

committee and myself at this hour at the end of a long day would 
be to dispense reading the testimony I have written and if that can 
be entered into the record, I would just like to make a few points.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the testimony of Dr. Wiswall 
will be entered in its entirety.

Mr. WISWALL. Mr. Chairman, having heard the witnesses that 
have testified this afternoon, there is one point that I did not cover 
in my written testimony because it seems to me to state the obvi-

56-654 0-86-5
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ous. I now feel I may have been mistaken in not stating the obvi 
ous.

There is at present no_ law applicable to the Titanic wreck except 
what we refer to in this country as admiralty law. It is all very 
well to analogize portions of the Law of the Sea Convention or to 
talk about agreements that might be reached, but there are certain 
difficulties even in analogizing to the Law of the Sea Convention, 
particularly in the case of the United States, which is not a con 
tracting State. Certainly, in the nearly 8 years that I attended the 
deliberations of the Law of the Sea Conference I never once heard 
any reference to a problem of the sort that the committee is at 
tempting to deal with here— that simply was not an objective in 
formulating the Convention on the Law of the Sea.

While we are at it, I think perhaps it should be clarified that 
while terms such as recovery or retrieval or picking up or appro 
priation, or whatever 'else you wish to call it, may be used to de 
scribe an activity, in maritime law these are all euphemisms for a 
single word—and that is salvage.

The recovery of an object which was on the ship and is now lying 
on the ocean floor, even though disassociated physically from the 
remains of the vessel, is an act of salvage.

Mr. Chairman, my written testimony urges that the United 
States seek to use the facilities of the_ International Maritime Orga 
nization as the appropriate international forum for negotiation in 
connection with measures to ensure an orderly and discrete exami 
nation of the Titanic and to internationally legislate such guide 
lines as may be necessary to protect the wreck from plundering.

IMO, of course, is not the only intergovernmental organization 
that could do this job. There are others. Unesco comes to mind. I 
suppose at the far end of the spectrum it would be possible for the 
General Assembly of the United Nations to form a committee to do 
the job.

The reason for my recommendation of IMO, apart from my per 
sonal association with the organization over a long period of years, 
is to urge that the United States—and I do this as a taxpayer—will 
get more bang for the buck and more expeditious action from that 
organization than it will from any other intergovernmental organi 
zation within my knowledge.

I have made a rash estimate in my written testimony that under 
the best circumstances, it might be possible for IMO to bring into 
being an international convention to deal with this matter within a 
timespan of approximately 3 years and at a cost of approximately 
$100,000.

That is predicated on what I see as a need for 1 week of Legal 
Committee time with full facilities of translation and interpreta^ 
tion, a couple of weeks of intergovernmental working groups with 
partial facilities, and a period out of a diplomatic conference— 
which would have to be called for other purposes as well in order 
to make it cost effective—of some 2 to 3 days with full conference 
facilities.

Of that cost, the United States in accordance with its portion of 
contribution to the budget of the organization would pay approxi 
mately $11,500. That, I think, is a pretty good return on invest 
ment.
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I do have reason to believe that the organization would look with 
favor upon taking this matter into its consideration and offering 
the necessary facilities.

Mr. Chairman, at this point because I think that probably less is 
known of IMO than is known of the Titanic, I might better serve 
your purposes by answering any questions that you have.

[The statement of Mr. Wiswall follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. P. L. WISWALL, JR.

My name is Frank L. Wiswall, Jr. I am an Admiralty lawyer and sometime pro 
fessor of maritime and international law, in private practice in Northern Virginia. 
It was my privilege to serve from 1974 through 1979 as Vice-Chairman and from 
1980 through 1984 as Chairman of the Legal Committee of the International Mari 
time Organization (IMO), a specialized agency of the United Nations which is head 
quartered in London. The objective of my testimony is to encourage this Committee, 
the Congress and the world maritime community to recognize IMO as the most ap 
propriate forum for international negotiation in connection with the provisions of 
Section 6 of H.R. 3272.

Not very surprisingly, the origin of the International Maritime Organization can 
be traced directly to the Titanic disaster. In the aftermath of the events of April 14, 
1912, the maritime nations of the world were briefly galvanized into an attempt to 
establish international regulations aimed at the prevention of similar casualties. An 
international diplomatic conference was convened in 1914 to draft the first multi 
lateral treaty on the Safety of life at Sea (SOLAS); by its terms the 1914 Convention 
was applicable only to passenger ships, and dealt primarily with integral subdivi 
sion and lifesaving appliances, the lack of which caused such heavy loss of life in 
the Titanic sinking. Unhappily the advent of the First World War inhibited the 
entry into force of the 1914 SOLAS Convention, and it was not until 1929 that the 
second International Conference on the Safety of Life at Sea adopted a broader con 
vention which set strict construction and safety equipment standards, but which 
was still limited in application to passenger vessels in international trade. Again, 
however, the advent of a world war swept aside the effective benefits of the instru 
ment. . t

The brief pre- and immediate post-World War II experience in applying the stand 
ards of the 1929 SOLAS Convention convinced the world's maritime authorities that 
(1) the Convention was too narrow in scope, (2) there was real need for a permanent 
secretariat to monitor compliance, and (3) a permanent international, forum was 
necessary for the continuing review and resolution of martime safety issues. At the 
urging of both the United States and the United Kingdom, a diplomatic conference 
was convened in Geneva in early 1948; this Conference: adpptedwhst is now kno^rh 
as the Convention on the International Maritime Organization. Despite the span of 
forty-six years between the Titanic disaster and the entry into force : of the Conven 
tion on the IMO in 1958, the very clear link between these events is historical fact 
and not mere romance. " . , . i K 

The purposes of the Organization as set forth in Article 1 of the IMO Convention are, in part, ' ": ', j'•'.' 
"(a) To provide machinery for co-operation among governments in the field of gov 

ernmental regulation and practices relating to technical matters of all kinds affect 
ing shipping engaged in international trade; to encourage the general adoption of 
the highest practicable standards in matters concerning maritime safety, efficiency 
of navigation and the prevention and control of marine pollution for ships; and to 
deal with legal matters related to the purposes set out in this Article."

In order to achieve these purposes, the Organization is empowered in Article 3 to 
consider and make recommendations upon matters arising under Article l(a) that 
may be remitted to it by Members, as well as to

(b) Provide for the drafting of conventions, agreements, or other suitable instru 
ments, and recommend these to Governments and to inter-governmental organiza 
tions, and convene such conferences as may be necessary;

(c) Provide machinery for consultation among Members and the exchange of infor 
mation among Governments;

(d) Perform functions arising in connection with paragraphs . . . (b) and (c) of this 
Article, in particular those assigned to it under international instruments relating 
to maritime matters."

Under the authority of the IMO Convention, the Organization has not only 
brought into being international conventions regulating the safety of merchant ship-
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ping and the prevention of vessel-source pollution, but also maritime legal conven 
tions regarding liability and compensation in -connection with marine casualties and 
pollution incidents. Significantly, the IMO Legal Committee is currently at work on 
a new convention on marine salvage—the very subject at the heart of H.R. 3272. 

There can be little doubt that even three-quarters of a century after the sinking 
of the Titantic, much could be learned from an orderly and discreet examination of 
the damage which the vessel sustained following her collision with the iceberg and 
until she came to rest on the ocean floor—knowledge which could well have a bear 
ing upon present-day considerations of naval architecture and ship structure. The 
same can be said for an examination of the actual positioning of those lifesaving 
appliances which were not used following the collision. The International Maritime 
Organization has, therefore, a direct and current interest in ensuring that any ex 
ploration of the wreck of the Titantic shall be conducted in such a manner that it 
will not disturb or destroy evidence which could contribute to the primary mission 
of the IMO in improving and promoting measures designed to ensure the safety of 
life and property at sea.

In pointing out that the International Maritime Organization is the most compe 
tent international organization for purposes related to the Titantic, I am not un 
mindful of the interests of other intergovernmental organizations. The International 
Hydrographic Organization (IHO) may have an interest in the seabed characteristics 
in the area of the wreck, as well as in its position; the World Meteorological Organi 
zation (WMO) and the International Ice Patrol may both be interested in what, if 
anything, can be learned of the nature of the iceberg from an examination of the 
damage to the hull; the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi 
zation (UNESCO) may be interested in the marine archaeological aspects of the 
wreck—and there are doubtless a large number of nongovernmental international 
organizations having an interest in these and other aspects of the wreck of the Ti 
tantic. But it is the IMO whose nature, purposes and current work are most directly 
connected with the cause of the Titantic sinking, the prevention of future such dis 
asters, and the international regime of marine salvage.

The International Maritime Organization currently numbers 127 sovereign States 
as Members, plus Hong Kong as an Associate Member; in addition to the United 
Nations and its other specialized agencies, a large number of intergovernmental or 
ganizations are accredited to IMO, and currently some 43 non-governmental organi 
zations are in consultative status with the Organization. A majority of these State 
Members and representatives of other interested organizations will be in attendance 
at the 14th Assembly of the IMO, which will take place very shortly in London— 
from November 11-22, 1985. At this forthcoming Assembly, it is to be hoped that 
the delegations of those Member States most immediately, concerned in the Titantic 
matter will advocate the adoption of a Resolution of the Assembly compatible with 
the aims of H.R. 3272. However, such a Resolution would have only the force of 
moral persuasion pending the negotiation, adoption and entry into force of an ap 
propriate multilateral international instrument.

It is the principal activity of the International Maritime Organization to examine 
and debate maritime questions with a view to the elaboration, where necessary, of 
appropriate international instruments. There could be no more approriate forum for 
the examination of the matter of the Titanic, with a view to formulating a draft 
international convention governing the research, exploration and protection of the 
wreck, as well as the important matter of ultimate salvage.

Such a draft convention need not be either lengthy or complex, and in my person 
al view its elaboration could be accommodated within the present scheduling re 
sources of the Organization and without very serious budgetary implications. If it 
were possible to present a proposal to the Legal Committee of the IMO in early 
1986, the subject might well be able to be teamed with that of the draft Marine Sal 
vage Convention on which the Legal Committee is currently working, and which it 
is hoped may come before a diplomatic conference in 1988. If this were done, and if 
a draft convention on the Titanic could be considered and adopted by the same con 
ference, IMO's total costs of elaborating and adopting an instrument could be held 
to about $100,000 and the task could be accomplished within three years.

In order to bring an international convention on the Titanic into reality in the 
shortest practicable period of time, it will be necessary for at least those IMO 
Member States which are most directly concerned with the matter to present the 
IMO legal Committee with a proposed draft instrument. In other words, it will be 
necessary for qualified individuals and representatives of government agencies of 
the United States, United Kingdom and Canada to meet together and to begin work 
without delay, with a view to presentation of an initial draft at the 56th Session of
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the IMO Legal Committee which is now scheduled to be held in London from April 
7-11, 1986.

I am unable to suggest an existing forum for such preliminary informal consulta 
tions involving the most concerned governments; the participants will need to be 
drawn from diverse backgrounds in order to ensure input from the disciplines of 
maritime history, archaeology, deep-sea salvage, oceanography, naval security and 
maritime and international law. My suggestion is that an appropriate agency of the 
Government of the United States, such asd NOAA, be encouraged to act as host, 
and with the assistance of the Department of State to promptly extend informal in 
vitations to qualified individuals an counterpart agencies of the United Kingdom 
and Canada. I am sure that those who have testifed before this Committee today 
will be able to make helpful suggestions as to individuals able to make the greatest 
contributions to the preliminary work. The steps envisioned in Section 6 of H.R. 
3272 appear entirely suited to the organization of these informal consultations and 
negotiations, which should be promptly entered into for the purpose of presenting to 
and supporting within IMO a draft convention compatible with the aims of H.R. 
3272.

In conclusion, I must make it plain that the views I have expressed are my own, 
and that I am not authorized to speak for the International Maritime Organization. 
That being said, I must also add that in my opinion IMO would welcome the oppor 
tunity to act as the host organization for consideration, elaboration and eventual 
adoption of an international convention concering the wreck of the R.M.S. Tetanic, 
and that it would be grateful for the leadership and support of the Government of 
the United States in such an endeavor.

The CHAIHMAN. Is the gentleman indicating he would like to ex 
plain about the IMO? If so, he may proceed.

Mr. WISWALL. The IMO, Mr. Chairman, in the first place, is a 
nonprofit international organization.

The CHAIRMAN. So is the U.S. Government, but go ahead, sir.
Mr. WISWALL. Yes, sir. IMO has only the distinction of having no 

direct taxpayers to be able to assess. Its budget is formed by contri 
butions of the nations that are members of this specialized agency 
of the U.N., based upon the tonnage of their respective merchant 
fleets.

I am aware that the State Department some years ago in ah ex 
amination of intergovernmental agencies, found and declared IMO 
to be the single most efficient specialized agency of the United Na 
tions. I hope it is still of that view, but I won't put anyone from the 
State Department on the spot to declare it.

There are at present 127 member nations of IMO, of whom be 
tween 30 and 40 regularly participate in work of this sort and 
would make an active contribution. ;

The people who do the work are serious professionals. They are i 
drawn from all of the relevant fields—of which I believe in light of 
the objectives of this bill there are really quite a few—and all of 
them are regularly brought together at IMO.

I do emphasize, though, that it is necessary before going to any 
international agency or intergovernmental organization, for the in 
formal consultations which I see this bill contemplates to take 
place between the most interested governments so as to produce a 
coherent proposal. It is a big mistake, which has been proven re 
peatedly, to give a concept to an international organization and ask 
it to start with the_ skeleton and bring everything out in the flesh. 
That is not a practical means of proceeding.

Mr. Chairman, that is it. That is what I have to offer the com 
mittee unless I can usefully answer any questions that you have.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, I would like to emphasize for the 
record one more time that this particular bill, H.R. 3272, expresses
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; only the sense of Congress. As far as negotiating any sort of serv 
ices from any organization, this bill does not provide for that.

In fact, it does not provide for 5 cents of appropriation but never 
theless, I appreciate your presence here this afternoon and thank 
you very much.

Mr. WISWALL. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. That concludes the list of witnesses and with 

that the committee stands adjourned, subject to the call of the 
Chair.

[The statements of Capt. W.F. Searle, Jr., USN; Robert L. 
Scheina; Adm. John B. Mooney follow:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CAPTAIN W.F.. SEARLE, JR., USN (RETIRED), CHAIRMAN, 
SEARLE CONSULTANTS, LTD.

INTRODUCTION

The British Flag passenger liner SS TITANIC collided with an iceberg on the 
night of 14 April 1912. She sank with considerable loss of life. She was 
the flagship of the White Star Fleet and was on her maiden voyage. Her 
destination—New York City.

The ship is known to have been insured on the London Market, and the cargo 
is likely to have been insured there also. The hull claim was settled
though underwriters declined to assume own 
the property of White Star Lines or their 
cargo claims is not known to us. Doubtles 
neither underwriters, nor owners, survivor 
ever anticipated salving of the wreck; or

rthip and so the ship is still 
uccessors. The exact status of 
at the time of the sinking, 
or cargo interests would have 

ven any items from it.

Over the intervening years a considerable mystique has grown up about the 
ship. A particularly interesting account of the disaster will be found in 
the Time-Life Seafarers Series book: The Great Liners [1])*

In recent years there has been active interest in searching for the sunken 
hulk of TITANIC using modern and relatively sophisticated underwater search 
gear of the type common in both military/naval applications as well as in " ' 
the offshore oil/gas industry's oceanographic/geophysical explorations. Mr, 
Jack Grimm of Texas is identified as sponsor of such explorations; and a 
goodly number of his team's operating personnel are alumni of the Havy's or 
NSF's earlier similar work. Location and classification (positive identi 
fication) has never been publically reported as a consequence of the several 
expeditions under the Grimm banner.

In the summer of 1985 according to the proposed legislation (Section 4), a 
"joint international expedition" which could "serve as a model for future 
international activities related to TITANIC" discovered the hulk where she 
rests pn the sea bottom. The expedition was sponsored by Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institute (WHOI) through its Deep Submergence Section. The 
"international" aspect involved French scientists/engineers/technicianB from 
IFBEMER. Dr. Robert Ballard of WHOI was Expedition Leader and Chief 
Scientist:. Extensive photo coverage was taken and as a consequence there is 
apparently no question as to the identity of the ship. Expedition manage 
ment is firm in its contention that the hulk is, in fact, TITANIC.

The hulk, reportedly, rests on the seafloor at a depth of 12,000-plus feet. 
The reported location appears to place her on the Canadian outer continental 
shelf, not overly far from where offshore drilling is ongoing and where, 
some three-plus years ago, ODECO's advanced-design, semi-submersible 
drilling rig OCEAN RANGER capsized end sank at her moorings with loss of all 
hands.

As a final point in these introductory and defining remarks, I would note 
that "London", in the person of the General Manager of The Salvage 
Association of London, has contacted Captain Searle (and perhaps others) to

* See Bibliography at the end.
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inquire about these hearings in general. It is fair to characterize "the 
attitude of London" as being "quite surprised" about this bill; that it 
seema presumptuous that the U.S. (which neither owned nor insured the 
vessel; and in whose waters it is not located) sets about to establish a 
Marine Sanctuary and otherwise make rules and regulations ("Guidelines") to 
govern. It is worthy of note that the "London" marine insurance community 
has an interest in many such hulks at various locations in all the world's 
oceans; and at various depths; and of various vintage. Two such hulks which 
are of current interest and which have a singular pertinency to this 
exercise are the SS JOHN BARRY, a World War II U.S. Liberty ship, torpedoed 
by a German submarine; and the M/V ALIAKMON RUNNER which sank after a fire 
at sea in February 1983. Both ships are sunk in roughly 12,000 .feet; both 
are reported carrying considerable treasure. The JOHN BARRY had, according 
to "the story", several million dollars in coinage destined for a Middle 
Eastern nation; the ALIAKMON RUNNER reportedly carried a $30 million 
collection of antique temple artifacts from Southeast Asia destined for an 
European collector. Interest in these two deep targets is real. This 
evaluation as to the state-of-the-art of deep salvage as it relates to 
TITANIC has been more easily put together because of our being already 
somewhat "up on the step" as a conaequence of current interest in the 
ALIAKMON RUNNER case.
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PERFORMING USEPPL WORK—INCLUDING SALVAGE AND OBJECT RECOVERY IN THE DEEP " OCEAN '"~~ :

It will be our purpose in this section to briefly track past operations in 
the deep ocean which were successful in performing useful work; "work" as 
opposed to search and survey. We use the term "work" to include salving of 
ship or parts thereof; recovery of cargo or treasure; disposal of hazardous 
or pollution threat; extraction of minerals and hydrocarbons;.or performance 
of detailed engineering investigation.

The "deep ocean" needs first to be defined. To the sailor the "ocean deep" 
has, since time immemorial, implied the depth from which nothing could be 
retrieved. To "Deep Six" something was to intentionally dispose of it over 
the side and beyond recovery. As the hymn "Eternal Father" goes: "...Who 
bidd'st the mighty ocean deep, Its own appointed limits keep." But the 
"limits" have changed in recent years.. They have receded or have been 
driven down. For instance, 40 years ago young Midshipman Searle was taught 
that the "deep ocean" commenced at the 100 fathom line; 600 feet. 'The 
DISTRUCT BILL onboard ship instructed that the code book and crypto wheels, 
etc. had to be put in a weighted bag and disposed of (deep sixing) outside 
the 100 fathom curve. Presumably no one would find and retrieve them from 
that depth. The 100 fathom curve was like the "four minute mile", at least', 
during the early stages of this story. It was only in 1966/67 after the 
successful search for and recovery of the H'Bomb off Palomares, Spain, from 
a depth just short of 3,000 feet that the deep ocean limits were redefined.

Early Peep Salvage Work—Prior to Modern Technology—Pre-Palomares

Early deep salvage (that is, pre-Palomares) was practiced in two totally 
different arenas* First there w«» submarine salvage and associated 
personnel Rescue-byrSalvege. The submarine salvage business—at least in 
the U.S.—started in March 1919 when the submarine F-4 sank off Honolulu. 
The depth was just over 330 feet. All hands were lost. The boat was 
eventually raised under the direction of Naval Constructor Commander Julius 
Purer.[2] A state-of-the-art was set here with regard to both the 
mechanical and the diver aspects of deep ocean salvage, furer designed and 
organized unique pontoons and lifting gear; and the Navy's divers, brought 
all the way to Honolulu from the Brooklyn Navy Yard, performed useful work 
diving, as they did, on plain air at 306 feet. The latter is a record for 
air diving which still stands today.

Submarine salvage continued to occupy the attention of Navy salvors for the 
next forty years but generally without significant advancement of the state- 

. of-the-art. The famous.0.S. submarine salvage operations—all successful 
and all following Purer*s basic approach—include:

o S-51; September 1925. Sunk at 123 feet depth; off Block Island, 
Connecticut.

o S-4; December 1927. Sunk at 102 feet depth; east of Gape Cod. 

o SQUALUS; May 1939. Sunk at 240 feet depth; off Cape Cod.
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There likewise were submarine sinkings in the Royal Navy and in other fleets 
in the years 1920 through 1960. For instance, the 1950 sinking of HMS 
TRUCtENT in the lower Thanes Estuary. But the state-of-the-art for 
submarine salvage did not move significantly—not until after the loss of 
THRESHER in 1963 and the subsequent major study and report issued by the 
Navy-sponsored Deep Submergence Systems Review Group.

But before moving up (or rather down) this step and defining a truly new 
level of state-of-the-art, we note the second, and perhaps a third, arena in 
which deep salvage was operational. Thia was the generally quite secretive 
business of cargo salvage. From time-to-time ships sink and have in them 
cargo of such notoriety or such value (or both, as witness the above men 
tioned M/V ALIAKMON RUNNER) that the subsequent search and .salvage takes on 
a notoriety all its own. Two such early salvage operations were the 
recovery of gold and silver bullion and coina from the SS EGYPT which sank 
in May 1922 in the Bay of Biscay; and the recovery of 2.5 million pounds- 
sterling worth of gold bars from SS NIAGARA which had struck a mine and sunk 
off-shore New Zealand in June 1940; A brief description of each operation 
will be found in the book Marine.SaIvage by Joseph Gores.[3]

The two famous operations were performed at the then-formidable depth of 
just over 400 feet (EGYPT) and 432 feet (NIAGARA); thus, not pushing the 
depth parameter significantly. Young Communications Officers could still 
Deep Six their weighted bags at the 100 fathom line. These two operations 
did, however, affect the state-of-the-art as it applied to managing the open 
ocean moor of an ocean recovery platform; and they established the twin 
techniques of using a one-atmosphere (pressure) observation chamber to 
direct the work at depth—-first the placement of explosive charges and then, 
the manipulation of a mechanical grab to recover the treasured objects. 
This work was much as one manipulates a "game" in the Penny Arcade, 
attempting to capture the Rolex watch in the jaws of the grab instead of 
picking up a piece of bubble gum. The magnificent seamanship, the 
innovative genius, and the tenacity of bis Welsh forebears resulted in the 
award of a Knighthood for Australian, Captain John Williams., leader of the 
NIAGARA expedition. Sir Jobji, now at 90 years of age, still participates in 
an occasional. in-rshore salvage operation. His feat off Hew Zealand still 
stands as a prototype in defining state-of-the-art, [4] particularly as it 
relates to work platform management in the open ocean. John Williams' depth 
record at 432 feet for the accomplishment of useful work stood, however, but 
14 years until the advent of Underwater TV and the arrival of a new client 
for the deep ocean salvor—comely, the aircraft accident investigators.

One additional point needs to be made about the business of cargo salvage 
before leaving the subject. By far the leading practitioner of cargo 
salvage from sunken ships (meaning truly sunk in the sea; not merely 
"parked" on the bottom alongside a pier) was the Englishman, Mr. Risdon 
Beaz'ley. From the mid-1930's through the mid-to-late 1960's, this "shadowy, 
tight-lipped, fascinating salvor" [3] dealt with the insiders at Lloyds and 
elsewhere, investigating and building a file on every possible sunken ship 
with valuable cargo in it. He would eventually negotiate for the purchase 
of rights to the cargo; and then send out an expedition from a superbly 
equipped base at Northam Bridge, Southhampton. The expeditions routinely
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off the site being, fueled or during the off season.

Little has ever been written about the "RB" operation as. it was called and 
probably never will be. The old man died in the early 1970's having sold 
his firm to the German Salvor, Dlrich Harms; which firm in turn was swal 
lowed up by the huge Dutch salvage and towing firm, L. Smit. Captain 
Searle can attest, however, to the engineering of rigging and deck machinery 
on RB'a surface support platforms ships especially fitted and designed and 
built for the lucrative business of recovering full loads of cargo from the 
deep. His several trips to the RB base at Nor than Bridge in the 1964-66 
period were eye-openers as to state-of-the-art for long-term, all-weather, 
open ocean salvage work. This state-of-the-art applies still, in 1985, with 
improvements in detail and fine tuning only. Success (that is, profit) in 
cargo salvage depends not so much on innovative seamanship and general 
mechanical skills as in ad hoc or "normal" salvage operations; but, rather, 
success in cargo salvage depends greatly on the detailed planning of, and 
engineering for, a repetitious operation in which the random perturbations . 
(the "ad hoc") are, hopefully, designed out. This lesson is the ultimate 
one as the work site heads down deeper into the ocean.

Hew Clients and Hew Technology Still Pre-Palomares

There occurred in the mid-1950's and early 1960'e a series of aircraft 
accidents over the sea which had a major influence on the business of 
performing useful work on the seafloor. There had, of course, long been 
occasional aircraft accidents and some over the sea but all of a sudden the 
skies seemed full cf new types of planes being tested or flown aa proto 
types. New tools for the.diver/salvor were coming on-line also tools such 
as TV adapted for use underwater; mechanical manipulator or robot devices 
for use underwater; and the like.

On 10 January 1954 a new and highly touted British airliner, the COMET, 
while on a routine flight over the Mediterranean, plunged into the sea off 
Elba. The underwater search which followed was given extraordinary priority 
and played, at a national level. EN forces were mobilized and there followed 
what was probably the first truly Deep Salvage/Recovery operation.*

The depth of water averaged 650 feet at the site. The salvage aspect of the 
task followed classical procedures used on the EGYPT and the NIAGARA obser 
vation chamber plus grab. Additionally, underwater television of the then- 
developing dunking type (aa opposed to the now more familiar robot or

The term used here is, Salvage/Recovery which, in a general sense, follows 
the approach in the U;S. Navy's directives on the subject: OPNAV 
Instruction 4740.2 "Salvage and Recovery Program" and OPHAV Instruction 
4740.3 "Contingency Plan for Search, Location, Identification and 
Recovery of Objects on the Ocean Floor."
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swimming type) was used. The key to the operation in this considerable 
depth was, nonetheless, the availability from the Risdon Deazley firm of one 
of its observation chambers and a grab system. The surface support ship 
employed was the UN's SEA SALVOR. Risdon Beazley was put on hire to assist 
the RN forces.

Commander Gerald Forsberg was in charge of the underwater operations. Bis 
evaluation of the shortcomings of the operation [5] is worth studying. 
Among other things, he suggested use on any future deep operation of a 
dynamically positioned (DP) drill ship for surface support.

The laborious job of picking up the pieces of aircraft wreckage was very 
successful and allowed the aircraft accident investigators to record and to 
rebuild the plane. This, in time, led to corrective measures in her basic 
design.

The introduction of deep ocean salvage/recovery capabilities to the aviation 
accident investigators the new client had been affected. Since the "first 
COMET" aircraft recovery in January 1954, there has been a continuum of 
similar salvage/recovery tasks- some deeper; some shallower; some due to 
suspected sabotage (for instance, the current Air India operation in the 
Irish Sea) and many due to malfuntiona on operational aircraft as well as 
test aircraft (viz, the Havy 1963 operation in the upper Chesapeake Bay to 
recover wreckage from the Martin-built SEAMASTER [P6M]).*

To date there is no record of an aircraft being lost in the ses and on which 
a cargo salvage operation was mounted for the specific purpose of recovering 
high value cargo such as gold or precious gems. Such an operation is, 

. however, predicted by Forsberg and others; and it does seem that it ia only 
a matter of time until a plane with such a cargo goes down. Note that most 
international shipments of bullion and precious gems are handled by air 
freight.

Yet another client/user of the deep underwater recovery techniques was 
developing in the 1950'e and_ I960'a. That client was the general group of

The new clients aviation and weapons benefitted immediately from the 
post-Korean War effort in mine counter-measures (MCM) technology. One of the 
projects in this field was the development of an underwater robot which 
would swim down to the near-aeafloor, search out an underwater object and.

And, it might be added, due also to overt and stupid military action. 
See "Why the United Nations Should be Brought Into the Search for the KAL 
747," An essay by W. F. Searle, Jr., Lloyd's Uat. Friday, September 23, 
1983. The "Deep Search" operation for the downed Korean civilian air 
liner did not achieve success.
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as necessary, work on it. From its commencement in 1953, the Navy program 
to develop an unmanned, underwater vehicle made good progress in the 
development of a aeries of prototypes called MERMUT, This acronym stood for 
Mobile Electronics Robot Manipulator and Underwater Television System- From 
mine search and recovery to use in weapon range recovery was an easy 
transition; likewise, from MCM to salvage/recovery.

By the time MERMUT was into its sixth or seventh version in the late 1950's, 
the system was "borrowed" from the Mine Warfare Development people in the 
Bureau of Ships and taken over by the Weapons Development people in the 
Bureau of Ordnance, aad specifically by the laboratory responsible for doing 
POLAKIS launch system or "pop-up" testing; namely, Naval Ordnance Test 
.Station (HOTS), Pasadena, California.

HOTS, Pasadena, reworked and extensively redesigned the MERMUT as passed to 
'them. It was renamed CDRV for Cable-controlled Underwater Research Vehicle. 
and is generally regarded as the first successful, work-oriented ROV—Remote 
Operated Vehicle. It was this vehicle, and its superb crew of scientists, 
operators, and technicians which was ordered away from the Laboratory and 
sent to the. Western Mediterranean to participate in the search and recovery 
of the Palomares H-Bomb. This was in February-March of 1966. The CURV 
vehicle was instrumental (if not key) in the successful manipulation which 
led to recovery of the bomb. It was fortuitous that the depth at which the 
bomb finally rested was but 2,850 feet since the CURV was rated for only 
3,000 feet; and she was also limited by the length of her umbilical cable. 
Lay descriptions of the Palomares H-Bomb operation will be found in both 
Gores [3] and Forsberg [5].

Palomares—A Full State-of-the-Art Operation

The Palomares H-bomb operation can be taken as one of the major data points 
in any study of deep ocean salvage/recovery work. As indicated earlier, we 
view the "first COMET" operation as the first "modern" deep recovery 
operation. But the COMET operation was but a short extension beyond mine 
hunting doctrines. The Palomarea operation ushered in a whole new era, 
characterized by, among other things, the management attention and the 
willingness to apply to the task at hand the entire "bag of tricks" 
available. That ifl to say, the Palomares operation became a demonstration 
of the full state-of-the-art, at the time.

One might inquire as to why the THRESHER operation of 1964 off the coast of 
Hew England is not considered in this hierarchy. The reason we have not 
chosen to focus on THRESHER—and for that matter, several other well known 
deep wrecks—is that the operation was almost exclusively one of search and 
classification/identification; and not one of salvage/recovery. For the 
sake of emphasising this point, it is well to recognise that in the mine
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clearly located and identified.

It is, nonetheless, worth noting that the state-of-the-art for deep ocean 
search is today, and has been for the period of time dating hack at Uaat to 
the THRESHER searches, quite good. The superb work of the scientific teams 
from the Naval Research Laboratory and under the direction of Mr. Chester 
Buchanan onboard the USKS MIZAR in searching for the sunken submarine 
THRESHER, as well as the explosive-laden SS ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON [6] and 
the nerve-gas container-laden SS LEBARON R0SSELL BRIGGS [7], to name but a 
few, led the way for the search operation in the North Atlantic which is the 
subject of this hearing; namely, the apparently successful search and 
identification operation of this past summer which resulted from the 
international expedition of Dr. Bob Ballard and his French colleagues. Lest 
there be any doubt as to our intent by including this paragraph, we hasten 
to point out that the roots of this deep aearch/location/identification 
operation lie in the pioneering work generally associated with MIZAR and 
Buck Buchanan, pioneer of the ocean deep.

The previously cited (footnote) OFNAV Instruction 4740.3 was an outgrowth 
of SALVOPS MED, the Falomares H-bomb recovery. Dnder "Purpose" the 
instruction states as fohlows: "This instruction designates the respon 
sibilities for and provides information on procedures which may be 
applicable to search, location, identification and recovery of high 
interest objects on the seafloor." The Instruction goes on to define the 
three phases: Search, Identification, Recovery. The latter phase, 
Recovery, ia defined to include "...the lifting of the object from the 
seafloor; lifting of specific portions of the object for identification, 
study, or security reasons; or in some cases, on-site destruction or 
neutralization of the object." It is interesting to note that the term 
"salvage" is studiously not used. One can assume that the intent was to 
keep the instruction strictly "operational" and to not get into a debate 
with the Admiralty lawyers over terminology: "salvage" versus "recovery." 
Here we have used the style "salvage/recovery" to make it clear that we, 
also, choose not to differentiate between the two.
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The Palomares H-bomb salvage/recovery operation saw two aew or additional 
work systems added to the state-of-the-art of deep ocean operations.* One 
was employed extensively in the operation off the coast of Spain; the other 
was kept in the U.S., in reserve and ready to deploy, but waa never sent 
since the operation was successful without it.

First there was the role played at Palomares by the four manned aubmersibles 
(DRVa, or Deep Recovery Vehicles) [8] which were deployed there: ALVIN; 
ALUMINAUT; Perry Cubmarine (PC-3); and DEEP JEEP. The last two were small 
and could have been left at home. ALVIN (rated at 6,000 feat) and ALUMINAUT 
(rated at 6,000 feet) were instrumental, not only in the search and identi 
fication phases, but also they were critically involved in the bomb 
recovery.

Once the bomb had been found, ALDMINADT with her longer battery life, drew 
baby-sitting duty at the location on the bottom, keeping the bomb in view 
while the ALVIN and the unmanned vehicle CURV were being readied for the 
actual recovery evolutions. ALVIN with her greater agility had originally 
been programmed to install on the bomb 1 a parachute harness the grapnels at 
the lower end of three synthetic fiber rope lift lines. These grapnels, 
however, on the first attempt, failed to hold after ALVIN.had skillfully . . 
installed then. As a consequence, the bomb fell free after being lifted but 
a short way. For a period of time the target was again lost and it was 
thought it might have gone down the slope—perhaps lower than 3,000 feet, 
the limiting depth for CURV. It was here that the greater depth capability 
of ALVIN and ALDHINADT became appreciated. Had the bomb originally been 
found at, or had it fallen into, these greater depths, these DRV's might 
have been the only vehicles which could have recovered or otherwise attended 
the target.

When the bomb was iclocated at 2,850 feet and found to be still within 
CDRV's range, it was decided to use the ROV this time to rig the three lift 
lines to the parachute harness. In performing this rigging job, however, 
CUKV's propellers became hopelessly ensnarled in the parachute shrouds. A 
crisis was at hand. Finally, the decision was made to hoist the whole 
enanarIment as one—three nylon lift lines plus CURV'6 umbilical cable. 
This was done successfully and shortly the bomb was hoisted onto the deck of 
the surface support platform—the Submarine Rescue Ship USS PETREL.

The mid-air collision occurred 17 January, 1966, a Monday. The Air Force 
began to make informal inquiries as to Navy assistance by Wednesday FM. 
The working line of communication was via the EOD community. By Friday 
afternoon the Air Force decided to formally request USN assistance. The 
requesting message was sent from SAC Friday evening. Navy geared up on 
Saturday and Sunday and quickly got organized. Not often recognized is 
the fact that Navy had had a lost bomb incident of its own some six weeks 
before. While the incident occurred in such deep water that recovery was 
out of the question, they bad nonetheless exercised an ad hoc organi 
zation to cope with the matter. See "DOD Narrative Summaries of 
Accidents Involving U.S. Nuclear Weapons: 1950-1980."
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Thua, the Palomares salvage/recovery operation demonstrated the employment 
of both manned submersible* (DRV's) and unmanned vehicles (ROV's), each for 
the first time in deep ocean salvage/recovery.

The "other" system, the one which was kept in reserve and which has been 
given hardly any attention in the popular accounts of Palomares, was a 
Global Marine Corporation drill ship which was equipped with an early 
generation dynamic positioning (DP) system. The Navy's Supervisor of 
Salvage was in continuous touch with the drilling company, Global Marine, as 
well as the oil company (Shell) which had the drill ship on hire. From 
early-on in the Palomares operation—starting about the second week in 
February—the SUPSALV had contingency plans in place for a preemptory 
tasking of the drill ship which was, at the time, on a program drilling 
"strat holes" off the Canadian Maritimes and the New England Coast and in 
the Baltimore Canyon. This capability in reserve was made known to .the 
Commander of the Task Force off Palomares as well as to the Chairman of the 
Technical Advisory Group (TAG) in the Pentagon.

Each time the drill ship would be about to depart one location and move so 
as to start another hole, a decision process was exercised by the Navy. 
"Should the drill ship be broken off from her test drilling and sent to 
Spain?" In the meantime, varioua tools and other gadgetry to rig to the 
bottom of the drill string were being conceived and, in some cases, actually 
developed. This "on call" situation lasted well into the operation. 
Finally, when the drill ship had completed its program on the U.S. East 
Coast and was getting ready to move around and into the Gulf of Mexico, the 
bomb had just been found and it was decided to "release" the drill ship from 
her "preemptory, on-call" status. This was done.

The wisdom of- the decision was, however, put into some doubt when, next day, 
the bomb was dropped and "lost" when the grapnels failed. The bomb fell . 
deeper and into a ravine. This unexpected and potentially fearsome develop 
ment, while it did not lead to the "recall" of the drill ship, did, nonethe 
less, lead to the study of an alternate recovery scheme whereby the drill 
ship would be dispatched to~Palomares and, rather than lifting the bomb 
"on-a-string", it would manipulate it with the drill string or, as a last 
resort.encase it in cement/concrete so that it could be left entombed on the 
seafloor with confidence that no one else could raise it.

The whole matter of using a drill ship or, better still, a semi-submersible 
drilling platform, for deep ocean salvage had long been given considerable 
thought by many in the offshore oil business as well as those in the salvage 
business. It was in the summer of 1966, for instance, that the Vice 
President for Engineering of Transworld Drilling Incorporated (a subsidiary 
of Kerr-McGee Oil of Oklahoma City) lectured to the Navy's Salvage Officers 
Course in Washington and devoted most-of his allotted time to contingency 
planning the application of offshore oil ships and rigs to salvage problems. 
The Vice President of Transworld Drilling at that time was Captain J. W. 
Greely, OSNR, who had been, during World War II, Salvage Engineer with the 
forces in Pearl Harbor raising the wounded battleships and other sunken 
ships. Keep in mind that most of the major offshore drilling firms were, at 
their beginnings in the 1940*8/50*6, founded and/or managed by men who were 
alumni of the Navy. This cross-fertilization of technology (now called
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ocean engineering) between the offshore drilling operations, in the Gulf of 
Mexico and later in the North Sea r and the Navy's salvage.organization was 
exciting and productive. It had, and still has to a lessor degree, a very 
real bearing on the state-of-the-art for doing work in the deep ocean.

The seeds of the idea for using a dynamically positioned (totally unmoored) 
surface support plstfonn, positioned over a deep sunken object, and per 
forming work via the stiff-armed drill string was very much on the mind of 
salvors and oil people alike.

Mention should also be made at this juncture as to the relationship of the 
National Science Foundation-sponsored MOHOLE project. This, too, was a 
project which had its basis in the application.of the same two basic 
technologies: offshore drilling on the .one hand and ship salvage/harbor 
clearance, including heavy ocean rigging, on the other. The MOHOLE Project 
also benefitted by the cross-fertilization between, on the one hand, the 
.general oceanographic and marine geophysical sciences community; and on the 
other hand, practical men like Commander Carl Holm, DSNR, of the Navy's WWII 
salvage organization, and Willard Bascorn of the OKR community. Both had 
been deeply involved with the MOHOLE effort. Baacom, a prolific and 
creative ocean engineer in the early I960 1 a, had in fact filed patents 
dealing with both the searching for and the recovery of objects from the • . 
deep ocean seafloor [9]; and Holm was co-editor of a widely used Handbook of 
Ocean Engineering [10].

Beyond the hardware and the system^themselves, it was, by the end of the 
Palomarea operation, quite apparent that such operations benefitted 
immensely from innovative and creative management; as well as the ability of 
the operators on-scene to adapt and create new tools and new schemes to cope 
with the ever-present "ad hoc" element of salvage work. The concept of a 
Technical Advisory Group (really, a structured brainstorming committee) 
sitting in Washington .and at the constant service of the Operational 
Commander was viewed as being one of the key elements of the success 
achieved at Palomares. Indeed, the post-operations listing of "Lessons 
Learned" gave great weight to this point. . Which is to say that for any 
complex and difficult deep salvage/recovery operation, attention needs to be 
paid not only to the platforms—both surface and sub-surface'—and work 
systems on.site, but also to the level of operational and scientific talent 
available and always on call through the workings of a Technical Advisory 
Group "back at headquarters.'* The recognition of this powerful management 
technique may, in the end, be the single most important element of an audit 
of the state-of-the-art for doing such work as implied might be undertaken 
on TITANIC.

Thus, we have reached our intitial goal-—namely to define what we consider 
to be the origins of the technology and operational capability whose 
state-of-the-art as of 1985 you have aaked us to evaluate. To summarize, 
the subsystems or sub-technologies involved at the time of the successful 
Palomares H-bomb recovery either were, or indicated a requirement for same 
because of a shortfall at Falomaras, the following:

o Surface support platform—alt weather, open-ocean capable and 
preferably dynamically positioned (DP).
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o A means of observing activity on the seafloor or at the work site 
(the "mine work face", so to speak)~the ROV, DRV and perhaps also 
the observation chamber. .

, o A work system and a full bag of tools for performing various
evolutions including cutting, joining, placement, insertion, and so 
forth.

o Vehicle or other means of transporting men/equipment to the job site; 
for performing assiat functions (putting one's "finger on the 
shoestring as the bow is being tied") and innovating as may be 
necessary.

o An experienced, Innovative management policy and personel at 
"headquarters".

o Experienced men to manage and operate "in the field.'1 

SCORPION

The next significant data point on this track of major, deep ocean salvage/ 
recovery operations has to be the planning for work on and in.the sunken 
submarine SCORPION. This nuclear powered submarine, it will be recalled, 
disappeared during an Atlantic crossing, heading home to Norfolk, in the 
spring of 1968. Her hulk was found and extensively photographed by the USNS 
MIZAR, resting "in more than 10,000 feet of water some 400 miles southwest 
of the Azores."* In addition to and in support of the Court of Inquiry, 
consideration was given to two courses of action in order to investigate the 
hulk and hopefully to determine what went wrong. One such option was to 
mount an expedition whereby a submersible vehicle would be sent down to the 
seafloor so that qualified submarine technical personnel could view the 
wreck for possible estimation of the cause of her loss.

The other option, and clearly the more costly of the two, was to organize an 
expedition to survey and to enter and, as might be necessary, salvage parts 
of the submarine where she fay in the deep ocean.

As indicated in the above quoted CBINFO Press Release, in the spring of 1969 
the deep diving submersible TRIESTE II proceeded to the location of SCORPION 
for on-the-spot observation and additional photographs of portions of the 
submarine's hull. TRIESTE, it was noted, would carry one technical observer 
in addition to her two-man crew. And she wad credited with having a 
"limited capability to retrieve small objects from the ocean floor." The 
operation proceeded on schedule. Captain Harry Jackson, uSN (Retired), who 
is a renowned submarine designer and a Visiting Professor at MIT, served as 
the technical expert on the dives of TRIESTE.

Pursuing the other option, namely, the conceptual planning for a deep 
survey/salvage operation on SCORPION, the Office of the Supervisor of 
Salvage, U.S. Navy, undertook a paper study addressing the feasibility and

* "Navy reports findings of the Court of Inquiry on the loss o,f the USS 
SCORPION" CHINFO News Release Wo. 50-69; 31 January 1969-
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first-cut cost of. the work-plat form/ work-system aspects of such an 
operation, the study was unclassified and was predicated on the requirement 
that the surface platform, and the actual ocean engineering operations would 
be totally n on -Navy; moreithaft likely being performed by a qualified firm 
from the H, 5. drilling community (recollecting the standby drill ship at the 
time of the Palomares operation) and by various support firms from the 
offshore drilling industry in general.

The leader of the team that performed this study was Mr. Jon Lindbergh, a 
former naval officer who had served as an advisor to the Task Force 
Commander at Palomare*. He vas assisted by technical people — both 
engineering and operational—from numerous of the nation's leading offshore 
drilling and service firms. The study also included input from various of 
the ordnance (including both torpedo* and missiles) test ranges covering 
deep recovery techniques which vere both proprietary/commercial and 
Navy-developed. The report entitled "A Study of Various Marine Systems 
Capable of Performing Work in 12,000 Feet Water Depth" represents a succinct 
yet comprehensive definition of the state-of-the-art for deep ocean 
salvage/recovery as of the 1969/1970 time frame. Three different systems 
vere considered viable and rough cost estimates were put forward for a 
postulated 30 day operation at 12,000 feet. The three systems were:

o CUBV-type system.

o J-STAR system (a wire rope manipulated system used on some ordnance 
test ranges; and also marketed by a firm in Seattle).

o Drill column system (the drill ship or semi-submersible platform).

Generally speaking, the systems and equipment identified in this earlier 
study are available today, either as improved items commercially available 
in the oil industry or, as ships/platforms of later design. For instance. 
while the Navy's dynamically positioned, inshore ocean engineering support 
ship USNS NAUBUC is no longer available, there are numerous DF support 
platforms now available in the offshore business which can adequately 
substitute for it. Similarly, the drill ships and semi-submersible drilling 
platforms currently available (and some of them are laid up because of poor 
times in the offshore drilling world) are far superior to those which were 
available in 1969/70; albeit, carrying a considerably higher per diem lease 
rate.

Suffice to say, l£ one were to respond to your questions as to the available 
state-of-the-art for deep ocean salvage/recovery in connection with TITANIC, 
and assuming capability more or less as it was in 1969/70 plus improved/ex 
tended/new capabilities widely advertised in the offshore drilling and 
offshore support industries, there is no doubt that the state-of-the-art 
salvage /recovery operation could be mounted in 1986 on TITANIC.

Other Deep Salvage/Recovery Operations— ALVIN; PICSES III; Air India

To further explore the state-of-the-art for the performance o£ deep ocean 
salvage/recovery, it is instructive to audit and briefly note several other 
successful operations; albeit, generally at a shallower depth and of a 
smaller size than either SCORPION or TITANIC.
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In October of 1968, while operating approximately 120 miles southeast of 
Cape Cod and incident to being hoisted onboard ber mother chip, the Woods 
Bole Oeeanographic Institute's famous (uboeraible ALVIN (which had 
participated in the Falonares H-bomb operation) got free of her hoisting 
rig, and with the hatch open aank to the »eafloor. The depth vaa 5,051 
feet. Plans were immediately formulated for raiting her. The following 
summer an expedition under the leaderahip of the Office of the Supervisor of 
Salvage and employing the OSNS MIZAR as a surface support work platform and 
the civilian submersible ALDMINAOT, the 16.75 ton (dry weight) ALVIN was 
successfully rsised and returned to her home base.[11] The operation was 
not in the least bit difficult; the combination of the quite capable 
ALOMINAOT and the very professionally handled MIZAR being more than adequate 
for the job.

While operating some 30 CO 40 miles southwest of Cork, Ireland, and assis 
ting in the burial of a trans-Atlantic communication cable, the British 
flag, two-man submersible PISCES III, sustained an accident while being 
hoisted aboard her mother ship, fell back into the water and sank a.t a depth 
of 1,575 feet. This occurred 29 August 1973. Two other submersibles were 
called to come and assist. One was located in Canada. Additionally, 
working through the U.K. and USN channels, the CURV III vehicle from 
Southern California was flown to the scene. CURV III was instrumental in 
connecting a lift line and shepharding the retrieval of the PISCES III. The 
two entrapped operators were back onboard and breathing fresh air again 
after but 84 hours [121. This operation, however, while it demonstrates the 
versatility of CURV-type vehicles, must nonetheless be classed as Rescue snd 
not Salvage.

The PISCES III operation, and especially the use of the COBV III, demon 
strates however the ongoing development and the improvement/extension of the 
capabilities of not only the Navy's CDRV-type remotely controlled underwster 
vehicles, but also the booming employment of them in the offshore oil buai-- 
nesa. Navy laboratories have worked extensively on both the improvement and • 
the development of techniques for the use of these remote controlled 
vehicles. A CDRV-type vehicle capability of working to a depth of 20,000 
feet has been proposed by NOSC, San Diego. Various other designs have been 
proposed and are the subject of various technical papers [13]. Addi 
tionally, the office of the Supervisor of Salvage, U.S. Navy, has developed 
and operates via a contractor a specially equipped, heavy duty, salvage- 
oriented submersible tethered vehicle called DEEP DRONE. This vehicle has a 
depth limitation of 7,000 feet.

In the private sector many, many submersible vehicles of the CDRV-type and 
referrred to generieally as ROV'a are available. There are ROV's of all 
sizes, shapes, versatility and (of course) cost. Of particular note are the 
submersible robots SCARAB I and II which were designed and built by the 
consortium of Atlantic Submarine Cable owners and watched over by AT&T Long 
Lines Division^* The SCARAB vehicles are among the most significant deep

See "How the Black Boxes Were Retrieved." Sea Technology, October 1985 
(page 99).
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ocean work-capable devices available today. In this sense they set the 
state-of-the-art. The SCARAB I is husbanded and operators are provided by 
the firm, Eaatport International, Inc. of Upper Marlboro, Maryland, which 
firm is also the contractor which has custody of and operates the Navy's 
DEEP DRONE. SCARAB II is operated by the English firm Cable and Wireless 
Ltd. of London.

The currently ongoing salvage/recovery operation in the Irish Sea to recover 
the wreckage of the Air-India Flight 180 is organized around the use of the 
submersible SCARAB, being operated off a Canadian cable layer, the C/S JOHN 
CABOT. The water depth is reported to be approximately 6,700 feet. All 
indications are that the operation is coming along quite successfully, 
noting in passing that this time of the year begins the stormy season in the 
North Atlantic.

State-of-the-Art—ROV1 i

The state-of-the-art as it relates to heavy-work by deep-work capable ROV's 
is generally quite good for depths to about 10.000 feet [8]. The TITANIC 
being at 12,000 feet therefore represents a shortfall in capability so far 
as the existing, commercial ROV is concerned. This is not viewed as being a 
serious issue; and is certainly not a problem requiring a technological • • 
break-through. A firm purchase order from a would-be salvor would elicit 
interest and fixed-priced proposals from several designers/builders of 
ROV 1 a, both U.S. and European.

State-of-the Art—DRV s • - . ;

Addressing now the availability of submersible* (often called DRV's)-for 
possible employment on a salvage/recovery operation to TITANIC, the listing 
is found to be rather limited [8]. In the U.S. there are three DRV's 
capable of the dept'u associated with TITANIC. They are as follows:

o ALVIN—Operated by Woods Hole, capable of operation to depth of
13,100 feet. ALVIN has proved her .versatility on many occasions over 
the past two decades.

o SEA CLIFF—This is a Navy-owned and operated DRV capable of work to 
20.000 feet.

o ALUMIKAUT—This unique aluminum hulled submersible has seen yeoman 
service for many years. As noted elsewhere in this report, she was 
used on the Palomarea H-bomb operation; and on the recovery of ALVIN. 
She has been employed in numerous commercial operations in both the 
Atlantic and Pacific. To work at 12,000 feet on the TITANIC she 
doubtless would need to be refurbished and retested since she has not 

• dived for over 15 years. Insurance on her could be a problem.

In general, however, the state-of-the-art in the U.S. as it relates to 
manned submersibles (DRV's) is good.
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Abroad, only the French are equipped with DRV's which are worthy of 
consideration for work on TITANIC. The French oceanographic community has 
two capable submersibles as follows:

o NAUTILE—A three-man DRV capable of 20,000 feet, 

o CYANA—10,000 foot depth limit. 

Statg-of—the-Art—Management and Manpower

Addressing next the state-of-the-art as it relates to management and general 
operational capability for performing work in the deep, open ocean, it is 
worthy of note that since the 1969/70 time-frame, the U.S. ocean-engineering 
community has been deeply involved in two quite sophisticated areas of 
technology which bear on this matter. First, the quite complex yet 
successful development of seafloor mining systems which include the raising 
of manganese nodules from the seafloor to a mining ship and the subsequent 
transference to transporter vesaela. The ocean depths involved in this 
ocean mining were of the same order as TITANIC. While the several ocean 
mining conaortia are at present in a near-state of limbo, due to both the 
economic climate and the Law of the Sea controversy, the manpower—both 
operating and engineering—-which was organized and trained for at-sea 
operations is generally available to someone who might be serious about 
organizing an expedition to salve TITANIC.

The second such area of recent interest (though of somewhat lesser sophisti 
cation and seriousness) was che OTEC program. This, like the ocean mining 
business, is in a dormant state; and is unlikely to revive. Nonetheless, 
some quite useful techniques were conceived and designed which relate to 
mooring and performing useful work in the open, deep ocean. Similarly, 
there were some very competent people developed by the OTEC program who 
might be available to other ocean engineering challenges.

The ocean mining effort in particular conceived of ship and platform designs 
which, though somewhat different from offshore drilling, would nonetheless 
be of direct interest (and possible use) to the deep ocean salvor.

The Peep Ocean Working Vessel GLOMAR EXPLORER

Associated with the general subject of ocean mining is the ship GLOMAR 
EXPLORER. This large drilling-type, DP vessel i* identified as a "Deep 
Ocean Working Vessel" [14] [15]. Its original mission was that of ocean 
mining for the Howard Hughea organization, and it vas contract-operated by 
Global Marine Corporation. It will be remembered from above that it was 
this same corporation with whom the Navy's SUPSALV dealt during the 
Palomarea H-bomb search and recovery as we kept tabs on a candidate drill 
ship, on the East Coast. Global Marine were pioneers in the development of 
drill ship techniques and vere, in fact, the contract operators for the 
National Science Foundation of the original and famous exploration drill 
ship GLOMAR CHALLENGER.
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Th* GLOMAR EXPLORER is of particular interest in this state- of-the-«rt 
study because of ita many technical innovations. In a magazine article in 
1976 (Ocean Industry. December, 1976, page 67-72) it was described aa "a 
shipload of idea* that can influence designs for many years to come." About 
1980 the ship was the subject of a major sales presentation to various 
government and private ocean-oriented organizations. A comprehensive 
presentation (with handout book) was given by Rear Admiral Nathan 
Sonenshein, USH (Retired), Vice President, Global Marine Development 
Incorporated [14]. There were many who had the opportunity to bear this 
presentation to the Marine Board of the National Research Council/National. 
Academy of Engineering and elsewhere. The drill Ship GLGMAE EXPLORER is 
clearly a state-of-the-art vessel which is fully capable of performing 
salvage/recovery work on the. TITANIC. If anything, her use for an operation 
over TITANIC might be in the nature of an over-kill. (There were those who 
proposed that it be employed to grasp the sunken hulk of the Civil War ship 
MONITOR and lift it in one evolution.)

It is noted in passing, and without a full understanding of ita impli 
cations, that the ship is currently listed and extensively described in the 
authoritative book The Ships and Aircraft of the P. S. Fleet. 13th Edition, 
published by the U.S. Naval Institute [15].She is listed as the USNS 
GLOMAR EXPLORER (AG-193), and is indicated as having beep transferred to the 
Maritime Administration .on 17. January 1977 (the anniversary of the bomber- 
tanker aircraft collision over Palomares, Spain) and laid up in the National 
Defense Reserve Fleet in California. It is understood that the.other data 
on page 249 of the Polmar book is unsubstantiated by Navy. In any event, 
the existence'(and, presumably, the availability) of this ship markedly 
impacts the state-of-the-art for deep ocean salvage/recovery, be the target 
an old passenger liner or a new cargo ship; a submarine or a space shuttle; 
or a valuable cargo of temple artifact*. Given a requirement to mount an 
expedition over the TITANIC, and keeping in mind that such an operation 
might only be tolerated (funded) if it were a matter of national priority, 
doubtless the planners would use the GLOMAR EXPLORER as a point of 
departure*

There is no known ship or work platform in. the fleet of any foreign nation 
which compares even remotely with the capabilities of GLOMAR EXPLORER.

On the other hand, the new OS Flag scientific drilling program's drill ship 
JOIDES RESOLUTION which went on-line in early 1984 as a replacement for the 
famous GLOMAR CHALLENGER, and which like the CHALLENGER, is operated as an 
international consortium, has capabilities which would be worthy of • ' • 
consideration were a salvage/recovery operation to be considered at-the 
depth of TITAHIC.
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Conclusions

We therefore come to a statement of our conclusions.

We come down solidly with the evaluation that it is^ state-of-the-art, 
technically feasible to salvage TITANIC, most likely in sections. We are 
confident that, from the technical viewpoint, artifacts and other features 
of the ship could be raised. We cannot, with confidence, tell you how long 
it would take or how much it would cost. If the operation were deemed to be 
one of high national priority—such as placing a man on the moon—there is 
no doubt at all that the operation could be performed.*

As to the second part of the question posed us—namely, the availability, in 
the U.S. and abroad, of the technology; and the identification as to who 
owns and sells such technology. There is no question that the United States 
leads the world in the capability for performing deep ocean work (keeping in 
mind that we have chosen to focus on "work" and not on search and classifi 
cation) which in this evaluation specifically focuses on salvage/recovery in 
a scenario involving the TITANIC. The capability in the U.S. is clearly 
held totally (though not necessarily solely) by the offshore industry— 
including both oil and ocean mining. There are doubtless several major 
drilling and mining companies who would be candidates to organize and manage 
such an operation. There are doubtless many mixes or subsets as to the 
techniques and consequently the primary platforms to employ. It is likely 
that any real-life operation in the deep ocean would, in its conceptual/pre 
liminary planning phases, consider the use of GLOMAR EXPLORER. This "Deep 
Ocean Working Vessel" might, in some scenarios, be the key to the operation 
itself. In others, it will be too expensive. We address this point speci 
fically, however, because of its Navy's ownership. Presumably the authority 
vested in the Secretary of the Navy by 10 U.S. Code Chapter 637 "Salvage 
Facilities" would be exercised to make it available to the private sector, 
were the private sector to be the leaders of the operation. The point is, 
again, that within the U.S. we have the capability to do such work—in 
cluding salvage/recovery at TITANIC—and with or without government (Navy) 
involvement.

In a somewhat more general sense, the non-U.S. elements of the world's off 
shore drilling/mining business could also mount-out and perform work in the 
deep ocean scenario involving TITANIC. Some nations have a more complete 
mix of capability than others. The French who are nearly, if not in fact, 
our equals in the technology of manned submersibles, are the next most 
likely and most capable to perform such work. The British, though without 
significant manned submersible capability, are likewise capable of per 
forming useful work at these great depths. Similarly, the Russians must be 
assumed to be capable or at least planning for such capability.

The previously cited OPNAV Instruction 4740.3 applies to operations which 
"...encompass search, identification or recovery of objects of national 
or other high level interest from the ocean floor."
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Unsolicited Remarks Relative to Costs

Finally, and recognizing that the questions posed did not include a cost- 
feasibility element, we nonetheless feel as practical men, compelled to 
comment on the cost of an operation to salve even small pieces or sections 
of TITANIC.

Imagine Dr. Goddard, the rocket pioneer, being asked in the mid-30's (at 
which his career was most productive): "Do you think it state-of-the-art 
and technically feasible to build a rocket and develop and run a companion 
program which would place a man on the moon? And how much would it cost?" 
One can imagine that Goddard's answer would have been: "Yes, it is state- 
of-the-art and technically feasible to do that job, and possibly even by the 
1970's." And he might well have quoted a cost figure in the mega-buck range 
which, at that time, would have been a cost level beyond comprehension and 
apt to doom the project. He would have been right as regards the state-of- 
the-art, the technology, and the management. He would have been wrong—way 
wrong and way low—concerning the cost.

The salvor is by nature a pragmatic man. We often characterize salvors as 
pessimistic-optimists. The state of being of the ship to which salvors ace. 
called for the purpose of raising, refloating, or otherwise assisting is 
usually grim, if not terminal. It takes an optimistic man to even consider 
helping her. And it takes a pessimistic man—be he operator or engineer—to 
succeed. Be must also be a tenacious seaman.

In 1978 Captain Searle was asked to address the problem—both technical and 
financial—of salving the Civil War Ship MONITOR. He was at the time a 
member of the Governor of North Carolina's Technical Advisory Committee as 
provided for in the statute governing the Marine Sanctuary which surrounds 
and rises to the surface above MONITOR where she lies off Cape Hatteras. In 
the paper delivered at the National Conference titled "The MONITOR: Its 
Meaning and Future" at Raleigh, North Carolina, April 2-4, 1978, [16] 
Captain Searle took a position which is essentially the same one we take 
here: "Yes, it is possible. But is it economically feasible?"

Further, from the paper "Salving the MONITOR":

To perform complex and heavy ocean engineering work in the open ocean, 
at any depth, is a very expensive proposition. Witness the daily cost 
of drilling operations just now getting underway (1978) off the East. 
Coast. A recent item in the Washington Post indicated that the EXXON 
Corporation is paying $110,000 per day for the drill ship GLOMAR PACIFIC 
to drill some exploratory holes there.

He who would seriously consider salving TITANIC would do well to read the 
paper "Salving the MONITOR." The estimated cost to raise her—in pieces— 
was in the order of $10,000,000 (in 1978 valued dollars). This estimate was 
characterized "As a shot in the dark. It may be high. On the other hand, 
it may be low!"
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The planner when beginning to put a rough, first-cut price estimate on 
salving the TITANIC ma; choose to use the MONITOR cost estimate as a model; 
as a starting point for scaling upward. He will be well advised to keep in 
mind that the MONITOR was characterized as a "Cheese-box on a raft", whereas 
the TITANIC was described some 40-plue years later as "the largest vessel 
ever built." A dimensional comparison of the two is impressive:

TITANIC MONITOR

LOA 882.5 feet 173.0 feet
Beam 92.5 53.0
Draft, Full Load 37.0 9.0
Displacement, Full Load 66,000 L.T. 1,200 L.T.
Depth to Sea Floor 12,000-plus feet 220 feet

In the scaling up exercise from MONITOR which is, as noted, in relatively 
shallow water, close to safe havens, and is of far less displacement and 
complexity, one should multiply by a large factor to account, first, for the 
difference in depth; another factor to account for the distance from safe 
havens and logistic support base; and, finally, a really big factor to allow 
for the increased size, weight and complexity of the ship.

Finally, one wants to keep in mind what the offshore drilling industry has 
learned as they "work in the deep, open ocean" drilling and producing in the 
Labrador Straits and in the Newfoundland offshore areas—namely, that ice 
bergs are a real hazard to the ongoing operations of a drilling rig or a 
moored or dynamic positioned support platform which is trying to perform 
work on the seafloor and stay in a fixed position. Icebergs are an ever- 
present danger. But then—is that not what started this whole exercise in 
the first place? And so we have come full circle. The icebergs usually 
win.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT L. SCHEINA, U.S. COAST GUARD HISTORIAN, 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, U.S. COAST GUARD

At 2:15 AM on April 15, 1912, the British White Star liner Titanic sank, causing 
the loss of 1,503 lives.

This tragedy has acquired the aura of the world's greatest maritime disaster. In 
large measure, this unenviable distinction has been created by the large number of 
Jives lost—among whom were numerous distinguished members of society—by the 
attitude of invulnerability falsely based on recent technological achievements, in 
cluding the construction of the Titanic herself—and, by the air of inevitability cre 
ated by many authors who have written about the disaster. Books and movies have 
and will continue to perpetuate the memory of the tragedy.

The sinking of the Titanic influenced maritime legislation and regulation hi 
many nations and caused improved cooperation among various maritime nations. In 
the United States, the disaster had an immediate effect on legislation.

First, laws were passed and regulations issued which increased the control over 
the use of the wireless. Now, not only passenger steamers but cargo steamships as 
well are required to have radios. Also, an auxiliary power source is now required in 
case of an emergency. Regulations required effective communication between the 
ship's bridge and the radio room. Two or more skilled operators were to be carried, 
and one was to be on duty at all times when the ship was underway. Also, a bill was 
passed on August 13, 1912, which gave priority to distress and military messages. 
These provisions were influenced by events surrounding the sinking of the Titanic. 
The steamship suspected of being the closest ship to the Titanic when she struck 
the iceberg did not have an operator on duty and did not come to the aid of the 
distressed ship. Also, there was much superfluous wireless traffic which complicated 
the rescue efforts. Many of these wireless regulations were given international 
status by the signatories of the Berlin Radiotelegraphic Convention, which included 
the United States.

Second, the United States adopted certain provisions of the 1914 International 
Convention on Safety of Life at Sea [SOLAS] with respect to lifesaving devices de 
spite the fact the convention never came into force due to the outbreak of World 
War I. These provisions were made part of the Seamen's Act of March 4, 1915 and 
related to the number and character of lifesaving devices carried on board ships. 
The Titanic carried enough lifeboats for only half of those on board. Most lives lost 
could be attributed to this deficiency.

Third, the same law provided for the certification of "able seamen" and persons 
qualified as "lifeboatmen." A number of the Titanic's lifeboats were not adequately 
crewed.

But as the 1912 Annual Report of the Bureau of Navigation noted, "The profound 
feeling aroused throughout the United States by the loss of the British steamship 
Titanic on April 15, did not find expression in radical legislation difficult or impossi 
ble to administer, but readily concurred in the sentiment of other nations in favor 
of an international conference for the consideration of means to prevent the recur 
rence of such disasters."

The world's public was stunned by the Titanic disaster and their governments im 
mediately sought means to cooperate to avoid any recurrences. The most important 
gathering was The International Conference on Safety of Life at Sea in 1913-14, in 
which the United States participated. The responsibility for updating the SOLAS 
Convention rests with the International Maritime Organization [IMO] headquar 
tered in London, which has served: as respository for SOLAS Conventions since its 
establishment in 1958. The latest major SOLAS revision was done in 1978. Ice and 
the Titanic were the dominant topics at the conference, which convened in London 
on November 12, 1913. On January 20, 1914, the representatives of thirteen mari 
time powers signed a convention that provided for "the inauguration of an interna 
tional derelict-destruction, ice-observation, and ice-patrol service, consisting of two 
vessels, which should patrol the ice regions during the season of danger from ice 
bergs and attempt to keep the transatlantic lanes clear of derelicts during the re 
mainder of the year." The signatories were: Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Canada, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Russia, 
Sweden, and the United States. The U.S. was asked to manage this triple task, the 
expense to be shared by the thirteen countries. Because the convention would not go 
into effect until July 1, 1915, Great Britain, on behalf of several of the countries, 
asked the United States to undertake the patrol at once. In fact, two U.S. naval 
scout cruisers had patrolled the danger area through 1912 following the Titanic dis 
aster and in 1913 two Revenue Cutters had been used. On February 7, 1914, Presi 
dent Woodrow Wilson officially tasked the Revenue Cutter Service, a predecessor of
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the Coast Guard, to begin immediately the international ice-observation and ice- 
patrol service.

Each year since 1914, with the exception of war years of 1917-18 and 1942-45, the 
Coast Guard has maintained the patrol. The duties of the ice patrol are to find and 
to keep daily track of icebergs and field ice, determine their set and drift, and 
report this information to the world. Ice observation generally begins in March and 
ends in August. However, the patrol may be extended whenever there is thought to 
be a significant threat to the shipping lanes. The patrolled area is about the size of 
the State of Pennsylvania and is in the general region of the Grand Banks of New 
foundland. In the later part of the ice season, April to July, the area is blanketed in 
fog, created by atmospheric conditions at the confluence of the Gulf Stream and 
Labrador current, which adds to the danger.

The need for the International Ice Patrol has been reinforced by events which oc 
curred during World War II at which time the patrol was suspended. The British 
Svend Foyne collided with a berg off the southern tip of Greenland on March 19, 
1943 and went down. All 145 persons on board were rescued. There were, however, 
many other collisions of ships and bergs. On May 27, 1945, the ice almost caused a 
disaster that would have rivaled that of the Titanic. Allied convoy ON-303 was 
plying across the Atlantic on course for America. For five days thick fog had limited 
visibility. At 7:10 p.m. the British frigate Chelmer reported to the convoy commo 
dore on board a freighter that a surface craft was sighted on the starboard bow of 
the convoy. A few minutes passed and the frigate corrected the report—it was a 
growler (a small iceberg). At 7:18 p.m. the Chelmer warned large icegberg! A fifteen- 
second blast belched from the horn on board the commodores ship, which meant 
"Turn left, an emergency." No ship responded! Again, the horn blasted and finally 
horns responded with acknowledgment of the order. The warning had been received 
and the turn was being executed. But how many of the eighty-three merchantmen 
and eight escorts understood the warning and endeavored to avoid the ice and each 
other in a thick fog? The radio tapped out the telegraphed message in hopes of in 
forming all ships. The commodore could not see in the fog; had the convoy executed 
the turn? The new course was radioed in plain language and all engines were or 
dered stopped.

Within fifteen minutes, twenty ships had collided with one another, some more 
than once, and four had struck the iceberg. Miraculously, none sank. Two factors 
prevented a catastrophe. First, the convoy was making 9.5 knots (12 m.p.h.) about 
one-half the speed of the Titanic when she met her fate. Second, the commodore 
perceived that a collision with ice was a greater danger than that among ships trav 
eling on a similar course; he had immediately ordered the emergency turn. The fol 
lowing day, May 28, the badly shaken convoy passed over the site where the luxuri 
ous White Star liner had gone down.

World War II accelerated the development of electronic aids to navigation such as 
LORAN (Long Range Aid to Navigation) and RADAR [Radio Detecting and Rang 
ing). These devices nave the potential to make transit of ice infested waters safer, 
but they could not replace the International Ice Patrol. LORAN permitted ships to 
more accurately fix their positions and those of icebergs reported by the Interna 
tional Ice Patrol in any weather condition. Before LORAN existed, ice patrol cutters 
and the transiting merchant ships were at times fogbound for days. Their position 
had to be determined by dead reckoning and radio direction finder bearings. This 
was the best technology available in the 1910's '20s, and '30s, and it left much possi 
bility for error.

Radar was another electronic child of the war. Simply, a radio beam is sent out by 
a ship and, when it strikes an object, the beam bounds back to the sender. The dis 
tance to the object can then be computed. Radar had been used with some success in 
the ice zone throughout the war. In 1947 the first experiments to determine the ca 
pability of radar to detect floating ice were undertaken. The results were disappoint 
ing. An iceberg wa found to be only one-sixteenth as good a radar reflector as a 
comparable sized ship. Furthermore, sea water is a better reflector than ice, so 
there are many weather and sea conditions during which radar could not detect a 
berg. The maximum range of radar detection of a dangerous size growler is a scant 
four miles. RADAR has been refined since 1947 but it still has shortcomings in de 
tecting ice.

The International Ice Patrol was resumed by the U.S. Coast Guard in March 1946. 
Three international safety conferences (1948, 1960, and 1974) have reaffirmed the 
need for the service. The nineteen supporting countries of the Ice Patrol are: Bel 
gium, Canada, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, France, Greece, 
Israel, Italy, Japan, Liberia, Netherlands. Norway, Panama, Poland, Spain, Sweden, 
United States, and Yugoslavia.
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There is always danger. Icebergs are a phenomenon of nature, a hazard to ship 
ping which cannot be controlled, regulated, or entirely avoided, even though man 
periodically perceives that he has mastered nature through technological achieve 
ment. On January 30, 1959, the merchant ship Hems Hedtoft reported striking an 
iceberg about forty miles south of Cape Farewell, Greenland, This ship, on her 
maiden voyage, was equipped with the latest electronic navigation aids, including 
LORAN and RADAR. She sank without a trace with ninety-five persons on board 
approximately one month before the start of the 1959 International Ice Patrol, and 
outside the area assigned to the ice patrol.

Numerous memorials have been dedicated to the victims of the Titanic. The most 
dynamic is the International Ice Patrol. Most of the legislation and regulations 
which were a direct result of the sinking have been superseded by new laws. But 
the International Ice Patrol serves on. Neither ship nor life has been lost from colli 
sion with ice while the International Ice Patrol was on station since the sinking of 
the Titanic.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REAR ADM. JOHN B. MOONEY, USN, CHIEF OF NAVAL
RESEARCH

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am pleased to submit this state 
ment providing information on the Navy's role in the discovery of the Titanic 
wreckage.

In brief, the Office of Naval Research [ONR] has contracted with the Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution's Deep Submergence Laboratory, headed by Dr. Robert D. 
Ballard, to develop the ARGO/JASON Undersea Search and Exploration System. 
Work on this ARGO/JASON System began in 1982 and, when completed in fiscal 
year 1988, the total Navy funding will amount to $2.8 million. Dr. Ballard was re 
quired by the Navy to demonstrate and test the capabilities of the ARGO un 
manned-submersible. Sea trials of ARGO required searching and taking television 
photographs of the ocean bottom. The Navy had no objections to the research work 
which resulted in the Titanic being located as long as the testing program was ac 
complished. The Titanic discovery is a spectacular demonstration of the ARGO ca 
pability. The R/V Knorr, a Navy owned vessel, which is chartered to Woods Hole, 
acted as the ARGO mother ship. It should be stressed that the detailed scheduling 
of the ARGO testing and specific cooperative arrangement with other scientific or 
ganizations during the test leading to the Titanic discovery were under the control 
of Dr. Ballard and Woods Hole and in accordance with normal scientific cooperative 
agreements.

The 245-foot (74.6 meter) Research Vessel Knorr was designed and built under the 
direction of the U.S. Navy at Defoe Shipbuilding Corporation of Bay City, Michigan. 
The R/V Knorr was accepted by the U.S. Navy in January 1979, and delivered to 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution on April 15, 1970. Woods Hole Oceanograph 
ic Institution operates the R/V Knorr under a charter agreement with the Office of 
Naval Research and under technical management control of the Oceanographer of 
the Navy. The R/V Knorr is one of seven such research vessels owned by the U.S. 
Navy, but operated under charter agreements by various American universities or 
institutions involved in Oceanographic research.

On this research deployment R/V Knorr left Woods Hole, Massachusetts on June 
17, 1985, with Dr. Purdy and Dr. Langmuir (Woods Hole scientists) for Marine Geol 
ogy and Geophysis Research. After reprovisioning in Ponta Delgado, Azore Islands, 
R.V. Knorr sailed from the Azores on August 15th with Dr. Robert D. Ballard as 
Chief (Woods Hole) Scientist aboard for the purpose of testing the ARGO/JASON 
undersea search and exploration systems which Woods Hole is developing and test 
ing for the U.S. Navy. The Titanic discovery occurred during sea trials of the 
ARGO.

ARGO/JASON is an undersea search and exploration system. It is composed of 
two major components: the existing ARGO and the developing JASON submersible 
vehicles, which are unmanned. ARGO is a towed vehicle equipped with an array of 
sonar and television systems that give scientists a wide view of the sea floor. It has 
a 20,000 foot depth capability. When ARGO detects an interesting area or object, 
JASON, a small tethered vehicle, will descend from the ARGO vehicle, make a close 
inspection, and gather samples with two manipulator arms. Both of the systems 
make use of the latest in low-light-level television technology.

The ARGO/JASON System has been under development for the U.S. Navy to be 
used for oceanography research and limited recovery tasks. The ARGO system has 
been under development by Woods Hole since late 1982 and is scheduled to be com-
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pleted in 1985. JASON development has been started and is expected to be compet 
ed by 1988. The Office of Naval Research has invested approximately $1,650,000, on 
the development of ARGO and about $270,000 on JASON thus far. Another $955,000 
is planned to complete the JASON System by the end of fiscal year 1988, for a 
planned total of $2,880,000 spent over a six year period (1982-1988) on the ARGO/ 
JASON System.

If the Titanic site were appropriate for additional testing of Navy deep ocean re 
search equipment, its use could be considered.

[Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m. the committee adjourned subject to the 
call of the Chair.] 

[The following was submitted for the record:]
THK OCEANIC NAVIGATION RESEARCH SOCIETY, INC.,

October 28, 1985.
Hon. WALTER B. JONES,
Chairman, Committee On Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
Longworth House Office Building,
Washington, DC.

DEAR CHAIRMAN JONES AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS: The Oceanic Navigation Re 
search Society [ONRS] is dedicated to the preservation and research of ocean liner 
history. One of the greatest and most famous ships, Titanic, was found under the 
outstanding direction of Jean-Louis Michel and Dr. Robert D. Ballard of the French 
and American expedition this past summer. The crew members of the research ves 
sels Suroit and Knorr, staff of Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and National 
Geographic should be highly commended. Their efforts must not be destroyed.

The site of the wreck of Titanic is an international historic landmark for all hu 
manity to cherish. It is a memorial to those 1503 lost. It is a monument to an era 
that also perished on the morning of April 15, 1912. All efforts must be made to 
make Titanic a "neutral memorial or park" much like Turk Lagoon, the Battleship 
Arizona or natural underwater parks. It must be left alone and protected from the 
grim reapers of profit that plunder history not only underwater but above the seas.

Site restriction should not preclude serious scientific, archologic, historic research 
and preservtion efforts. Titanic and future sites should be well documented. A limit 
ed selection of artifacts should be brought up for museums, educational organiza 
tions dedicated to maritime preservation and non-commercial activities to bring the 
past to the present and future generations for their understanding. All efforts 
should be made to prevent any commercial rape of Titanic and future historic 
wrecks as they are discovered by todays' and future technology. What is beyond 
reach today can be within our grasp tomorrow. We (ONRS) appeal to you to make 
sure that grasping hand is gentle with our historic past. May your action bring 7V- 
tanic and other future histories to us all intact for all the world to learn from, enjoy 
and to preserve. Tie the hands of modern pirates. Fervent their greed to destroy for 
profit what belongs to all the world, our historic past. Our appeal to you to preserve 
our maritime past is in your hands. Preserve Titanic and other histories now. 

Respectfully submitted for the record,
CHARLES IRA SACHS,

President.

NEW BERN, NC,
November 5, 1985. 

Hon. WALTER B. JONES, 
Cannon Office Building, 
Washington, DC.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN JONES: I want to take this opportunity to thank you for your 
initiative in preserving the Titanic where it currently lies.

I see no reason why the ship and its victims should be disturbed in any way.
Fortunately for me, my Father, Grandmother and Uncle were survivors of the 

sinking. As I grew up, Daddy would tell me about his Mother waking both sons, 
ages nine and two, and making sure they had the two life preservers on them—that 
were in their cabin. When an officer saw that Grandma had no life preserver, he 
took them to his cabin where he put his life preserver on her and said, "here my 
child, if the boat goes down, you will remember me." Sadly, the Officer drowned 
with the other unfortunate ones.
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?,£.'. Jones, you have always had my family's support. Before his death, my hus 
band was a Special Investigator with Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms. During that 
time you were instrumental in helping him receive his Workmen Compensation 
benefits.

Continued success in your endeavors in behalf of the people of this area. We are 
fortunate to have such a fine representative. 

Very sincerely,
FAY COUTTS BLETTNER.


